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I

A B S T R A C T

This work aims at a full-length study of the history of
/ -Sri in N.India to the end of the Gupta rule. It consists of 
an introduction, five main chapters, a concluding chapter and 
an appendix.

Chapter I

Chapter II

discusses the abstractions, Sri 
and Laksmi as they are found in 
the Vedic literature and traces 
the gradual development into the 
form of a goddess embodying these 
abstract concepts.

is devoted to the study of the
r  -  _importance of the Srisukta in the

* — mevolution of the proper Sri-Laksmi 
concept, both in the religious and 
the iconographic sphere.

Chapter III analyses some of the salient features 
of selected early divinities to deter
mine the extent to which they anti- 
cipated Sri-Laksmi*



II

Chapter IV considers the growing attachment of
Sri-Laksmi to Visnu and also discusses• *
her association with various gods.

Chapter V makes a critical study of the extant 
* _images of Sri both in her individual 

asoect and in association with Visnu.* i i
It also examines her iconographic 
resemblances to various other goddesses 
and the resultant syncretistic images.

Chapter VI (Conclusion) presents a brief resume" of the fore
going chapters and attempts an evaluation 
of Sri's standing in the Hindu world.

I am indebted to a number of individuals and bodies. To all 
of these I express my sincerest gratitude. However, I feel that I 
must single out for special mention Dr. J.G. de Casparis for his 
constant encouragement and advice and Dr. Wendy O'Flaherty for her 
invaluable comments and criticisms. Thanks are also due to Mrs. P. 
Brown and the staff of the Library of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies for their most prompt and courteous service and to 
Dr. N.Dutt for his help with the plates.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

This work is intended to be a systematic study of the cult 
of Sri, also known as Laksmi, the much worshipped Hindu goddess 
of fortune, and endeavours to draw a full picture by analysing 
all her various aspects; the main sources are ancient literary 

and archaeological data.
As far as ancient literature is concerned, the materials 

are not scarcer than for the history of other popular goddesses.
S _Although a deity of considerable importance in Hinduism, Sri is 

denied a place in the early Vedas, which are, however, of immense 
help in determining the range of ideas that could underlie the 
term srl, while the later Vedic literature is of great assistance
by suggesting the way in which the goddess was conceived. It

* T  ̂r also includes the Snsukta, an eulogy to Sri, the first one to
/■  -  .emphasise the later importance of the Sri-Laksmi concept.

This concept is further developed in the Epics and the 
Puranas which contain numerous stories that were woven around 
Sri and Visnu, the consort she became associated with in the 
early Christian era. They also reveal various ideas and 
beliefs associated with the concept of Sri, and thus help us 
form a proper image of the goddess. Certain other contemporaneous



literary works, especially those associated with religious matters
are of no lesser help as they provide us v/ith material for a

/ . _proper understanding of Sri-Laksmi. The Pancaratra Samhitas,
as they deal with the higher philosophic conception of Sri, have
ne bearing upon the popular image of the goddess, although later
Vaisnava Sects greatly benefitted from this class of literature.

The Puranas, although lacking in historical perspective,
are nevertheless of immense help as they supply us with elaborate

✓ _iconographic description of Sri. To these may be added certain
other texts on the canons of iconography. But very few of the
Puranas and the iconographic texts can be ascribed to the period
under survey; However, I have shown no reluctance to make good
use of them as they retain the tradition. I have also referred
to some works belonging to the South as long as they had some

✓ -bearing upon my subject. Numerous representations of Sri,
conforming to these canons, came into existence, both alone
and in association with other gods while others reveal some
of the foreign elements that were incorporated in her concept.

✓ _

A few sculptures betray some syncretism of Sri with other 
goddesses. Thus they render great assistance and in some 
cases I have referred to icons of a later period whenever I 
felt it necessary.



Apart from these sculptural representations, seals, coins
and inscriptions also form an additional suorce of information.
Seals used by the traders, coins issued by the kings and
inscriptions both of individual donors and of royal patrons
characteristically show her image or have her eulogies in her
capacity as the goddess of wealth. In fact, she represents
such a strong human desire that it causes no surprise to see
that she is the first female deity to be definitely recognised
in archaeology as early as the third century B.C. Since tha^,

✓ -it is the story of Sri*s gradual ascendency to power.
I shall not enlarge here upon the intricate question-

the importance of which is however not denied- of how far
✓ -non-aryan components can be clearly recognised in Sri, bat

would just venture upon the idea as to how her basic concept
v/as inherent in the primitive cult of the Earth Mother and
how her iconographic features bear a distinct trait of the
fertility cult of the early period.

So far, a number of papers have been devoted to the study 
✓ ^  «of Sri-Laksmi, but attention has mostly been focused on one or 

another of the various features of the goddess, but none dealt 
with all the problems associated with her. Emphasis has often 
been laid on her being the personification of beauty, sometimes 
on her aspect as a Sakti of Vi§nu, sometimes on the legend of



VI

her birth from the ocean. Among them may be counted some
excellent investigations by some eminent scholars, such as
the article on Sri-Laksmi by A.K.Coomaraswamy; although it
mainly deals with her iconographic aspect, it forms a kind

/  .  —of source material for a study of the Sri-Laksmi cult. The 
Development of Hindu Iconograph^ furnished useful information, 
serving the function of a standard reference. Apart from 
Govinda Chandrafs Pracina Bharat meh Laksmi Pratima, which 
provides a rich collection of materials, no book has fully

s —studied the Sri aspect. In some books she is discussed 
in connexion with Visnu and one such commendable work is• t
J.Gonda's Aspects of Early Visnuism. Lastly, I must not

y
omit Shashi Bhushan Das Gupta’s Sri Radhar Krama-Vikas^,
Dars'ane 0 Sahitye, a penetrative work on the history of 
Radha in Bengali. Radha, the beloved of Krsna, whose 
name is doubtless related to the Vedic radhas (i.e., success, 
prosperity, wealth, bounty, favour, liberality), while radha 
itself is not entirely unusual instead of samrddhi, was deified
at a later period and was occasionally considered, not unreasonably,

/  «  — /  _  —  as a manifestation of Sri-Laksmi. So Sri-Laksmi holds an important
place in it.

A ^1. Coomaraswamy, A.K.,*Early Indian Iconography : Sri-Laksmi*,

EA, vol.I, no.3» Jan. 192J?.
2. Banerjea, J,N, The Development of Hindu Iconography, Calcutta1956.



But in spite of the undeniable importance of Sri, none of 
the learned authorities cited above has sufficiently taken into 
account all the different aspects of Sri-Laksmi, and this,
I hope, is the raison d'etre of this work.
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H A P T E R X.
SRI-LAKSMI IN THE VEDIC LITERATURE
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Sri

The word srl (which with its other variations is 
just as much Avestic as Vedic), in its literary as well 
in its religious connotations, is of great significance. 
The very word which is used to designate beauty and 
glory, earthly abundance and royal majesty, brilliance 
and lustre, also indicates a goddess who combines in 
herself all these qualities. It has also been used 
as an expression qualifying names and epithets,^ while
as the root of a verb Sriaati, it is mentioned in con-

2nection with the mixing of milk with soma, whereby the 
latter is strengthened.

In the ggveda, the word occurs as &rl« ̂  dhrta£ri«̂~ 
dar£ata £ri.^ Sriye,^ Sriyo.^ £riyam.^ suSriyam.^

1. It may be repeated several times to express excessive 
veneration. The Nanagha'fc Gave Ins. of Satakanpi I and 
Hathlgumpha inscription of Kharavela, belonging to the 
1st century B.C. seem to be the earliest epigraghic 
evidence recording the practice of prefixing S n  to 
personal names.

2. gV^, IV, 41, 8.
3. Ibid., IX, 109* 15.
4. Ibid., X, 65, 2.
5. Ibid., X, 91, 2.
6. Ibid., II, 23, 18; IV,5,15; L0,5; V,60,4; IX,104,1; 

X,45,8; 91,2; 95,6; 105,10.
7. Ibid., I, 166,10; 111,1,5; VII,15,5; X,9l,5.
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Sreyam,1 sraya,^ £reya,̂  £riya,^ srlg.a,^ Sriyafr,^
abhisriyafr,''7 S r i y a s e a s r l r a ,^ sriyaradhi,1(̂  Srijjltasj,11 

"IP — 12srlg.ana, Srlpanafr, etc. and embraces concepts which, 
though by no means quite similar, all relate to the same 
general idea, viz., signifying something that is bene
ficial in one or other respect, something that is 
desirable to mankind in general. A few examples may 
suffice to illustrate the way in which these various

Footnotes 8 and 9 from previous page.
8. Eli, 1,179*1; VIII,20,7.
9. Ibid., 111,3*5; IX,4-3,4.
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.

V , 60,4.
V,53*4.
VI,41,4.
I,188,6; 11,8,3; V,3*4.
x , 4 5 * 5 .
II,1,12; IX,16,6.
X ,66,8•
V ,59 * 3. 
VIII,2,20.

10. Ibid., V,61,12.
11. Ibid., VI,46*4.
12. Ibid., IX,65*26.
13. Ibid., IX,109*17.
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conceptions are reflected in the word Sri, One 
passage implies the sense of glory, (bhurini bhadra 
naryegu bahagu vakgafrsu rukma rabhasaso anjayafr/ 
agisesvetah pavigu kgura adhi vayo na pakgan vyanu 
Sriyo dhire^ i.e. fin your manly arms there are many 
good things, gold chains are on your chests, and glis
tering ornaments. Deer skins are on your shoulders, 
on your fellies knives; they spread their glory out

oas birds spread out their wings'). The same sense is 
inherent in the passage Sriye jatab £riya a niriyaya 
Sriyam vayo jaritpbhyo dadhati / Sriyag. vasana 
amptatvamayan bhavanti satya samitha mitadrau, meaning 
'For glory b o m  he hath come forth to glory: he giveth
life and glory to the singers. They, clothed in glory, 
have become immortal. He, measured in his course,

Llmakes frays successful'.

1. 23L, 1,166,10.
2. Gf. Griffith, R.T.H,, The hymns of the Rgveda, I,

p. 298,
5. EV., IX,94,4; cf: 1,44,5; 116,17; 184,5; 188,6-8;

ITT,60,4; VI,29,3; 77,2; 95,3.
4. Griffith, The hymns..., IV, p.68.
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The following passages use Sri in the sense of
beauty, of something which is pleasing to the eye,
Sriye kagi vo adho tanugu vasi^('for beauty you have

— — Pswords upon your bodies1) or Sriye sudr&I rupasya yah*
Similarly, it also occurs to signify majesty in the
lines, asya Sriye samidhanasya vr§p.o.^ In some other
passages, it has the conception of light and brilliance,
Sriyase kam bhanubhifr sam mimikgire^ while the sense of
purifying or adorning oneself appears in tava Sriye

5maruto mar;] ay ant a« Indra taking the vajra in his hands
too is feriye; the idea that is inherent is to regard the

1. gV., 1,88,3; X,85,30; 110,16.
2. Ibid., V,44,2; cf: 11,1,12: IV,10,5; VII,15,5;

X,45*8. The connection of srl with the derivatives 
of dpS intensifies the sense of physical beauty 
(Vlll,20,12; X,91,2) and in the Avesta (Aban Yast,7;
64; Tir Yast, 18, etc.) £rira is used to imply the 
same idea. But H. Oldenberg overemphasises the 
concept of visible beauty (Oldenberg, H., Vedic words 
for 'beautiful* and 'beauty' and the Vedic sense of 
the beautiful, Rupam., XXXII, Oct., 1927* pp. 98-99) 
while it should 3b e remembered that it is rather dif
ficult to distinguish between well-being or prosperity 
and the outer appearance of the person who enjoys 
them. Gonda, J., AEV., p. 181.

3. IV,5,15.
4. CF: Ibid., 1,87*6; 113*1; VII,77*5 (fcregtha);

X,91*5.
5. Ibid., V,3*3; cf: IV,22,2; VIII,7*25; X,77*2.
6. Ibid., 1,81,4.
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god as being adorned with everything that belongs to 
his pomp.

Sri may also have denoted jnana i.e. wisdom as is 
suggested by a passage where Agni is described as 
Srlnagi udaro dharuno raylnaifi.̂  It can be explained 
as udara with jnana and thus conveys the sense of 
brahmaSrl. It finds support in a prayer where §rl is
is invoked to adorn the head, srio me Srlryafeo mukhagi 
tvigib ke&aSca smaferuqi / raja me prap.o amptafli samrat 
cakgruvirat Srotram //. The ggvedic passage mentioned 
above also suggests that it did not necessarily convey 
the sense of riches since rayi (riches) is mentioned 
with it. But it was definitely used in a kindred
sense as is evident from Socir vasanab paryayurapagi

f T — — 4"sriyo mimite brhatiranunafr, which refers to the pros
perity that Agni abundantly commands. Sriya tvagnim

1. gv^, x,4-5*5*
2. Vaj.Sagih., XX,5*
5. This recalls a ggvedic passage which runs as *This 

gentle lord gives wisdom to the simple; the wiser 
god leads on the ariser to riches1, (VTI,86,7) and 
thus gives precedence to the concept of wisdom.

4-. RV., 111,1,5* 'Arraying himself in radiance and in 
tEe vitality of the waters, he displays his vast 
and entire prosperity.1 Cf: Gonda, J., AEV., p.180
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— 1 P ^atithigi tjananam, sriyafr ppkgasca, argannabhi sriyatr
seem to admit a similar interpretation.

But the true significance of the word emerges from
a passage where the whole concept of Sri is beautifully
expressed as aqisayor adhi saha ojogi bahvor vo balag
hitagi aroma Slrgasv ayudha rathegu vo viSva vah Srlradhi 

— 4tanugu pipiSe, "Victorious power (sahas), vital energy 
(ojas), strength has been put in your arms, courage in 
your heads, weapons on your cars, the totality of 
Sri- or the display of every aspect of Sri (viSva sriyafr) 
has been laid on your bodies”,^ the underlying impli
cation being the power of Sri to confer 'Sregthatva1,

In the Atharva Veda, Sri is explicitly used in the
6 —sense of aisvarya. Bhuti (well-being, thriving pros

perity, might (sovereignty), power, fortune, wealth), often 
explained by sampad, sampatti, vibhuti, vibhava, is also

1. gV., X,l,5.
2. Ib., 1,139,5.
3. Ib., IX,16,6; 62,19.
4. Ib., V.57.6.
5. Gonda, J., AEV., pp. 178-79.
6. AV., IX,5,31.
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used as a synonym for srl,1 and applied to objects that 
represent well being. In the later Vedic period, apart
from these major meanings, Srl is often combined with

-  2 ragfrra, kgatra, anna, etc., and still retains its
association with yaSas; there is a pathetic comment that
even the mightiest kings must die , "leaving behind them
their great Sri".^

Thus, it is apparent that in the first instance,
in ancient Vedic literature, Srl is an abstraction
embracing the concept of welfare and prosperity and in

— 4-a sense, the entire Vedic Sagihita is a *long drawn cry1
for Srl, that is prosperity, in every sphere of life, 
beginning with the word ratnadhatama (agnimile purohitagi 
yajnasya devamptvijam / hotaragi ratnadhatamam) in the 
very first stanza of the ggveda.^ The Bgveda, which 
is priestly and hieratic in character, practical and

1. AV\, XII,1,65.
2. KgatraSrl already occurs in the Bgveda, VT,26,8.
5. Atha ... prabhptayo rajano bhisato bandhuvargasya 

mahatl®. Sriya© tyaktva* sm&llofcadamuBi loka® prayata
itr," mnxtiEr!' i  ,y:-----    —

4-. Bloomfield, M., Atharva Veda, p.80.
5. £V^, 1,1,1.
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utilitarian in purpose, is ritualistic in practice.
Happiness, health, wealth, long life, children are
sought for and rich presents are bestowed on the
priests for acting as intermediaries in securing such
objects, 'I give thee that thou may*st give me1, is the
constantly recurring thought. In other words, through
the whole range of the Vedic hymns, divinities are
called upon individually to furnish prosperity.

The purpose of the Atharvan is also to make special
provision for individual desires, very much in the
manner of Kamyegfri of the Srauta literature,1 but to
an extent and with a degree of thoroughness unknown
elsewhere. "House and home, grain and rain, field
and river, trading and gambling, journeying and returning,
serpents and vermin, furnish the special themes for
prayers and charms. And over it all is the still
more persistent outcry after wealth and progeny, exemption
and protection from calamity and danger. Such is the
impression gained from this class, which, barring the
twentieth book, forms rather more than one-fifth of the

_  phymns of the SaijLhita.’1

1. Cf: *Kamya istayah1 in Albrecht Weber*s *Die Taittiriya
Sagihita* / indiscne Studien, XI, 1871 * p*34-3; Oldenberg,
H., *The Grhya £tltras * , SBE., XXX, 1892, p.306 ff.

2. Bloomfield, M., Atharva Veda, p. 80.
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As in the Jfcgyeda, so in the Atharva Veda, as well
as in the other Vedas, deities are called upon indivi-

1 2dually to furnish prosperity, Indra, Agni,Agni
VaiSvanara,^ Savitp,^ U§as,^ Sarasvati,^ the divine

— 7 8eagle (Tarkgya Arigjsniemi), the devapatnyah and even
the personified phases of the moon,^ the female genii
of these phases,^-® the personified lunar d a y , a l l  are

1. gVj., VII,27,3; AVj.> SIX,5.
2. gV., VII,41; X,141; AV., 111,16; 111,20; VII,82;

XIX,8; Taitt.Br., 1,2,1,21 ff.
3. AV., VI,35 & 36; SV., 11,1058-60.
4. AV., VI,1; VII,14; 15; SV., 1,464 ff; Maitrayaplya 

Saghita, 11,10,6.
5. gV., X,1?2,4; VI, 17,15; AV;_, XIX,12.
6. AVj_, VII,68; Taitt.Sagh., 111,1,11,5.
7. gV., 1,164,52; X,178,1; AV., VII,85.
8. £V., V,46,7-8; AV;., VII,49.
9. AV., VII,79-81.
10. gV., 11,32,7; V,42,12; X,184; AV., VII,20; 46;

47; 48.
11. AV., 111,10.



implored for wealth, and riches and especially offspring.
All these desires seem to find a living expression 

in the later Vedic period, in the concrete concept of a 
goddess who emerged from the very person of Prajapati 
hy his asceticism, in the form of a beautiful heavenly 
maiden. (This reminds one of the story of the birth of 
Pallas Athene out of the aching head of Zeus.) Because 
of her beauty and resplendence, she was envied by all 
the deities, who wished to kill her. But Prajapati 
begged them not to do this as she was a female, and asked 
them to take away all her qualities instead. So Agni, 
Soma, Var^a, Mitra, Indra, Bpfca^pati, Savitp, Pu$an, 
Sarasvatl and Tva§tr took from her food, Kingdom, 
universal sovereignty, noble rank, power, holy lustre, 
dominion, wealth, prosperity and beautiful forms res
pectively. Then on Prajapati's advice, the goddess 
offered sacrificial dishes to the ten divinities and 
had everything restored to her.'*" Thus the essence of

1 0

1. SBr., XI,4-,3»1 ££* Some scholars interpret this 
story as an instance of the aryanisation of the 
goddess who, according to them, was a non-Aryan 
divinity, but was accepted within Yedic hierarchy 
by performing some sacrifices to_some Aryan deities. 
Cf: Chandra, Govinda, Praclna Bharat mefi Lakgmi
Pratima, p. 25•



the story is that the goddess is the embodiment of 
all the major things that man desires.1 This 
naturally suggested the term Srl as the designation 
of the goddess.

11

LAKSMI

Another remarkable facet of this later Vedic 
period is the way in which the conceptions and 
expressions of Sri and Laksmi converged. Lakgmi, 
smother smd most populstr of the names of Sri, is found 
once in the ggveda to denote a mark or sign, obviously 
an auspicious one, ScLktumiva titadana punanto yatra 
dhlra mamas a vacamakrata / atra sakhayafr sakhyani

— — _ __ pjanate bhadraigam lakgmlrnihitadhi vaci, "Where, like 
men cleansing cornflour in a cribble, the wise in 
spirit have created language, friends see smd recognise 
the marks of friendship: their speech retains the
blessed sign imprinted".5

1. The SBr., (X,1,4,14) also admits that one who has 
got Sri has achieved everything. Even the deity who 
possesses srl becomes illustrious and enlightened. 
(11,1,4,9).

2. £V\, X,?l,2; Cf: Nirukta, IV,10.
3. Griffith, R.T.H., The hymns of the Rgveda, IV, p.244.
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The etymological connection between lakgml and 
lakgman is realised in a Satapatha Brahma#a passage 
yasya dakgip.ato lakgma bhavati tarn pucLyalakgmika itya- 
cakgate  ̂ (he who has a mark (lakgma) on his right side 
is said to have good luck (pugya-lakgmlka). According 
to Oldenberg !tLakgman is the outward and visible sign 
of a happy or unhappy disposition; lakgml is this
disposition itself, which is proclaimed or can be pro-

2 -claimed by a lakgman," With or without papl, lakgml
may also signify a bad sign of impending misfortune, 
as is found in the Atharva Veda»^ "The human being is 
born with a hundred and one lakgmls. They can fly on 
to him with wings, they can attach themselves to him, 
as lichen clings to a tree. Magic (described in the 
KauSItaki Stotra, XVIII, 16 ff) causes evil lakgml to 
vanish; the god Savita removes them; they can be 
attached to an enemy by means of nails. But people

1. S B r « VIII,4,4,11; Cf: 5*4-,3. The commentator on 
the Erlsukta defines_the name Lakgml as 1Lakgmlm- 
lakgmasLavatim1, Srisuktam, VidyaracLyabhagyam, p . 3.

2. Oldenberg, H., op.cit., Rupam, XXXII, Oct. 1927* 
p. 105* J. Gonda modifies this statement in a 
slightly different manner. AEV., p.215»

3. AV^, VII,115; XII,5,6.
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wish, good lakgmis to remain."'*' But with, pupya, it 
is usually a good sign which eventually expands into 
the concepts of good fortune, prosperity, success,

phappiness and p l e n t y . ( T h i s  transition from mark and 
sign to luck and fortune is already developing in the 
faittirlya Saphita.̂ ) In the course of time, this

1. Oldenberg, H., op.cit., Rupam., XXXII, Oct. 1927t 
p.l05._ This idea finds an echo in the Paippalada 
Samhita (XX,20) which also mentions one hundred 
lakgmis. _ Some of these lakgmis, known as Papi^tha, 
Bhrupaghni, Patighni, DevaraghnI, Rudriya, Ghora, 
PutraghnI, Bhima, Patayalu, etc. are considered 
inauspicious and_therefore to he warded off. The 
others are Bhadra, Pupya and ICalyapi and naturally 
they are the revered ones. In the Mantra 3rahm?jj.a 
(1,4,5), a brahmin invokes the assistance of other 
divinities to ward off from a woman the Papi lakgmifr, 
which is specified as Patighni, Aputrata, etc. It 
is worthy of note that in the jĵ gveda the word laksmi 
occurs in the sense of an auspicious sign, but later 
the idea has become personified in females charac
terised by these lucky and unlucky signs.

2. Cf: in this regard^ another interpretation of the
name 'Lakgml1, - tjnanai£varya sukharogya dhanadhanya 
j ayadikam / lakgma yasyassamuddigtam sa laksmi€T 
nigadyaTe // Srisuktam, p. 5*

3* Taitt. Sagih., 11,1,5,2; Cf: Ait .Br., 11,40,8, etc



duality in the conception of lakgml, which finds lasting 
expression in the adjectives bhadra, Siva and pupya and 
conversely in papa, recedes in the background leaving 
the auspicious meaning of the word in entire possession 
of the field or very nearly so. "This auspicious 
meaning of Lakgml comes very near to the conception of 
Sri1 both expressing well-being and splendour of exis
tence. Thus it was easy for Srl, signifying happiness,

pand Lakgml, the disposition to receive it, to merge."

SRl-LAESMl

It cannot be said definitely as to when Sri and 
Lakgml, different at the beginning, came to be identi
fied with each other. In the Vajasaneyi Sagihita, they 
are still two different entities as the two wives of 
the Puruga (the Supreme), being interpreted as Beauty

1. The literature of a later period also illustrates 
how the various concepts of Sri were fused with that 
of Laksmi. BrahmaSn and lakgml axe no longer 
different; at the sight of the teja of ViSvamitra, 
Rama utters: tapastejomayim laksmimadya pusnati me 
gurufr! (Anargha Kaghava, sfltraahara, II, 3o;» FEe 
Sri or Kanti that Rama was besmeared with is called 
'pupya lakgml kayob* (lb., 111,34).

2. Moti Chandra, 'Our Lady of Beauty and Abundance, 
'Padma Sri1, JUPHS., Vol. XXI, parts 1-2, 1948,
pp. 21-22.
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and Fortune. £ri£ca te lakgml £ca patnyavahoratre 
parSve nakgatrap.i rupamaSvinau vyattam / jLgam nigapamum 
ma igana sarvalokagi ma igapa //.^ "Beauty and Fortune 
are thy two wives; each side of thee are day and night. 
The constellations are thy form, the Asvins are thy open 
jaws. Wishing, with yonder world for me, wish that the 
universe he mine."

But they seem to form an inseparable pair, like 
day and night, like the A&vins, and this combination

pthen leads to their identification*
A comparatively old testimony to the identification 

of Sri and Lakgml has been furnished by the Srlsukta, 
a late supplement (khila) to the Rgveda. As Devi- 
Sukta  ̂ is the source of the concept of Devi, so Sri-Sukta

1. Vaj .Sagih*, XXXI, 22* Here Sri and Lakgml have been 
interpreted as denoting BrahmaSri and Rajalakgmi*
In the Taittriya Srapyaka £111,13*2) the two wives of 
Puruga are described as H n  and Lakgml (hriSca te 
lakgmiSca patnyatL..).

2. But this identification was not always absolute* Even 
at a later period, Sri and Lakgml have occasionally 
been referred to as two different personalities.
In the Rama^aya (111,46,17) according to,Rama’s com
ment aryT^Sriis ai &varyapradhana and Lakgml is 
Saabhagyapradhansu Sayana ventures to interpret
these two names as yaya asrayanlyo bhavati sa &rib /_ 
adityah yaya tu lakgyate s5 la£gmib // srifr hobhanarupa / 
laksmlg alptilakgapacid rupipl // Purusa Sflkta, Ed. by 
fiapjiraja&astri, p . 67• But this could not affect 
their essential identity.

3. RV., X,125.
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is said to be the root from which Srl originated.*^
The date of the Sukta is controversial. It cannot 

be as old as the Rgveda, but as it has been incorporated 
within the foremost of the Vedas, the date cannot be
too late. According to Max Muller, Srlsukta is of

2considerable antiquity and "probably pre-Buddhist" 
as has been suggested by C o o m a r a s w a m y O l d e n b e r g  
places the Sukta earlier than the ancient Buddhist 
canonical poetry, on the strength of the fact that "it 
is mentioned in the Brhaddevata and the ancient metre 
,,, still occurs not infrequently in those syllables 
(e.g. Sriyam devTm upahvaye, Sriyam vasaya me kule"^ 
but "Several traits of the form of expression" speak 
against dating the Sukta very early.^ The iconographic
traits also testify to its antiquity. This problem
will be dealt with later on.

1. Cfs SBDG., Sri Radhar Krama Vika§, darSane o Sahitye, 
pp. 14-22.

2. Maxmuller, M., Rgveda Sagihita with Sayanafs commen
tary, vol. i v ,  p f . e r - u .

5. Coomaraswamy, A*K., 1Srl-Lakgml1, E.A., vol. 1, No. 3.
January, 1929, p.175.

4. Oldenberg, H., op.cit., Rupam., XXXII, Oct. 1927»
pp. 105-06.

5* lb., p. 105*
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Sri and Lakgml are no longer different personalities
in the Srlsukta hut one and the same goddess, invoked by
the same adjectives^* and implored to abide in the houses

pof their worshippers. The opposite hostile power is
-r -r 3no longer known as 1 evil lakgmi1 but asALak^mi.

Laksmi is now something inherently good, venerated to 
bring to her devotees those objects that they found 
most desirable while settling down in a new land in
an adverse environment. So they ask her not for
spiritual blessings but for wealth and welfare, in 
particular cows and horses, long life with land, 
victory in expeditions against their enemies and relief
in time of drought, Srl-Lakgml appears here as a
most benevolent mother goddess.

But the intermediary stages through which Sri had 
to pass to reach this form, as is described in the 
Srlsukta, are not easy to define. In this developed 
form we find the concept of a goddess fused with a Vedic

1. Srls., verses 4, 13, 14.
2. Ib., 11,13.
3. Ib., 6,8; cf: Gobh.Gr.Sut., IV,6,3; Spast.Sr.Sut., 

Mantrap., 1,1,5*
4. cf: ' ... in praying for the blessing of cattle, he 

prays for Sri - for cattle means Sri.1 SBr., 1,8,1,36.



abstraction. In fact, the desire for welfare and pros
perity is always inherent in general mind. In the 
Rgveda,^ desire is said to have been the first impulse, 
and this desire finds an almost universal expression in 
the Vedic Sagihitas, and ' Srl1 seems to fulfil this desire 
in every possible aspect. Thus, in its earliest and 
most common usage, the word that symbolised what men 
hankered for, was gradually given a figurative expression
in the form of a beautiful goddes Srl-Lakgml, who could

2herself bestow those boons on those worthy of them.
This primary abstract concept of Srl-Lak§ml is 

apparent in the later period as we11. In the Epics
and in the Pura$as, Srl is always mentioned with other 
goddesses known as HrI, Medha, K§ama, Kanti, Dhpti,
A§a, Sraddha, etc., terms that are nothing but mere

-  -  3abstractions. In a Nahabharata passage, in her speech
to Indra, Sri says 'There where I reside, the seven
other goddesses with Jaya for their eighth, who love me,
who are inseparably associated with me, and who depend

1. RV.̂ , X,129,4.
2. Supra, p. 10.
3. Mbh., xii,229,82_f• We also see her being_invoked 

with Sampatti (Par.Gy.Sut., 11,17,9) and Bhuti (Ram., 
11,46,17) which were nothing but qualities as we 
have seen above.
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upon me, desire to live. They are Hope, Faith, Intel
ligence, Contentment, Victory, Advancement and Forgive
ness.1 The Mahabharata also speaks of Kpgp.a's encounter
with the pgis who were endowed with brahml&rl or holy

1 -  -  2lustre. According to the Brahmapda Purana, whoever
performs Sraddha on a daSami day, gains brahml&rl. The 
Parama Sajphita personifies this particular concept when 
it states that one who wishes to attain the wealth of 
learning must worship BrahmaSrl (i.e. Brahmi&rl) with 
white lotus flowers and to obtain KgattriyaSrl (i.e. 
Rajyasri) he must offer red lotus flowers.^ These per
sonified forms have again been given concrete shapes in

— 4the Vigpudharmottara Purana which lays down instructions
for the making of the images of Brahmllakgml along with

—  —  —Raja^ri^ beside the principal image of Sri (Kalidasa

1. Iibh., v, 63*81. cf: also XIV,16,22.
2. Brahmapda P., 111,17*15*
3* Parama Sagih., XV, 30-31* The King and Sri are so closely related that even the throne of the King is 

called Sri (Jaim.Br., II,25#; Ait .Br., VIII, 12,8) 
possibly due to the conviction that the throne 
enthrones the true concept of the King.

4. Vigdh.P. ,111,82; 140* L,- ‘ . . .
5* The Harsacarita says that when Harsa's father died, 

his mother declared that the goddess of royal glory 
was disconsolate ever craving the sight of another 
lord. (Rosenfield, J., The Dynastic Art of the Kushanas, 

199)* In Bhasa's PratijpygL Yangandharatirana Nat aka
>ri in the sense of RajyaSri is the Sri of an enemy,

Continued over
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describes Raja&ri as standing with a kamalachafcra)
Other forms of Lakgml are also conceived of, they are
Svargalakgmi and Jayalakgml, who are also to be
enshrined in the same sanctum. Thus each particular
Srl or Lakgml in her own special aspect receives a
concrete image and this recalls the Alakgmi concept,
which is possibly the most conclusive of all the
evidence of the original abstraction of Srl-Lakgml.
She, although a contradiction of the true significance
of Srl-Lakgml, nevertheless has found a concrete ex- 

2pression which, as far as I am aware, has no analogous 
occurrence in the history of any other divinity. Thus

footnote 5 continued from previous page.
Satroh Sriyagi hitva prapto jaya&ca nppati&ca mahaqisca 
sab dap. (rv,6j. Cf: tae PratimS Napaka tlll,£0;
IV,5)• This recalls the concept of Jayasri (Ragh., 
XII,93; By.Sajjih., LXVTII,92) and also the old practice 
when the wife of the Yajamana priest is considered to 
be Sri and the sacrifice is performed to obtain that 
Sri which is destined at the end of the war, i.e. 
the VijayaSri of a later period which dwells at the 
tip of the victor’s sword, vitjaya£rir viragLam 
vyutpanna pracapda vanitveva.

1. Kalidasa, Ragh., IV,5; Kumara Sambhava, VII,89*
2. It will be elaborated in the next chapter.
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the affirmation of the various ideas associated with 
Sri-Lakgml as well as the denial, given concrete form, 
accentuate the abstract concept of Sri-Lakgml which is 
still retained*^

1. Even to this day, to denote an appearance or to refer 
to a condition, there is the colloquial use of the 
word chiri (derived from Sri); everything that is 
disagreeable, is visrl; regardless of the gender, 
it is used to describe both a good boy and a good 
girl (lakgml ch61e, lakgml meye).



H A P T E R II.
ASPECTS OF SRI REFLECTED IN THE SRISUKTi



iaRI S O K T A M  

(THE SRIStJKTA)

hiranyavarnam harinim suvarnarajatasrajam 
candraip hiranmayim laksmim jatavedo m a  a vaha

t a m m a  a vaha jatavedo laksmimanapagaminim 
yasyam hiranyam vlndeyam gam asvam purusan ah a m

asvapurvaip rathamadhyaip hastinadaprabodhinim
/ - /■ - - _ sriyam devimupahvaye srirmadevi jusatam

kam sosmitam hiranyaprakaramardram jvalantim
trptam tarpayantim 

padme-sthitam padmavarnam tamihopahvaye sriyam

candram prabhasam yasasa jvalantim sriyam loke
devajustamudaram 

tam padminimim saranam prapadye laksmirme nasyatam
tv a m  vrnomi■___ i

adityavarne tapaso^hijato vanaspatistava vrkso
1 tha bilvahi

tasya phalani tapasa nudantu ya antara yasca
bahya alaksmlh

upaitu m a m  devasakhah kirtisca manina saha 
pradurbhuto1smi rastre1 smin kirtimrddhim dadatu m e



ksutpipasamalarp jyestham alaksmim nasayamyaham 
abhutimasamrddhirn ca sarvarn nirnud m e  grhat

gan dhadvaram duradharsam nityapustam karisinim 
i^varim sarvabhutanam tamihopahvaye sriyam

_ - — s-manasah kamamakutim vacah satyamasimahi
 ̂ _ / / _ / pasunam rupamannasya mayi srifr srayataip yasah

kardamena praja bhuta mayi sambhava kardama
/ _ _ _ sriyam vasaya m e  kule mataram padmamalinim

apah srij.antu snigdhani ciklita vasa m e  grhe
— *  __ni ca devim mataram sriyam vasaya m e  kule

ardraip puskarinim pustim pingalam padmamalinim 
candram hiranmayim laksmim jatavedo m a  a vaha

ardrapi yahkarinim yastim suvarnam hemamalinim 
suryam hiranmayim laksmim jatavedo m a  a vaha

tarn m a  avaha jatavedo lakgmimanapagaminim 
yasyam hiranyam prabhutaip gavo dasyo* svan

hindeyam purusanaham

yah sucih prayato bhutva juhuyadajyamanvaham
sriyam pan cadasarcam ca srikamah satatam japet



padmanane padmavipadmapatre padmapriye padmadalayataksi
o g i

visvapriye visnumano* nukule tatpadapadmam mayi sam ni dhatsva 17

padmanane padmaurti padmaksi padmasambhave
tanme bhajasi padmaksi yena saukhyam labhamyaham 18 .

asvadayi godayi dhanadayi mahSdhane
— - — _ / dhanam m e  jusatam devi sarvakamamsca dehi m e 19.

dputrapautra dhanam dhanyam hastyasydigave ratham
prajanam bhavasi mats ayusmantam karotu m e 2 0 .

dhanamagnir dhanamvayur(dhanam suryo dhanam vasuh
* —dhanamindro brhaspati rvaruno dhanamasvina 2.1.

vainateya s o m a m  piba s o m a m  pibatu vrtraha
s o m a m  dhanasya somino m a h y a m  dadatu sominaft 22 ,

na krodho na ca matsaryam na lobho nasubha matih
bhavanti krtapunyanam bhaktya srisuktajapinam 23.

sarasijanilaye sarojahaste dhavalatararpsuka gandhamalyas"obhe
bhagavati hariballabhe manojne tribhuvanabhutikari prasida m a h y a m  24.

vifnupatnim k s a m S m  devim madhaviip madhavaprryam
lak^miip priyasakhlm devirp namamyacyuta ballabham ?S .

mahalak§myai ca vidmahe visnupatnyai ca dhimahi
tanno laksmih pracodayat 2 6 .
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_ * _ / / anandah kardamah srida sciklita iti visrutaji

rsayah sriyah putrasca srirdevirdevata matah 2?.

ynarogadi daridrya papaksudapamrtvavah
bhaya soka manastapa nasyantu m a m a  sarvada 2 8  •

srirvarcasvam ayugyam arogyamavidha cchobhomanam mahi\yate
dhanarp dhanyam pasum bahuputra labham satasamvatsaram dlrghamayuh 29

iti Srisuktam
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T R A N S L A T I O N

Do thou Jatavedas, on my behalf, invoke Laksmi, of golden 
complexion, (of the form of) a deer, decked with the garlands - f 
of silver and gold, (who is like) a moon (and) of the nature 
of gold. 1

Do thou Jatavedas, on my behalf, invoke that Laksmi who 
departs not;(in) whose (presence) I will Acquire gold, kine 
and horses and human beings. 2

I invoke that Sri (to come near) with steeds in her van, 
cars in the midst, announcing (her presence) in the cry of the

S  _
elephants. May that Sri be propitious to me. 3

s _
I invoke that Sri (to draw) near, (of) pleasant countenance, 

surrounded (or environed) with gold, moist, radiant, satisfied, 
satisfier, seated on a lotus, of the hue of a lotus.

s _
I seek for refuge to that Sri, bright as the moon, shining 

with fame, revered by the gods in the world (above), bountiful, 
a lotus (in loveliness). Thee do I solicit that my evil fortune 
may be removed. 5



r 2?

Resplendent as the sun, by reason of thy austerities, 
your tree came into being, to wit the bilva tree. Through 
thy favour, may its fruit henceforth, preclude for me evil

"Ifortune, be they internal or external. 6

May the friend of the gods (K-ubera) and Renown, with 
the Gem, be secured to me. I was brought forth in this realm.
Do thou bestow upon me fame and abundance. 7

Defiled with hunger and thirst, Alaksmi, the elder 
(sister of Laksmi), would I repel. Do thou remove from 
my dwelling all poverty and calamity. 8

✓ _
I invoke that Sri (to come) near, marked by (her) odour, 

hard to be conquered, everthriving (with harvest), (who) 
resides in cowdung (and is) the mistress of all. 9

May I obtain the desire of (my) haart, (the object of my)
vow, and the veracity of my utterance, the cattle and (the

_various) forms of edibles. May Sri (Prosperity) abide in 
my (house) and Renown. 10

4. Cf: Gonda, J. AEV,pp.197-98.



A progeny has been born (to thee) in Kardama. Do thou 
Kardama abide with (me) in (my abode), (and) cause that Mother 
Sri, (who is) lotus garlanded, to dwell with my family.

May water accomplish (its) humid (duties). Stay in my 
abode Ciklita and make that Sri, the divine mother, stay in 
my household.

Do thou Jatavedas, on my behalf, invoke Laksmi, (who is) 

moist, provided with a lotus (or is a lotus flower herself), 
thriving, gold coloured, golden, lotus garlanded, (illuminous 
like), a moon, of the nature of gold.

Do thou Jatavedas, on my behalf, invoke Laksmi, moist, 
verge in hand, a mace (to wrong doers), of golden complexion, 
(who is) wearing a golden necklace, (radiant as) the sun (and) 
of the nature of gold.

Do thou Jatavedas, on my behalf, invoke that Laksmi who 
departs not (and) who (being present), I shall acquire gold in 
exuberance, kine, servants and human. feei$gs.

Whoever being pure and well-prepared, daily performs
✓ _

sacrifices with clarified butter, (if) desirous of Sri, should 
continually mutter the fifteen verses (dedicated) to Sri.



Lotus faced, resembling the lotus leaf, dear to lotus,
(thou) of eyes .long as a lotus petal, beloved of all, gracious 
to the wishes of Visnu, place thy lotus feet in (my) heart. 17

Lotus faced, lotus thighed, lotus eyed and born of a lotus 
(flower), pray (for) me in such a way that I may obtain happiness. 18

Giver (art thou) of horses, giver of kine, giver of wealth.
Most plentiful, may riches accrue to me(and) do thou, goddess, 
confer upon me all (my) desires. 19

(Grant unto me) sons, grandsons, abundance, corn, elephants 
horses, kines and chariots. Make me longlived (for) thou art 
the mother of sehtient creation. 20

The fire possesses the wealth; the wind, wealth; the sun, 
wealth; the Vasus, wealth; Indra, wealth; and Brhaspati and
Varuna (and the) Asvins, wealth. 21%

Son of Vinata, drink the soma juice; may Vrtrahan 
imbibe the soma juice. (May) the ministrant priests,
(procurers) of wealth, (partake of) the soma juice. Kay the 
gods bestow upon me (the reward of sacrifice). 22
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(For) the meritorious votaries, (for those) muttering the
/ ,Srisukta, there is neither resentment, nor malevolence, nor 
avarice, nor sinister sentiment. 23

Having (her) abode in the lotus, (with) lotus in her 
hand, beautiful with a super white raiment (and) auspicious 
fragrance (and) garlands, adorable, beloved of Hari, pleasing 
to mind, source of well-being of the three worlds, be gracious 

to me. 2k

To the spouse of Visnu, (the one with) the Earth, the 
resplendent, Madhavi, the beloved of Madhava, (who) loves 
(her) friends, (or the dear friend), (the one) dear to Acyuta, 
the goddess Laksmi, I offer salutation. 25

We recognise the great Laksmi, and we meditate on the consort 
of Visnu. Therefore, may Laksmi inspire us. 26

The celebrated Ananda, Kardama, Srida and Ciklita, 
progenies of Sri, (are) the ygis (of this ode); the mother 
goddess Sri is (its) divinity. 27



Debt, sickness, poverty, sin, hunger, sudden death, fear, 
sorrow, anguish, for my benefit, may they be dispelled forever. 28

. 3

exemption frcm
Of auspicious dignity, longevity and^sickness she renders 

(to her worshippers) ; (and) wealth, grain, cattle, numerous 
offspring and life prolonged to hundred years (does she provide 
to him). With marked difference he manifests on earth (who does 
her honour). 29



The Srlsukta in ritual

The Srlsukta (a brief text appended to the regular 
collection of the hymns of the fifth book of the pgveda), 
is an important contribution to the evolution of the 
proper Srl•Lakgml concept. It characterises in its 
first fifteen verses most of the distinctive features 
that the goddess came to possess in her later developed 
form. Some of her persistent characteristics seem to 
be confirmed by this very text and some of the late 
Epic and Paurapic tales and legends appear to have 
originated from these sutras as well. According to the 
Bphaddevata,̂  the Srlsukta is an 1aslrvada1 (benediction),

— 2 -r —while the Vigpudharmlottara ourapa takes the Srlsukta 
to be 'pugfrivardhana1, (promoting growth or nourishment).

1. Bphaddevata., v,91» ferisuktamaSirvadastu Sriputrapagi 
parapigat

2. Yigdh. Pur., IT, 128, 3; prativedam samacakgva 
brisflktain pugfrivardhanam.
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According to the Vigpudharmottara Purapa, the
hymns to Sri, that is the Srisukta are four in number,
in accordance with the number of the four Vedas.^ It
says that the stanza starting with hirapyavarpagi
haripigi along with the following fifteen verses“ belongs
to the ggveda (thus this presupposes that the sukta
originally consisted of the first fifteen verses).
Three other suktas devoted to Sri, one beginning with

- 3rathegvakgegu vatjey along with the following four verses
belong to the Yajurveda; the second beginning with 
, _ _ _ q. _srayantiyam tatha sama to the Samaveda and the third, 
the line sriyam dhatarmayi dhehi^ to the Atharvaveda.̂

1. Vigdh.P.,IT,128,4-6.
2. Sris.,verses 1-15*
3. Taitt.Br.,TT,7,7,2.
4. RV.,viii,99»3«
5.Ap.Sr.Sut.,vi,60,2. vivardhanam
6. Cf: Ag.P., 263»1-3 * srisuktagi prativedanca .jneyam lakgqii/

hirapyavarnam hariniOTcnab pancadaSah sriyafr 
rathegvakgegu vajeti catasro yajugi £riyan 
srayantiyaptathg. sama srisOlctam samavedake 
feriyam dhatarmayi dhehi proktamatharvap.e tatha 

Apart from these, there exist other Srisdktas as weIT.
Cf: kane, P.V., History cf the Pharma S as tga» III ,p.77^. 110.
In the Uttar a Khapda of the Padma-PurapaT we come across 
an abridged form or the Srisflkta:

hirapya varpam haripigi suvarparajata srajam 
candrajfl. hirapmayim laksmigi vigporanapagaminim 
gandhadvaragi duradharsagi nityapugtay karigipip 
isvarim sarvabhuts^anr5mihopahvaye sriyam etc.
2sr,28 ff. Cf: SB3G.,Sri Radhar Krama Vika§s,p.l8.



Certain speculations made by G-ovinda Shastri^ 
suggest that the Srlsukta was once comprehended in some 
portions, now lost, of the Atharvaveda. He even con
cludes on the basis of verbal resemblance that the 
forty-fifth couplet of the Atharvaaa Rohasya, as he 
finds it in the Lakgmistava of the Kasikhap4a is para
phrased from Srlsukta of the Atharvaveda. Kulluka 
Bhaf'fa names along with the Srlsukta, the Sivasankalpa 
and it is well-known that the thirty-second chapter of
the Vajasaneyl Sagihita is still known by that desig- 

2nation.
But without attaching much importance to all these 

speculations, it can safely be said that the Srlsukta was 
composed in the period when the Yajurveda and the 
Brahmag.as were being written and compiled. It is one 
of the later Khilas that originated in connection with 
the ritual that gradually arose in that period and the 
Srlsukta stands in relation to the worship of Sri and 
Lakgmi, contemplated as a concrete goddess then. It 
has been numerously quoted in the later Vedic literature,
1. Cf: Hall, Fitz-Sdwards: 'The Srlsukta, or Litany to

Fortune', JASB., No.28,1859122 ff•; Maxmuller, K.: 
ggveda with Sayap.a's Commentary, vol.IV,pp.5-11 •

2. Kashikar, C.G. : ggvedasagihita, pp. 897> 901-902.



(which presupposes its antiquity) and has "been handed 
down through a large number of manuscripts. The 
number of the verses differ in different manuscripts 
out of the generally accepted twenty-nine verses, only 
the first fifteen have been commented upon (the six-

_  oteenth one being the phalasruti) and this has led 
scholars to assume that the first fifteen verses are 
original. Again the second half of the thirteenth 
stanza is a repetition of the first verse; it is found 
again in the fourteenth, and the fifteenth is very much 
similar to that of the second and thus it shows the 
gradual completion of the Sukta. The remaining stanzas 
which bear explicit marks of a later period, were evi-

h.dently later insertions.

1. Sheftelowitz, I., 'Sri-sukta' , Z D MG-*, (75) > 1921, p.37«
2. The merit that one acquires by reading or reciting a 

sukta. Here it is noteworthy that the phalaSruti 
recommends the recitation of the fifteen"verses dedi- 
cated to Sri. Cf: the translation of verse no.16.

3.. Sheftelowitz, I., Z D M G., (75) > 1921,p.44; Banerjea, 
J.N., D.H I., p. 3721 3 i3 D G., Sri radhar ... p. 14.

4. Moreover, it is only in the second half where the
number of the verses differ and where they are arranged 
in a different order in different manuscripts.
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A study of the religious literature of India shows 
that the sukta has often been commented upon, read and 
recited, and repeatedly quoted in books dealing with 
religious rites. Thus the verses are referred to in 
several Gphya Sutras'" and the sukta was ritually used 
in the remarkable ceremony called §ag£hi-Kalpa  ̂ (goddess 
§agfhl, associated with new-born children, is identified 
v/ith a lady called padmacarip.1 , who moves in the lotus 
[i.e. Lakgml] in other chapters^) and this usage reflects 
upon the fertilising aspect of Srl-Lakgml. Part of the 
procedure of the coronation, as contained in the 
Baudhayana Gphya Sutra, is a propitiation of this

-p - hgoddess with the Srisukta, and we know that in the 
popular episode in which Srl-Lakgml is born from the 
ocean of milk, while being consecrated (consecration 
forms a part of the coronation), gods and sages receive

1. Baudh. Gp.SSut. , III, 12; 111,5; cf: also the
ggvidhana,II,18-19•

2. Srimaitrayaniya Manava Gp.Sut.,I,10,15; Sasthl is 
called Kama, fclmapatni, 11,1$,6.

5. padmacaripyaticara padma padmavatiti ca / carati
gandhamula ca lakgmih Sreg-fcha sapugkara, RajanirghaEffcu, 
i v , 9 0 .

4-. Baudh. Gp.SSut., 1,25, 8ff; this thus emphasises her 
Rgjalakgml aspect•



her uttering verses from the Srisukta (tarn tugtuvurmuda 
yule tab srisuktena mahargayafr) T h e  Ka&yapa-jnana- 
kapflam of the Vaikhanasa school, believed to be a 
portion of the Kasyapa Sagihita which has a dhyana of 
Srl with the epithets padmaprabha (of the hue of the 
lotus), padmamarsdhara (wearing a lotus garland), 
padmakgl (of lotus like eyes), padmahasta (with lotus 
in her hands), also prescribes that homage to her should 
be made with the Srlsukta, i.e. with the recitation of 
verses from the Srlsukta (sriyam padmaprabham ...

_  _  p
srisuktena homajfl kuryat).

Religious treatises prescribe the use of this 
sukta for all rites and rituals relating to the worship 
of Srl-Lakgml as well as for the making and consecration 
of her images. In the Taittirlya Arapyaka,^the verse 
1gandhadvara1 is used during the time of sanctifying the 
lumps of earth at the time of her ritual bathing. But 
elsewhere the mantra 1gandhadvara1 is used during

1. Vig.P.,1,9,100; Padm.P.,Srgt*Kh.,4,60.
2. Ka&. Sagih., jnana kapj.a, ch.vii.
3. Taitt .Ar. ,x, i,43; cf: Baudh. Gp.SSut., IH 5>lv,20.
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Sri-Lakgmi1s invocation and the verse starting with
hirapyavargag is her dhyana mantra. The Agni Purana
gives a detailed account of the Sri-Lakgml worship.
According to this text, the Lak&mi sila should he laid
down by reading out the Srisukta (srisuktag ca tatha
Sila sagsthapya) Then while the image is being
consecrated, the eyes are endowed with sight by reciting
the verse that begins with hirapyavargag hariglg; the
offering of the madhura-traya (sugar, honey and clarified
butter) is to be performed by reading out the verse
beginning with taip. ma avaha; elephants sprinkling water
from the uplifted jars held by their trunks anoint her
from all the eight sides with the help of eight different

_  pverses from the sukta. Even when founding a temple, 
this sukta is said to be uttered in her honour. (All 
these prescriptions again prove the authentic originality 
of the first fifteen verses as none of the second half 
of the sukta has been recommended by these texts in

1. Ag.P.,41,8.
2. Ib.,62,3-6.



connection with the worship of Srl-Lak§ml).̂  And when 
Vi^pu was accorded the position of the husband of the 
goddess, the Ahirbudhnya Sagihita finds traces of their 
cohabitation inherent in the sukta and prescribes that, 
from now onwards, this as well as every other sukta, 
even if it refers to one of them, should be considered 
as being dedicated to both:-

~cadetat suktamityuktam mithunagi pariciq.hitag. 
eidavanyonya mi5ratv5.danyon.ya pratio&dakam ’’d

> The Lotus

But not only in the case of Srl-Lak§ml1s ritualistic 
worship, even in the development of her iconography, 
this sukta has played a part of great importance*
Host of her iconographic traits seem to have been derived 
from this well-known short text.

Sri-Lak§ml, the goddess is invoked in the sukta 
through Agni Jatavedas, the sacrificial fire, to bestow

1. Cf ✓ n: Baudh. Gy.SBut .,1,15,6- Srisuktena pancadaSarcena 
viriuhoti iti srisuktam ’hiranyavarnam harinim1 Tfihavirjuhoti iti srisuktam !hiranyavarp.afli hariQ-iy1 iti 

pancadasarcam; Rajanirghaatui lv,133i pugkaradiyuta
nafli prokta oanca&akahvayo.

2. Cf: Ahir. Saqih., 59»4-0-4-2
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on Tier devotees gold and domestic animals, to vouchsafe 
health and wealth, good harvest, beauty, fame, i.e. 
everything that is desired and coveted by liuman- 
beings. The verses associate her with the lotus flower 
in every .possible way - the lotus which is considered 
to be the highest and purest of spiritual conceptions, 
which represents the true perfection and is one amongst 
the eight mangalas or 'signs of good luck1 . Thus she is 
described as of the colour of the lotus, seated on a 
lotus, wearing a lotus garland and thereby known as 
the lotus lady or the lady of the lotuses, the highest 
type of womanhood (PadminI).1

In the fourth verse, she is addressed as ^admesthita1
j

(being on a lotus) and this might have accounted for 
the evolution of her image having the lotus as her seat 
or as her pedestal (padmasana, padmapltha). Of course, 
even now, most of the deities are represented seated on 
a lotus, but it is "Sri Lakgml," says Coomaraswamy, who 
"is the earliest divinity to be constantly represented

1. padminlip. padmalatarupam padmakara^va. (Sayana).
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with padmaplfrha or padmasana. T h e r e  are other early
occurrences no doubt, but none of them is pre-Kugana.
It was during the Gupta period that this padmasana or
)admapitha became quite conventional with most of the

2divine beings.
But how could the lotus, in view of its seeming 

frailty, be represented as the support of the divinities 
or divine animals? The answer lies in its true inter
pretation.

In the Satapatha Brahmap.a and other texts, the 
lotus has already achieved a symbolic character, repre
senting the waters. *The lotus means the water and 
this earth is a leaf thereof, even as the leaf here 
lies spread on the waters so this earth lies spread 
on the waters.1 At another place, the lotus leaf is

1. Goomaraswamy,A.K. :_ YaJkgas,II,p.57* For Laksmi on 
lotus, cf: Mathura coins of late 3rd century B.C.;
Pancala coins; Taxila coins in Allan's (John) CCAI.; 
representation of Laksmi on the Buddhist stupas of

> Bherhut and SanchI, etc.; Foucher, A: 1 On the
iconography of the Buddha's nativity', Hasi, KLVT,
1934.

2. Cf: Coomaraswamy, A.K.: 'Srl Lakgml', E.A., vol. 1, 
1929, p. 179, n.8.

3* S.Br.vii,4-,l,8.
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1 Psaid to be the water. In the Ya.jurveda, it is said

of the lotus, fThou art the back of the waters.* Thus
the fundamental idea "as expressed in later Vedic
literature and in the early iconography is that of the
waters, as the support, both ultimate and physical,
of all life and specially of the earth, whence there
follows naturally the use of asana and plfrha.

The same idea prevails in later literature. Thus,
the Harivasisa,̂  dealing with the origin of all existence
from the lotus (pugkara), refers to it as giving a
seat to the goddess Earth, "as containing the abodes
of all the gods and the perfect and beautiful beings.
From its calyx or innermost part flows a fluid like
'ampta' of the gods ... Thus the supreme being had made
the lotus to contain the universe, he, the universal
lord, of incomparable might, created or rather emanated,
from himself on his couch in the great ocean, this lotus

5treasure which was the w o r l d . H e r e  the last line

1. Ib.,X,5,2,6.
2. YV^,IV,1,3,1; 2,8,1-2.
3. Motichandra : 'Our lady of beauty and abundance:

Padmasrl1 , JUPHS., XXI, 194-8, p.26.
4-. Hariv., 111,12 ̂ .
5. Gonda, J., AEV., p.104-, n.52.
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conveys the sense of earth as well.
In the Taittlrlya Sagihita also, the idea of the 

lotus flower seems to symbolise the earth (it is the 
symmetry and the regularity of the lotus, eight- or 
sixteen-petailed, which has made it the symbol of the 
universe). Thus the lotus is hers and she is the 
lotus and the earth, at once the source and support of 
all existences,^ and these as well as the fact that it 
seems to originate from nothing or from the water only 
and is therefore avayambhu, might well account for the
use of the full-blown lotus as the typical basis or

2support of a column or a figure.™

1. Taitt.Saph.,111,1,11,3. Cf: Sayana^ commentary on it.
2. Coomaraswamy, A.K. : Yakgas,ll,p. --57* It is signi

ficant that in certain representations, the lotus
of the seat or the pedestal rises straight from a 
full vessel possibly as a symbol of prosperity and 
abundance, as the full vessel or the purna ghata is 
one of the eight auspicious signs of good luck. In 
this context we may refer to Bosch who finds this 
ghata as the substitute par-excellence of the chief 
organ of the lotus, the padma-mula. The reason of 
such a replacement, according_to him is the equiva
lence of the ghata with the mula both in form and in 
contents. He has shown by figures that at first it 
was the spherical root of a purely vegetal nature 
(Fig.14a) passing on to a small pot gradually (14b & c). 
The contents of the pot are water or some other 
liquid belonging to soma group, consisting of the life 
giving, regenerating, abundance and fertility 
bestowing rasa which, as ampta, is contained in the 
padmamula. ".‘his resemblance," both as to forms and 
contents has made the purpa ghata the truest counter
part, the most perfect symbol or the lotus root and

/Continued over



Apart from being addressed as padmesth.ita, Lak§ml 
is also called padminl which may be interpreted as the 
lotus itself, and this recalls the line quoted on the 
previous page that the lotus is "at once the source and 
support of all existences'1} particularly the source of 
life and support of the earth. The lotus as giving 
support to the earth has been discussed above and as 
a source, another aspect of the flower is revealed. In 
this aspect, the lotus represents the force and energy 
inherent in the waters and the humidity of the soil. 
"According to Hindu conception, the waters are female, 
they are the maternal procreative aspect of the absolute,

pand the'cosmic lotus is their generative organ." Thus

Footnote 2 continued from previous page.
invested with all the beneficial powers inherent in 
Hiraava-garbha. Thus the purpa kala£a is credited 
with rhe power to fulfil all tne desires and to 
produce all kinds of treasures and this is prominent 
not only in literature but also in the artistic repre
sentations of it. (Bosch, F.D.K., The golden germ, 
pp. 110-2; 117-9)* Later it was known as jjakgmi-ghata
and its mode of occurrence suggests that it may be 
an aniconic representation of Lakgml. In some places, 
people draw two eyes on a ghata and worship it as a 
Devi.

1. Cf: Bosch, F.D.K.: Golden germ, p.118, where he
finds a complete identity of the meaning of the syllable 
Srl and the meaning of the padmamula seen as the 
receptacle of the amyta liquid, and consequently as
the sum of the all properties inherent in the idea of Srl.

2. Zimmer, H.: Myths & Symbols, p.90; cf: Bosch, lb.,
pp. 81-2. He interprets the oatapatha Brahmanic passage

/Continued over
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water being regarded as female substance or 'concept', 
the lotus, identified or associated with similar creative 
entities of a female character, could explain the 
ggvedic idea of the birth of Vasigjha and Agni and also 
the myth which made this flower the birth place of Sri 
and Brahma. It is the first product of the creative 
principle and this lends significance to the myth of 
its origin from the highest being. It acts as the 
womb of the creation, the womb of the universe.^

This association of Sri with the lotus, (the plant 
springing from the mud and slime) and consequently with

Footnote 2 continued from previous page.
"The lotus is the waters" (vii,4-,l,8) and explains it 
as the source as he states that the lotus is rasa,
"the magic substance drawn from the waters which is 
virtually one with natural life itself, both when 
this life is a negation of sickness, old age and death, 
and when it manifests itself in the fertility of 
women, of fields and cattle, thus causing an abundance 
of offspring, crops, livestock and earthly riches ..." 
He says that all the living creatures as we11 as the 
plants "draw their sap from, the same life giving 
source, the rasa of the waters. This rasa in its 
purest form 'being present in and being symbolised by 
the lotus, ... it follows that the lotus may assume, 
and also may produce, all forms of life."

1. Gonda, J. : A E V. , p. 104-.



water (the source of life), identifies her as a deity
of fertility, the character in which she is still
venerated. Miss Hartmann also confirms this character
of hers and other phenomena related to it (FrTTbhtbarkeit
FUlle, Gluck).^ In fact her cult, in mythology as
well as in .iconography, shows a variety of traits
especially associated with the deities of fertility and
prosperity. Offerings are made to Sri at the head of

2the bed presumably as the goddess of fertility. This 
also reminds one of her identification with gag'fhl, the 
goddess of childbirth. Even today, she retains this 
particular characteristic as women venerate her in order 
to get offspring.

Later Buddhist and other sectarian developments 
have attached a sense of purity to the lotus, quite

1. Of: Gonda, J., AEV., p.213-
2. In Muslim Java, even now, the decorated bridal bed 

which is adorned and kept apart ceremonially, is 
described as the bed of Sri. Cf: also Hanu, 111,89#

3# Grooke, W., Folklore of N.India,II,pp.99-100# In
Rajputana, vows are made Under the pipal trees for 
male offspring and the tree is said to be touched 
only on Sundays when Laksmi abides in it.



reasonably, as is evinced from the fact that it is not 
wetted by the water that it rests on, nor is the 
flower defiled by the mud from which it springs up.'*'

oHere we can recaH a passage in the Harivagisa which 
describes the lotus as golden, gold being another 
token of incorruptible nature; in the Srlsukta Lakgml 
is addressed as Hiragmaylm  ̂ (golden) which also symbo
lises purity.

The word PadminI can also be interpreted as 
provided with a lotus flower4" (padminlgi karadhytakamalamiti ; ̂ 
Padminlqi .. . padmakaragiva [Sayana] ) and thus might
explain the occurrence of numerous Lakgml images with the

8 —lotus in her hands.~ Here we may refer to the oaurag£ra
_  *.1 ■■■■-— , —

1. Coomaraswamy, A.K.: YakgaS, II, p.57*
2. Hariv.,III.ll.lg.
3. Srl S.,1,13.
4. AstyarthavacakaU
5. PjL̂ ijIdkaracarya bhagyam, Srisuktan, p.1 3 - Index
6. Lakgml on ancient Indian Coins, cf: Allan, J., CCAI., /

Lakgml on the Buddhist monuments, cf: Marshall, J.
and Poucher, A., The monuments of ^ancliL.Ill: Sirima
devata, Age of Imp. Unity, p.1,xvi,fig.35*etc.
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Silpa Sastra which pro claims the girl with a lotus in 
her hand (haste lilakamalan) as padminl whose concrete 
representation is in the possession of the Mathura 
Museum.'*' Again, the appellation pugkaripliji denotes 
the sense of abounding in lotuses and thus may have

— - r  t -  ^inspired the KamalavasinI motif of SrI-Lakgml.c"
Even her outward appearance is compared to the 

lotus in every possible way. She is padmavarg.a (of 
a complexion like that of the hue of lotus) and that 
is why she is adityavarp.a (i.e. of the colour of that 
of the sun), she is jvalantlm (shining brightly), 
prabhasa (splendid), pifrgalam  ̂ (tawny brown) etc.
While e::plaining the word 1 lakgml1 Sayana refers to

-r - - - ZLthe ITirukta 1 lakgmir-.......  lakga lakgajgat1 ,
(Lakgml, because of the distinctive mark of lakga, ’lac1)
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1. Agrawala, V.S., Masterpieces of MathurdSculpture, 
p.21, fig.IX.

2. Whitehead, H.B., P M .C., pl.X, f.20.
5. Sris., 1,^,6,13, etc.
h. Naigamakap.de* IV,10.



and in the three emanations of Mahalakgml, Sri embodies 
the 1 rajo gup.a* in which the Laksmi image would have a 
red complexion. The later inserted verses also 
compare her to the lotus flower in every particular 
•feature (padmakgl, padmauru, etc.)\ and it is obvious 
that a deity who “in person ... embodies the conception 
of beauty and abundance, inseparably ideas that are the
characteristics of Indian art from first to last”, ,and

*that a goddess of fertility “cannot have been thought
Pof as otherwise than beautiful”.

Now all these particulars taken together (i.e.
Srlfs association with the lotus)^ as well as the fact

▼4-that she herself is called padmini (which as has been 
discussed above also means 'provided with a lotus'), 
suggest that the idea of the birth of Sri-Lakgml originated

1. Srls.,verse 18.
2. Coomaraswamy, A.K., 'Sri-Lakgml', EA., vol. 1, p.181.
5. Of: tasmin padme bhagavati^sakgat srlrnityamevahi

lakgmTstavo sadSvaso murtimatya na saffikayafr,
Va.P., 3913.; padmam lakgmlgyhe cipliagi, Vigdh.P.,
I H , *5 , ̂0.

4-. Srls., verse 5-
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from her identification with the lotus. As a lotus 
is born of the waters (saroja, abja), so was she. 
Moreover, another of her appellations, ardra, which 
means wet or moist, and which has been commented upon 
by Sayana as ̂ glrodadherutpannatvat1(because of her 
origin from the ocean of milk), also enhances the 
possibility of this hypothesis.^

This popular story of the emergence of Lak§ml from 
t:
3

pthe ocean is mentioned in both the Epics as well as
in the Pura^as:-'

tatah sghurat kantimati vikasi kamalesthita 
srir&evi payasas tasmSd utthitg dkpta pahkaja

snapyayahca fcrire devmji sarvaloka-mafcesvarlm ^
•Then emerged beautiful SrldevI, on a blooming lotus, 
holding a lotus in her hands, from the water while the 
Ganges and the other streams arrived with water for bath 
and the elephants of the quarters, holding golden pitchers,

1. Ardra also denotes the sense of 'soft with love or 
sympathy1 and it is in conformity with Sri's motherly 
nature.

2 & Of: the chapter on iconography.
4-- Vig «P« > l*lx, TDO.



poured a lustral bath on her.' Thus the verses depict 
her in her famous Abhigeka Lakgml form,

THE ELEPHANTS

The elephants, vessels and water, as they are 
found in the Abhigeka Lakgml composition, taken alto
gether, represent clouds and rains, necessary to bring 
a good harvest. Indra's elephant Airavata^ is used to 
designate both the rainbow and a certain type of
lightning, the two most luminous manifestations of

2 -  —thunderstorm and rain."- The Hastyayurveda states that
in a yearly ritual devoted to rainfall, the fertility 
of crops and the fecundity of cattle and soil, elephants 
and cosmic female principle should be revered, for 
otherwise, the whole realm would perish. It was 
possibly due to its association with the life giving 
rain and eventually with Lakgml,the Indian deity of 
agriculture, that the elephants found a prominent place

1. Airavata is the name of a mythical_serpent (naga),
AY.,viii,10,29* Later the word naga was used to 
mean elephant as well as cloud. Elephants were also 
designated as megha (cloud).

2. Zimmer, H.: Myths and Symbols, p.104; Williams, K.M.
sed., p .234 (igr ;



in such a ritual. It is also said in that text that 
elephants bestow upon people all the earthly blessings 
that Sri-Laksmi, fertile and abundant with riches, has 
in store.^

As for the significance of the vessel, the
explanation of Sayana on 1utsa1 (literally, source), in

2the Atharva Veda may be cited, which he interprets as 
"utsopamam KalaSam" - 'a jar full of water ... held in 
the sky ... yielding nourishing water ... beautiful.'^ 
The keen observation of Coomaraswamy traces Vedic 
elements in this: "There are more 'Vedic* elements
in early Indian art than has yet been realised. To 
take another example, the inverted vessel is already

Llused as a rain-cloud symbol in the ggveda." He also

1. Hastyayurveda,iv,22, where the elephants are called 
Sri-gaja. When the elephants are regarded as_cloud 
an archaeological evidence from the ancient prakara 
of Jagayyape^a may be cited, where clouds, as a 
direct source of wealth, are represented as raining 
coins., cf: Burgess, J., Amaravatl and Jagayyapefra, 
pl.lv., 3.

2. AV.,XVIII,4,36. Sahasradharam satadharamutsam ...
3. Coomaraswamy, A.K.: 1Sri-Lakgml', E.A., vol. 1,1929 

p. 185.
4-. gV., V,8,3-4; cf: Coomaraswamy, A.K., I H Q . , VI,

p.374, n.



adds that 1 these compositions are comprehensible only 
with reference to Vedic notions, and that early Indian 
art is essentially the continuation of a mainly aniconic 
'Vedic* style•*1̂

Thus undoubtedly the streams falling from the 
elephants* trunks are those of the life-giving rains 
which bring with them the heavenly soma, the source 
of increase and wealth. The scene may thus depict 
the fertilising by rains of a female being, repre-

psentmg or connected with the earth or her fields.
This form of Lakgml, known as Abhigeka-Lakgml, 

became better known as Gaja-Lakgml, because of the 
accompanying elephants, the motif remaining the same.

This association with the elephants recalls a 
passage in the Srlsukta where the goddess is described as 
hastinada pramodinlgi (taking delight in the sound of the 
elephants), a nore acceptable reading being hastinada praixdhtnj!

1. Coomaraswamy, A.K., Elements of Buddhist Iconography,
p.22.

2. Lakgml as BhudevI, the magical ground or substance 
of existence, fertilised by_heavenly_showers._
Cfs tarn smared abhigekardray pustidaqi ougtirupiplsi 
srlta^va as quoted in the Srisukram, p.?*). Tne same 
text also s ays _ about the Kalaka ,Suvamo kalaSau 
t abhy am typ t ipurpambho sS. * nvaham * , Tb •

3• Srls., verse 3•



(whose [Lakgml1 s] presence is announced, by the sound
of the elephants)^ and thus describes her as an army
moving to victory, emphasising her rajyasrl or more
reasonably vijaya&rl aspect. In fact, it is the royal
element in an elephant that inspires such an association
as the elephant always moves with the wealthy, its
presence betokens Sri-Lakgml. But primarily it seems
to be the cosmic symbolism of the elephants as diggaja

2that was most efficacious in this regard.

The Bilvafruit

Another of the essential attributes of Lakgml in 
iconography is the bilva fruit (aegle marmelos) and the 
Srisukta ascribes this tree to her for the first time,

1. According to some this passage as a definite proof 
of her close association with the elephants marks 
her as a deity of non-Aryan origin.

2. In this context, another appellation of SrI-Lakgml, 
pugkarinlm (verse 13) may be taken into account. 
According to Sayana, the word pugkara (normally blue 
lotus) also denotes the sense of gaj asup.<j.agr a, i_.e. 
the tip of an elephant's trunk and thus puskarinlgi 
conveys the idea of a female being at the tip of an 
elephant1s_trunk, which could.have influenced the
Ga ja-Laksmi concept, (gapasu^gpravacakah: pugkariylgi 
abnigekoayuktam diggaja suyflayeti bhhvafr) . But it 
seems to be rather a late interpretation.



1adityavarpe tapasofdhi jato vanaspatistava vykgo'tha 
bilvab1 ̂  (0 Sun coloured one, by reason of thy austerities 
(tapas), your tree came into being to wit the bilva tree).

__ PIn the Rajanirghaptu, it is known as Lakgml-phala.
The Nanu Sagihita describes it as Sriphala.̂

Srlphala has been interpreted as the fruit par
4 6excellence. Its roundish form and the golden hue^

may have made it a symbol of fortune and riches,
qualities which could link it with Srl-Lakgmi. Another
explanation for this association may be the use of the
bilva as a cure for barrenness, Laksmi being a deity of
fertility.^

1. Srls., 6; 1 bilvo lakgmyahkiare 1 bhavat' iti Vamana 
jPurape Katyayapavac anat I S ay ana).
1bilvatarurjdto lakgmldakgipahastata^1, Skandakumara 
SamhitaySgi bilyamahStmye, as quoted In the Sris-Qktam, 
p. 17 ; cf: Srivykga iti vikhyato bilva1 , ITT.

2. Rajanirgh, I, 106-107; XXIII, 1.
3. I-Zanu., V,1200.
4. Mallmann, H.T.: Les enseignments iconographique de

l1Agni P., p.264.
5* Phalaifr suvarpa safikaSaih, Va.P. ,37,11*
6. Even today, women of Bihar and U.P., embrace and 

worship this tree in order to get their desires 
fulfilled. Sengupta, S.: Tree symbol worship,
pp. 7-8.



Various texts ascribe different rules for the use
of a bilva tree to bring forth fortune and prosperity.*^

_  pThe Aitareya Brahmana states that one who desires food
(anna), increase or well-nourished condition (pusfri),

*should make a sacrificial post of bilva wood, this part 
is a rupa 'material form, sensuous appearance1 repre
sentative of food, covered from the very root, thus 
presenting a form of pug-£i (Srl is addressed as pugti in 
the thirteenth verse). If one with this knowledge 
makes such a post, he prospers (pugyati), becomes the 
Sregfrha of his own people and the light amongst them as 
it is said, bilva is light (jyotis). It is also known
as Vpddhinamaugadha, the herb called after prosperity.

4By offering it, one may get gold.
According to the prescriptions laid down in the 

ggvidhana, an oblation of bilva is to be performed with

1. Srxpriyaqi yo1rcayed bilvam sa naro bhagyavan bhavet, 
3k.Sena Kum. oagini'bayagi bilva nahatmya7 Srisuktam,
pTT7T

2. Ait.Br., 11,1,6 ff.
3. Cf: Taitt. Sagh.,11,1,8,1-2; o.Br.,1,3,3,20.
4. AV. Parisigta,XXXI,6,4.
5* ggvidhana, II,19,3ff; cf: Gonda, J.: ggvidhana,

p. 51.



the stanza adityavarne when the fuel of the fire must 
contain the wood of the bilva tree, which thus ensures 
endless fortune. In the same text it is said^ that 
one who offers lotus flowers and bilva fruits to Sri 
will obtain the very desire with which in mind he made

Pthe offering.
In the Hatsy a-Pur ap.a, Bilva-patrika is a goddess

enshrined in a temple at a place called Bilvala^ and
Bilva is a goddess following BhavamalinI who is a
Sakti from Npsigiha1 s G-uhya. ̂

According to the Vayu Purana,̂ Srlvanam is said to
be Bilvavanam, situated to the east of Srisaras.

— — 6According to the Varaha Purapa, the lotus that is borne 
by Sri grows in the neighbourhood of a vast bilva forest. 
In later times, a number of myths arose around this

1. Ib.,11,20,5.
2. cf: Gonda, J., Sgvidhana, p.52.
5. Hat.P.,15,51.
4. Ib.,179*68 and 71.
5. Va.P.,37»5-15.
6. Var.P.,79, 1 ff.



association of Lakgjnl with the bilva.^

n 58

ALAIZjKl

The Srlsukta also asserts the efficacy of the bilva 
in dispelling evil or Alakgml when it says tasya phalani

— — _  _  _  _  ^ ptapasa nudantu ya antara yaSca bahya alakgmlb,̂  'its 
(the bilva tree's) fruits must, through (the power of) 
thy favour, remove all the (illusions^ and) evil fortune 
(alakgml), be they internal or external'.^ (The 
Saifrlrtiayana Xrapyaka also contains a hymn in praise of 
the virtues of bilva as an amulet.^) Thus the bilva

1. Cf: Sengupta, S., 'Tree symbol worship in India',
pp. 110, lpO, etc.

2.' Oris., verse 6. Alakgml is called Jyeg^ha, that is 
the elder sister and this_relationship is first_ 
found in the Karttika Hahatmya of the Sanat Kumara 
Samhita, cf: Hal 1, 3?i"tz-lJd wards, 'The Srlstlkta or 
Litany to Fortune', JASB., XXVIII, 1859» p.131.

3. Gonda, J. tries to interpret it as 'illusion* as in 
certain manuscripts ma occurs before ya. Gonda, J., 
AEV., pp. 197-98*. —

4-. madaSritantargata bahya laksmlrupadurgatlssarva, 
PrthivIdharacSrya bhagyam, Sristfktam, p.15; 
antara antarindniya sambandhinib m&ya ajnanap. tat 
karyani ca' L  bSbyafe bahirindriya, s^bWtiinZa];...̂a 
stap alakgmifr aferiyah nu&antu apanudantu niv^rayant- 
vityarthah // Srividygrapya bhggyain, Srisuktam, p.’15*

5. SanuSr., XII, 20 et seq.



which is dear to Lakgml is effective in striking off 
jyegtha -̂ (elder) Alakgmi, which is always a power in 
opposition to Lakgml. There are many later episodes 
of dissension between Lakgmi and Alakgmi.

The nahabharata says that Alakgml, Lakgml's 
inauspicious opposite, went to the Asuras and Lakgmi 
came to the gods. The Asuras, pervaded by Alakgmi and

pstruck by Kali (the age), were destroyed." In the 
Markaadeya Purana •She1 (Sri) fis good fortune herself 
in the dwellings of men of good deeds, ill fortune in 
those of men of sinful souls1, ya srih svayagi sukrtinam 
bhavaneZ^Yalakgmib papatmanagT. ̂
1. Srirpragutpannabhit:/arthah 1 (Sayapa).
. In tne hiAga Purana, at the time of the churning of 
the ocean, Alakgmi rises before Lakgml and henceforth
is called Jye§£ha Alakgml, the elder sister (Uttardha, 
6th ch.). -------  --------

2. Mbh. Hi, 94, 9 ff.
3- Nark.p ., Devim.,IV,4. cf: In the Atharva Vedar i a r & . p . , u e v i m . , l  v ,q-. c i :  ±n t n e  A t n a r v a  ve<

(VII,120,4^ we find mention^of Pupya Lakgml and 
PapI Lakgmi, ramantagi pupya-lak^mirya papista 
aninakam , the latter corresponding ro Alakgmi. 
Alak§mi was named Kalakap^i in ancient folk religion 
and is mentioned in the Jatakas where she has sin 
argument with Siri. Cf! J. ,TlI, 257±-^ ; si-IV,378. 
In Maharashtra folklore, she is Akkabai, the goddess 
who brings ill fortune and destruction.
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KUBERA

The lotus, Srl-Lakgml1s regular attribute, is 
often depicted as a direct source of wealth, as we
find in the case of the Ratnamanjarikas of Bharhut and

1 2Sanci and the padmanidhi of Kubera. Kubera seems to
be first found in association with Srl in the SrI-Sukta 
which refers to him as 1aevasakhafr1• As Kubera, the 
chieftain of the Yakgas, is the god of riches, this 
association is quite appropriate, Gonda ventures to 
establish this relation by citing a Satapatha Brahmapa 
passage which states that one attains Sreyas if certain 
rites are performed in the north, and as Kubera is the 
regent of the north, the connection between Sreyas and 
the north should be as that of Srl and Kubera.^

In this context, a passage from the Narkapfleya 
Purapa may be cited with regard to the enumeration of 
the agfranidhi, i.e. *the eight treasures'which states 
that the eight nidhis, which are particularly associated

1. Coomaraswamy, A.K. : Yakgas, II,pp,4, 11,13•
2. Ib.,p.57»pl.l & 46, fig.l. cf: Nark.p.,LXVIII, 5.
3. Gonda, J. : ^£^,2.202; cf: S .Br., IV, 5? 8,11.



with Kubera, are the adharas of Padminlvidhya whose 
presiding deity is Lakgml, ’nadminlnamaya vidya 
Lakgmlstasyadhidevata1 .̂

Another link with Kubera is provided by the Kalpadruma 
capital in the form of a banyan tree which was recovered 
from Besnagar. Bags and pots of treasures are 
arranged beneath the foliage with a conchshell and a 
lotus flower exuding coins, correctly identified by 
Coomaraswamy with ttwo of the nidhis of Kubera, sankha 
and padma. This banyan capital, which can be dated 
back to the third century B.C., ‘’have originally been 
placed on the top of a column standing in front of a 
shrine of Kubera whose cognisance was a vase full of

pcoins0. But smother explanation has been offered by 
Banerjea who suggests that it could have been placed in 
front of a shrine of Srl who was the presiding deity of 
the PadminI Vidya, associated with these SafLkha and 
padma and other six nidhis. The Besnagar Yakgi$I, with 
the plaited hair, elaborate girdle and mekhala charac
teristic of Suhga workmanship, may really stand for Sri.^

1. Hark.p., ch.LXVIII,4.
2. Banerjea, J.N., PHI.,p.!05,f.n.1.
3. Ib.,pp.104— 5.



Concrete evidence of the existence of the Pancaratra 
cult, with which Sri-Lak§mi is intimately associated, 
has been found at Besnagar.'1’

This association of Sri with Kubera appears in 
the later parts of the Epic as well as in the Puranas.
The Iiahabharata, in describing the sabha of Kubera, 
says that Lakgml always stays there, as does Kubera1s

pson Nalakubera (who is brought up with superlative ease, 
atyanta sukhasajjrvrddha) . Kubera is also united v/ith

-r 4Laksmi, who is, however, not yet his wife. In the
- - 5Narada Purana, she is explicitly referred to as Kubera's 
consort. Kubera is believed to be in possession of
Sri, which belongs to him as tejas belongs to the sun,

—  6K^ama to the Earth and anger to Yama.

1. Ib.,p.374; another capital of the same period repre
senting a makara found at Besnagar itself is associated
with a temple of Kamadeva. cf: C.Sivaramamurti,
Ind.Sculp.,p.21.

2. Mbh.,11,10,19.
3. Ib.,VII,46,12.
4. Ib.,111,168,13* rajanllakgmya.
5* Narada p.,84,12.
6. Gonda, J.: AEV.,p.l95*



Thus it seems that first it was the abstract con
cept of Sri, (i.e. Kubera has Sri which is material 
prosperity [as man is said to 'become Sreyam1 or 'reach 
sreyas' not morally but materially] Srlda [bestower of 
wealth or prosperity] being a name of Kubera)^ that 
associated her with Kubera. With the development of 
her concrete image, she became his consort.

Quite a few archaeological remains indicate some 
sort of connexion between Sri and the king of the Yakgas. 
Thus we find her represented from a very remote period 
on stupas and railings in Bharhut and Sanchi and at 
other places in the company of Yakgas and Yakginls.
Sri's iconographic features are also similar to those of 
Yakginls. The Yakgas are well known as protectors 
who can fight fiercely while Lakgml is also well
renowned as a guardian deity, in particular as a protec-

_  _  _  otress of the door, in her Samanya-Lakgmi aspect.1** As
such she is represented at Sanchi, Bharhut, Amaravatl,

1. Cf: AEV. ,pp« 1951209. Sriya vaisravapopamab,
Mbh.,11,17,13.

.
2. Cf: Mallmann, M.T., Ag.p.,p.!85; Buddhist texts

also contain numerous references to the goddess 
Srl^ in_many of which she is described as Deva- 
kumarika and associated with the northern and 
southern quarters, cf: Barua, B.M. and Sinha,
Bharhut Ins., p.74-.



Begram, Bodhgaya and other places.
On certain seals of the Gupta period from Basarh, 

dwarf figures holding objects identifiable with money
bags are found beside the Gajalakgmi symbol. In some 
cases, they are even pouring out small round objects 
which may be coins.^ The dwarf figures, according to 
T. Bloch, represent Kubera, but Banerjea thinks them 
to be Yakgas, the custodians of riches, the idea being 
that they dole out riches to those who are specially 
favoured by this goddess.

There are certain other representations where Lakgml 
is sculptured beside Kubera himself. Thus an early 
mediaeval sculpture shows a female and a male figure 
seated side by side in Lalitasana. The female figure 
is invariably Srl-Lakgml as is indicated by the miniature 
elephants surmounting rising lotuses and emptying inverted 
jars. A miniature vase is below the left knee of the 
goddess. The pot-bellied male figure on the left holds 
a bowl in the right hand (the left one is damaged), these 
two features proving himself to be no-one but Kubera.
This probably indicates that Lakgml was once looked upon

1. Banerjea, J.N., PHI.,pp.209-211, pi.X,Fig.2



as his consort.'1'
On another specimen, the figure of Gape§a (the 

giver of success) appears beside Lakgml and Kubera. 
Here Laksmi, seated in between them, is as usual in 
her Gajalakgmi pose, holding two lotuses the stalks of 
which rise from two vases placed on the two sides of 
her lotus seat, on the flowers of which are two ele
phants performing the abhigeka with upturned jars. 
Kubera holds a drinking cup and a purse. From the 
stylistic point of view, it can be said to belong to

pthe early mediaeval period.~
A similar combination of these three deities can 

be found in another sculpture from Abaneri (situated 
about 50 miles from Jaipur and only four miles to the

1. V.3. Agrawala, CBIMM , P-50, fig.225.
2. Ib.,p.49, Mus.E0.lli9 . Cf: the pot belly of Kubera

and GageSa and of all the Yakgas, according to
Bosch, originated from its resemblance with_the 
kumbha and thus indirectly with the padma-mula, 
making the belly, like the original ones, container
of prosperity in every enterprise1, and thus they (the 
above mentioned personages) are characterised by the 
one or more rasa properties, particularly the power 
to bestow prosperity, fertility, abundance and off
spring. These basic similarities have been effective 
in their association with Lakgml. Cf: Bosch, F.D.K.,
Golden Germ, p.H4,pl.31d where the pitcher on the 
belly seems to be her own but not yet incorporated, 
and thus determines the close relation between the 
two.



east of Bandikui Railway station) where the influence 
of Gupta art is visible at a glance. In this relief, 
Lakgml is in her Gajalaksmi aspect, holding a fruit 
beside the lotus, while Gape&a and Kubera are on her 
right and left sides respectively. The presence of a 
lion under the lotus seat is note-worthy• ̂

There are also some older representations, some 
Ku§ana statuettes which have Haritl (wife of Vaisrava#a, 
counterpart of Kubera in Buddhism)and Lakgml, possibly

pas a rapprochement between Buddhism and Brahmanism.
A statuette from Mathura, now in the Lucknow

museum, has Lakgml holding & lotus, Bhadra holding a
fruit and Haritl holding a child and by their side,
Kubera seems to be the fourth figure (cf: since Bhadra
is his wife according to some Puranas, this group seems
to represent his three wives together).^ Similarly, on
a gold plaque from Takht-i-bahi, now in the British 

4-Museum, a female figure in long loose robe holds a bunch

1. Agrawala, JR.C., 'Sculptures from Abaneri, Rajasthan1, 
Lalit Kala, Nos.1-2, April 1955-March 1966, p.132, 
fig. 5.

2. Agrawala, J. j ., CBIUM. ̂  jd • X • ♦_>
3. Ib., p.X, no.0.241.
4. Brooke Sewell Bequest, 11.12*1.



IMAGE OF SRI FROM TAKHT-I-BAHI 
(BRITISH MUSEUM)
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of fruits in one hand and a child seems to grab her by 
her dress. Possibly Sri's equation with Haritl as 
the wife of Kubera has led to its identification with 
Srl.

Sri as an antelope

The very first line of the Sri-Sukta describes 
SrT-Lak§mi as a golden antelope 'hirao.yavarg.am harigim'̂  
adorned with gold and silver garlands. This may 
represent Lakgml in her animal form if a number of 
Kuninda and Yaudheya coins are taken into account.

Certain coins of the Kuninda king Amoghabhuti 
(whose date has been ascribed by Allan to the last half

pof the first century B.C.) bear, on the obverse, a deer

1. harinim haritavarnam / hariniruoadharam va / (Sayana). 
Yg .i no fini rmrre arTO a na dhavati ana /
rudrastva krsya tacchaktim myram .iagraha., v^isnavln // 
iti vaivartadaksadhavgra-dhvayokteh / Srisuktam. p.4-.; 
harinim tu hareh patmgi daridrvang.riharinim y'
•pranadye'ham haridrabham harinaksim hiranmayly // 
iti Atharvavanikastutau, Satansinda vrttih. SrTsuktam. 
p. 5.
In the lexicons, 'harigi' is one of the four kinds of 
beautiful women corresponding to the type of man 
termed mpga. In the Rajatarah^inl, harigi suggests 
a golden image while in Buddhist literature, it is 
the name of a yak^igi. cf: M.M.Williams, S E D.,
p.1291, (i),

2. Allan, J., CCAX ., p.CIII.
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to the right of the figure of a female deity who stands

she has been identified quite conclusively with Srl-

in her human as well as in her animal form.
This observation is corroborated by certain Yaudheya 

coins which are closely connected with the Kuninda 
coins in type and style. On a unique silver coin, 
a six-headed deity (Karttikeya) stands on the obverse 
while Laksmi stands on a lotus with an aureole round

pher head on the reverse. On certain other coins, 
the deities apparently change their places, with Laksmi 
on the obverse and Karttikeya on the reverse;^ other 
coins have the representation of a deer on the obverse 
and Karttikeya on the reverse, possibly thus replacing 
the theriomorphic form of Sri with her anthropomorphic

1. Ib.,pi.XXII, No.21.
2. Allan, J., G.CAX . , p i . XXXIX,21,22.
5. Ib., XL,10.
4-. Ib.,XL,12. These coins are significant from another 

point of view. On them, in between the horns of the 
deer, there is a symbol (cobra according to Allan) 
which might have been the origin of the Sri-vatsa 
symbol. It occurs when the deer is alone and thus 
it may be concluded that as the symbol was native 
to the deer (Laksmi in her animal form), Sri-vatsa

on a lotus, holding a lotus in her uplifted right hand;

Lak§mi.^* Thus these coins seem to represent the deity

form.

/Continued over



In this respect, the Purapic episode which depicts 
Sri as moving about in the forest in the form of a 
deer should be noted

SHI AS 1112 N0TE1R AITD GODDESS OF AGRICULTURE

Another of Sri-Laksmi's essential characteristics, 
the mother aspect, in which she is still invoked all 
over India, seems to be confirmed by the Sri-Sukta when 
she is addressed as 1devLpmataram sriyam1 or 1sriyam
__ _ _ _ pvasaya me kule mataram padmamalinim1.

Icdnographic texts also emphasise this motherly
aspect by ascribing to her such physical.characteristics
as 'fully developed breasts', narrow waist and heavy

xbuttocks, indicative of radiant motherhood'. In

Footnote 4 continued from previous page.
(dear to Sri) toas evolved. This representation 
also reminds one of Artemis with_the stag.
Moreover, this assocation with Karttikeya recalls 
the episode in the Mbh.II1 ,229,50 where Sri is the 
wife of_Skanda and_also her identification with 
Devasena and Sa^hl, the other wives of Skanda.
Of: also Mbh., IX, 46,64.

1 . Srirdhptva haritlrupamaranye samcacaraha iti*  i |g !■ ■■■ ■— « i — n ■■ i. ■ i ■■ — —  ■ —  - .i - —  -Devipurciatca C Say ana) .
2. Sris., verses 1 1-1 2.
3. Banerjea, J.N., PHI., p.373; Mat.P. ,261, 4-0-4?
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Bharhut, she is oirima-Devata. In certain repre
sentations, she is found pressing from her breasts 
a stream of milk.^

The philosophical conception of Sri as a mother- 
goddess is expounded elaborately in the Pancaratra 
school of the early Vaigaavas. She played a role of 
considerable importance as a mother goddess in some 
parts of India, specially amon ; the Vaigg.avas of the
south. The Sri sect of Vaigq.avism laid great stress

oon the mother aspect of Sri. Sometimes, as the
divine mother of all existence, she intercedes with
god on behalf of men.

But the best known characteristic of Sri-Lakgml,
that of being essentially a goddess of agriculture, was
for the first time intimated by this Sukta.

As the tutelary deity of rice-growing India, she
/ — _

1. Coomaraswamy, A.K., 'Sri-Laksmi1, L .A ., vol. 1, 1929* 
Cf; Bra (j an am bhavasi mata, Srls., verse 20;
Jagapmatl Vig.p.,' 1,8,1$ and 28.

2. S B  D S., Asp, of Pel. Thoughts, p.60.
3. Zimmer, MSIAC, p.91•



is associated with grains, rice-fields and harvests, 
with all kinds of earthly abundance. Thus, in the 
Srisukta, she has been described as taking delight in 
clay and moisture (her two sons Kardama [mud]^Gikllta 
[moisture] were actually the personifications of rich 
soil). Other appellations, such as nitya-pugfra 
(continually thriving or always well nourished), 
karigijpim'1' (abounding in dung) and gandhadvara (percep
tible through her odour), also throiv some light on this 
aspect of Sri-Lakjmi, in fact the goddess is viewed 
here as one with the earth. Similar aspect of Laksmi 
is reflected in verse ten which runs as pasunlup rupamannasya 
mayi srifr. srayatajp yasafr.

That she was essentially conceived of as a deity 
of agriculture, like the Roman Geres, is further 
strengthened by the fact that even today, during the

2harvest season, great festivals are held in her honour.

1 . Even now, dung cakes are offered at the time of the 
rituals (cf: Gobh.Gp.Sutra, etc.). As dung denoted 
the sense of purity, everything, including the vedi 
(altar) is cleansed with dung. Moreover, clay and 
moisture, as well as dung, do act as good fertilisers 
and are essential ingredients of a rich soil.

2. Encycl. of S. Asia, III ed., vol. 11, n.660; 
831)G-. ," B^&S. , p. 1 7 5, f.n.5 .



The ceremonies may he different in different parts of 
India, hut the aim is the same, the achievement of a 
good crop. As she is specially associated with rice- 
fields, she is known as 1Dhanya Lakgml1 1Dhanya RupCL 1 

the presiding deity of rice. Even in iconography, 
she is very frequently represented as holding ears of 
corns.^

In Siam, Sri is always represented with a sprig
► * - V* ■ , v A- : i  ̂ \f-

of rice or grain in her right hand, while the left hand 
rests on the earth with a supple curve. In Indonesia, 
the goddes Siri (Sang hyang Devi Sri ) is usually 
represented seated on a lotus and holding in her hand 
only a sprig of rice. Recently the bank notes of 
Indonesia have reproduced a beautiful old Javanese 
bronze figure of Srl with the rice stalk in her left 
hand and the right hand in the Varamudra. In some 
parts of Indonesia, where Brahmanical and Buddhist 
influences make themselves felt, little shrines are 
found tin the form of niches set upon tall altar-like 
structures (brick or wood) dedicated to goddess Srl

pas the diety of rice crop* .

1 . It is an indispensable attribute of modern Srl- 
Lakgml images.

2. Cf: Chatterji, S.K., *A Brahmanical deity in Indo
china and Indonesia1, J.N. Baner.jea Volume, pp. 90-92



Her name is given to the last stalk of rice which 
the Hindus, like the Scotch, carry home and preserve 
until the next harvest time, 1 The people of Java and 
also of other islands believe that Sri died while she 
was forced to submit to Vi^pu's love, and when she was 
buried, several crops sprouted up from the body, the

p •rice from her navel. In Bali, the name of SrldevI 
is given to the rice cut but not yet thrashed.^

Thus the Sri-Sukta by confirming most of her 
fundamental aspects, dominates in the gradual manifes
tation of the full-fledged Srl-Lak§ml concept, the con
cept which has made her a deity of extreme popularity, 
venerated not by any individual sect, but by all.
She was worshipped even by foreigners, as is evident 
from her effigy stamped on a number of coins of the

1. Grupte, B.A. , Hindu holidays ... , p.125.
2. G-onda, J., Sanskrit in Indonesia, p.lJ2; Hidding, 

K.A.H., Kdi .Pohat;ii Sang.ian>- Sri, p.28 f. ; but in 
certain other texts, Sri as Tishawati, died when 
forced by, not Vi§pu but Guru whose wife is UmadevI, 
cf: Rassers, W.H., On the Meaning of the Javanese 
dr ana in Pan.ii, dhe Culture naro. p. 17 ff. !-Iere
we ma^ compare some late pauranic episodes where 
Laksmi was reborn as a plant. Of: DevlBhg.P., 9th Kh., VI,

33.
5. Scheftelowitz, I., 'Srlsukta1, Z D M G. (75)? 1921, 

p.39.
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alien rulers like Azileses, Azes, Rajubula, Sodasa1
and others. Even the people of the Muslin community,
whose religion is generally against idolatry, are said

oto have been the votaries of Lakgml in Bengal. In 
the European accounts, Lakgml is said to be all that 
can be desired or imagined;-̂  while in Hinduism, no deity 
surpasses her in fame and popularity. Thurs-day (when 
weekly religious services are performed in her honour) 
is known after her as 1lakgmlvara1•

1. Allan, J., gcAI* > PP- 131-34; 149; 187; 190-191;
256; -Whitehead, R.B., PMC., vol. 1, p.l35> pi.XIII, 
fig. 333.

2. - Lahiri> B.C., Hindu 0 Muslim Dharmer Samanvaya, 
p. 30.

3. Caland, W., Port. Verb., p.105.



s _The second half of the Srisukta, which is evidently a late 
insertion, although continuing the same appeal for wealth and 
abundance, betrays a different trend altogether. Here, the 
goddess is not invoked via Agni Jatavedas, the mediator, but is 
approached directly. As a legacy of the previous part of the 
sukta, the lotus is still attached to her and she has been 

explicitly attributed a birth from the lotus flower (padma sambhave) 
which is a late Epic trait. The sukta also refers to the late 
incident of the drinking of the soma juice by the son of Vinata,^ 
and adds to Kardama and Ciklita, two further rqis , Ananda and
 ̂- A — _ 7Srida. But above all these, Laksmi, addressed also as llaha-Laksmi, 

has been associated with Visnu (called by his different names, viz. 
Hari, Nadhava, Acyuta) , as his beloved consort. This association, 
as will be discussed in later chapters, is a comparatively late trait

s _ _
in the history of the Sri-Laksmi cult, and thus it further evinces the 
fact that the last fourteen verses were late compositions added to 
the original fifteen at a later period; what was implicit in the 
first half of the sukta was expressly asserted in the later part.

1. Sris, vv. 17,13,24.
2. Ibid. v.18.
3. Ibid. v. 22.
4. Ibid. v. 27*
5* Cf: Ibid. vv. 17, 24, 25, 26.
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C H A P T E R  III
/ _

SOME EARLY PROTO-TYPES OF SRI-LAKSMI



pethivT

One of the earliest prototypes of the later 
Sri-Lakgml worship may have been the cult of a 
Mother Goddess which is represented in the nude female 
terracotta figurines of the Harappa civilisation.
Some of them are found carrying children and are 
apparently meant for worship. With these should be 
associated the representation of a female figurine 
giving birth to a tree, discovered among the ruins of 
the same civilisation, J. Marshall interpreted the 
latter as an Earth-goddess presiding over agriculture 
The former, with their emphasis on motherhood and their 
associated with children, may be identified as a kind 
of Mother Goddess,

The cult of the Mother Goddess is apparently 
closely associated with the conception of the Earth as 
the mother. The cult of a Fertility-goddess, which 
is found in a wide area of the primitive world, may 
as well have been a manifestation of the Earth as the 
mother. Such concepts of the Mother cult, the 
Fertility cult and the cult of the Earth as the mother 
may be traced back to the general ideas about the

1. Marshall, J., M.I.O., vol.I, p.52. Cf: Wheeler, M.,
Indus Civil., pp. 52-62; Campbell, J., The masks 
of god, figs. 16, 17; Zimmer, H., A.I.AV, p.22, 

rSjff8 ^)ter rGPresen'ta’t;aons* ASIA!?., 1911-12,



physical manifestations of the world.
The reasons underlying the deification of the 

Earth as a mother goddess, lie in the magical nature 
of planting and growth. Crops often fail, and this 
requires a ceremonial approach to the proper placing 
of the seed. The earth, being the receiver of the 
seed and producer of the grains, was propitiated and 
subsequently personified and deified. Thus, it is

A

1. The ancient Mexicans regarded the Moon goddess as 
the mother goddess who was again the Earth spirit. 
(Frequently the Earth Mother and the moon goddesses, 
usually regarded as the wives of the Sun, ere 
identical. Jobes, G., Diet, of Myth. Folklore and 
Symbols. p.485. The moon has powerful influence 
over the fertility of the crops. Fraser, J., G.E.,
II, p. 154 ff.). She was sometimes regarded as 
"Tlalli Ilalli" which possibly means "Significance 
of the Earth" S.B.D.G., BSSS., p. 1 7 . Tacitus 
relates that nearly all the Germans united in wor
shipping Nerthus, that is to say Mother Earth, 
before her cult as a Mother goddess became wide
spread, Tacitus, Germania, p. 40. The great Mother 
goddess of Cretan religion appears to be an Earth 
goddess in origin as she has been identified not 
only with Shea and Cybele (the Greek and Homan mother 
goddesses originating from the earth concept), but 
also with Demeter (supposed to have introduced agri
culture, whose name is probably derived from "Ga 
Mater" or Earth Mother) and Gaea (the personifications 
of the earth, whose other name is 'Titania i.e. dust; 
Jobes, G., Diet.. p.621). The serpent form of Isis, 
the great mother goddess of Egypt, belongs to this 
category (Mackenzie, D.A., Myths of Crete and Pre- 
Hellenic Europe, p. 183; Leach, M., E.D.F.K.L., 
i, p.529) as she symbolises the rich plains of Egypt, 
fecundated by the inundation of the Nile, who is her
consort Osiris Cbarousse Encycl. of Myth., p. 19).—  ---



apparent that it is the creative energy of the goddess 
(the fecundity of the soil and the growth of all 
crops being solely dependent upon her) that contri
buted most to v/orld-wide worship of the Earth. The 
female personification is possibly due to her universal 
character as bearer of fruits. The fecundity of the 
earth and that of woman came to be viewed as one and the 
same thing.^ Thus there is the Purapic injunction
that Ppthivi (Earth) should be worshipped on the day 

_ _ 9of Garbhadhana. ~ In fact, the conception of a female 
divinity connected with productivity is a common feature 
of most ancient societies. Isis of Egypt and Demeter 
of Greece may be cited as analogous instances.

76

1. According to R. Briffault, the association or rather 
"the assimilation of the fruit bearing soil to the 
childbearing woman is universal” (Mothers, III, p.59)« 
This ancient belief is based on two major aspects,
i.e., the plant producing activity is viewed as 
depending magically on the reproductive capacity cf 
the female body and similarly, the reproductive capa
city of the female body is magically dependent on 
the earth. Even very recently, Indian peasant women 
evoked the same primitive belief as during the Gorakhpur 
famine of 1873-74-* women of the locality, at night, 
stripped thenselves naked, and taking the plough with 
them, dragged it across the fields. Chattopaahyay, 
D.P., Lokayata ... as cited in a paper on ‘Historical 
materialise treatment of Hinduism* by Dale Riepe.

2. An.P., XLI, 8.



The worship of Mother Earth narks man's adoption 
of a settled life and his earliest experiences in

'Iagriculture; since India is primarily an agricul
tural country, it is not surprising that the mother 
goddess was first conceived of and worshipped as the 
Earth Mother.

In the fertile plains of India, the Aryans appear 
to have adopted agriculture as an important part of
their economy, and there is ample evidence in the

pfeveda of the increasing use of the plough. That 
the Earth has already acquired a new and holy signi
ficance in their eyes can be seen reflected in their

*thought and culture: not only is she celebrated in
the Vedic hymns, but agriculture is extolled as well.^

In Veaic literature, the Earth is lauded as 
'PrthivI' (the broad one). While describing the Earth,

1. EluE. . vol. V, p. A; Cf: R. Briffault's remark, "The
Mother Earth has scarcely any place in the cosmo
logical or religious conceptions and rites of peoples 
in the pre-agricultural stages ... Even in a highly 
advanced culture whose authors are non-agrarian Mother 
Earth plays no conspicuous role. ' Briffsult, R., 
Mothers, III, p.59*

2. RV.. IV, 5 7, A; cf: oira (plough) R.V.« IV, 5 7, 8 ;
X, 101, 3-4-5 cf: VI, 30, 1; SI, 1; VIII,
9 , 16, etc.

3. ggh, VI, 51, 8 .
A. RV^, IV, 57, 3 , 4, 7, 8.

77



A Othe feittiriya Samhita and the faittlrlya BrShmena 
derive the name from the root 1prath1 (to extend) as 
she is extended. A ifevedic poet alludes to this 
etymology when he says that Inara upheld the Earth 
and spread it out (paprathat) But the FurSnas 
ascribe the deed to Prthu, the illustrious i:ing who 
compelled the Earth to acknowledge his authority, 
levelled it, introduced cultivation and erecoed cities, 
so that the Earth was called after him Prthivi.^

The observation of A.A. Macdonell that "the per
sonification" of the Earth "is but slight" in the 
Vedas, most of her attributes are "those of the physical 
earth" where "she abounds in heights, bears the burden 
of the mountains, and supports the trees of the forests 
in the ground" as well as the fact that in the ligveda.

“I. Toitt .6amh.. VII, 1, 5*
2. Taitt.Br.. I, 1, 3, 5.
5. Kacdonell, A.A.: Ved. Myth., p.68,
4. gV^, II, 13, 2; a-i., v, 21-22.
5. V i s ., I, 13, 38. (Cf: Prthu is an incarnation

of Visnu. Mbh.. XII, 59, l28f.).
6 . Kacdonell, A.A., Ved. Myth., p.88.

7 8
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the Earth is mostly propitiated in the company of her 
consort Byaus, have led scholars such as Whitney to 
argue that ‘the earth herself makes no remarkable*

Afigure in the circle of Vedic divinities.
But an analytical study of the Vedas will prove 

that this statement can hardly be correct. The Earth
pis not only regarded as the mother of men but also as 

the mother of gods.^ She is stated go have created 
and nourished all creatures,^ (in thee let everything
be born, what is and whet is yet to be).^ Even after

* '6death, the Earth is a refuge,' as a mother is to her 
child. (The belief in rebirth may have led to such a 
custom, although there is little evidence for rebirth 
in the Vedas.) The Vedic sages attributed to her “all

1. ..hitney, W.D. , Qr.& Ling. Stud*. I, p.32.
2. SL., I, 159, 2; 164,33; 185,11; AV., VII, 120,2;

ZCT, 1 ,1 0.
5. 1,106,3; 159,1; 185,4; VII,55,1; x,2,7;

11,9.
4. SLl, 1,159,2; 160,2; 185,1; X,110,9-
5 . XIII, 1,54.
6. av.. X,18,10-11; Cf: AV.,XVIII,2,19: A^v.Gr.SGt..

IV,5 ,7 * the so-called Vedic omasana mount at
Lauriya Nandangarh, excavated by T. Bloch, a very 
small gold leaf carved, with the figure of a female, 
was discovered. Bloch described it as the represen
tation of the Vedic Earth-goddess (Prthivi) to whose 
care the relations of a dead man assigned his remains. 
(Banerjea, J.N., PHI., p.96).



I

motherly feeling, tender affection, generosity of
1heart and forbearance" . Her vastness and majesty,

variety and fruitfulness, inspired them to sing in
pher praise ’m^t^ Irthivi mahiyam1 .

In the Atharva Veda, in the long and beautiful 
Pythlvf Sukta« which is solely devoted to the praise 
of H5t£ Prthivl. the goddess takes her full-fledged 
form, surpassing every other divinity in greatness.
The Indians still attach the same amount of greatness 
to Mother Earth, as is apparent from some modern Indian

5literature. But the Hat£ Prthivi of Vedic mythology
differs greatly from the Mother Earth whose worship

Zlhas continued to the present day.
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1 . SBDG. , Asp.Kel.TEou/ditjp.47 •

2. RV̂ _, 1,164,35; Cf: 185,2 and 10.
3- Tagore, R.N. , Ahalyar Prati; Vasundharg; Hatrr DSk; 

Patraouta.
4. Williams, M.M., R T L. « p.182. The worship of Earth 

mother is still practised by the non-Hindu aboriginal 
tribes belonging to the Sahara and the Gond groups.
Of: Oil., p.436. It is interesting to note in this
connexion how the greatness of the Earth was recog
nised even by the Buddha. It is described in some 
later books (especially the NidanakathS of the Jataka 
commentary and the Buddhavamsa commentary) how, being 
challenged by MSra, Buddha asked the Earth to bear 
witness to the fact that he sat on his seat by his 
own right and the Earth roared in response. (J.i,71 ff; 
Papahca Sudanis Ma,ijhima commentary. i,3S4). The 
account was greatly elaborated in later chronicles 
and illustrated in numerous Buddhist shrines and 
temples.



From q survey of the attributes and qualities with
Awhich the Larth is endowed in the Arthi vi Sukta, it is

not surprising to see that in the Aitareya Br^hmana, she
' 2is identified with Sri. The reason is implicit in a

* 'statement of Mahidhara who says that Sri in the
■f 1Satapatha Brahmana refers to the Earth especially when 
it has been drenched by rain. Here again we may 
refer to the interpretation of the Ga;i a laksmi motif
which represents Sri-Laksmi as Bhudevi or the magical
ground or substance of existence fertilised by heavenly 
showers. Thus it seems that like most of the early 
goddesses, Laksmi owed her prominence uo her association 
with agriculture where she is conceived as the Earth- 
mother who brings forth the golden crop.

The original meaning of the root 1bhu1 (a name of 
the earth) is growing, thriving, prospering, 0 s'rli

1. AVV;_, XII, 1 ff.
2. Ait.Br.. V,3 ,5; viii, 5, 4.
3. Comm, on Va ,i. Samh. . 23, 12*
4** ^«Br. , xiii, 2 , 6 , 16; cf: ii, 1 ,6,23 - the earth

is sri.
5. Of: the ch. on the Srisukta. Of: Hoii., XIII, 158,

41, 'Visnu then created the earth ... then the firma
ment for*pouring copious showers of waters on the Earth. *•

6 . Cf: RV̂ _, i,161,1; viii, 59,7; AV̂ ., x,3,17; 6,9;
xi, 7 ,2 2; 8,2 1, etc.; Taitt.Samh.. ii, 1 ,1 ,1 ; 5,5-

8 J
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signifies or symbolises abundance. ihe rare sreir̂ n 
(distinction) forms a pair with mehiman (greatness) 
where the context clearly shows that this substantive 
expresses a quality originating in the possession of 
srl.

In fact, the i-̂ arth and SrT are so similar in
nature that it can easily lead to their identification.
Laksmi is a goddess of prosperity associated with
harvest or com, the rice fields and all kinds of
earthly abundance (symbolised by the ear of corn she
carries in her hands in which case she is known as
LhSnyarupg or Dhgnyalaksmi) and the or!sukta, according
to Gonda, is the description of Laksmi as the patron
deity of the farmers, whereas it is well-known that a
corn goddess played a conspicuous role in the elevation
of the -̂ arth as a Mother Goddess. When Laksmi is said
to be the source of all gems and wealth," the Larth is
addressed as R e t n a g a r b h a W h i l e  Laksmi is called■ * ■* «

1. Zimmer, H., AIA.« p.329.
2. Gonda, J. , ALY. . p.50 n. In tjiis context see the 

chapter on the SrTsukta where Sri-Laksmi is charac
terised as a deity of agriculture; iaitt.Sr. (x,l,43) 
refers to her as mrttikabhimgnini dcvata.

5* BY P.« Prak.Lh.. vii, 92-93*
4. Ib.. i, 9 1-100; ^marakosa, ii, 1 , 4.
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orajanam ... maca (the mother of all created beings), 
the Earth is celebrated in the same manner in the

P -T
Vedas;4- both receive the same appellation Ksajn£;
both are holy and eternal; abodes of sanctity and
sources of gems; gems among women; full of food
(Annapurn£); both are auspicious; sources of the
universal good and the support of a11 beings. They
are worshipped for desired objects, for wealth and
honour, crops and cattle, progeny and longevity and
protection from all evils. In the Ngrffyanopanisad,̂
the Earth herself seems to be praised and venerated 

✓
as Sri or Laksmi. They are propitiated at the same 
season for the same reason. So S.K. Dikshit suggests

1 . Srls.. 20.
2 . iv,3,5; 51,11; v,49,5; 84,1; vi, 15,13-14;

vii,34,2p; A.V. . xii,l f.
3. Amarako^a ,ii , 1 ,4; Sris., 25; In the Harivamsa « 

the lotus that was born of Visnu1s navel has Seen 
defined by the learned sages as the body of the Earth 
born of Narayana. The goddess who remains seated
on that lotus is the Earth and her issues are the 
largest mountains, etc., etc. (Langlois, A.M., 
iiariv. . II, 2, p.304). Here we may recall i/aksmi 
as a lotus, Laksmi seated on a lotus, Laksmi born 
of a lotus.

4. Sris.. 19-20: 28: 29: AV. , XII,1,6,8 ,14,22,32;
40-44; BY p !. rrak.Kh., VII, 55-64!

5. S B D.G., BSSS . . p. 22; Asp.lie 1 .Thouf;ht,p.50.



✓
that Sri-Laksmi undoubtedly represents Bhaga, the

y\
Earth-go&dess. Conclusive evidence for this identi
fication may be seen in the birth of Laksmi as
Dharani - the Earth - when Visnu was incarnated as • • •
Paralsurama. ̂

Thus it is apparent that in addition to her 
original charac :er as an individual goddess of agri
cultural prosperity, orBLaksmi has been equated with the

,
Earth as a sakti of Visnu as well, but not only in an
indirect way as suggested above. An important feature
in visnuism is the appearance of Bhudevi, the Earth,
as Visnu*s second consort, beside Laksmi. according

✓to nartmann, the original dual personality of Sri and 
Laksmi survives in this late representation of Visnu 
with his two wives. But, as will later be seen, Bhu 
acquired the position in her own right.

Before being associated with Visnu, the Earth

1. Dikshit, S.K., Mother Goddess, p.125.
2. Vis.P.. 1,9,14; Cf: the Jaina story of Bharanendra, 

the giant serpent king, king of the earth, whose 
function it was to support the earth and who some
times had Laksmi as his consort Itrakrtanga,
Book i, lecture 6,20). -t̂ nanta oesa, wlio dwells 
in off-tgla and supports the whole earth with his head, 
is supposed to be the tamasa form of Visnu. Cf;
Vis.lV. ii,5,15-27.

5. Hartmann, G. , keitrage ..., as cited in Gonda, J.,
AKV., p. 214.
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appears as the acknowledged spouse of the Sky god, 
lauded in the Rgveda as byeus. The probable reason 
for this union is apparent from Vedic verses in which 
Mother Earth produces crops after being impregnated

y\by rains sent by Father Byeus. Such.myths of the 
conjugal union of the Sky and the Earth seem to be 
widely diffused among the primitive peoples and still

pprevail in many parts of the world."*
Parjanya, an aspect of the Sky-father, but 

specifically responsible for rain, sometimes replaces 
Dyaus as a consort of Prthivi. In the ^tharva Veda, 
it is said: ’The Earth is the mother and I am the son
of the Earth; Farjanya is the father, may he nourish

1,71,5; 164,55; 111,51,1; X,61,4-7. Some
primitive ritual acts (cf: G B., V,1,S5 ff) may
supply the root * ----------in which the mother goddess
in her primitive form as Earth mother appears as the 
bride of the S^y god or heaven. In regions where 
agriculture is always dependent on rains, prayers are 
sent up to the gods in heaven to inundate the fields 
(.’/EG. . p.20). It is in this context that the Sky 
god has been regarded as responsible for fructifying 
the soil, personified as the Earth mother with his 
fertilising waters. Thus Demeter, the Earth mother, 
is married to the Sky god Zeus and Prthivl to Dyaus.
Gf: Br.*.r.Up. . vi,4,20; 2,2. In the marriage
ceremonies, the husband says to the wife the heaven
I, the earth thou', cf: A^vl.Gr.Sut., I„ 7,6; B5r.
Gr.Sut.« I, 6,5. ’

2. In ancient Athens, there was an image of the Earth- 
goddess praying to Zeus for rain. Frazer, J., (j13..
The Magic Art. II, p.559.



US1 : (mats bhumih putroaham prthivyah |par,1an?/ah pit?
sou nah pipartu.) Again, verse 42 of the same hymn
runs: "Heverence be paid to the Earth, the wife of

2
10rjjanya, to her who draws richness from showers," 
tbhum> yaii partl8nyapatnyai namo 1 stu varsamedase ).' 
This very hymn recalls the Abhi^eka composition of 
Laksmi.

But later Visnu replaced both Byaus and Parjanya.
Thus in the nhirbudhnya Samhita, Prthivi is described
as prthivi veisnavi £aktihpratham£na svate.iasa ^
' rythivi. the Sakti of Visnu, is manifest (?) with
(her) own lustre' . In the 1-aramesvara Samhita^ Sri
and Bhu are mentioned as his two Saktis where Bhumi 
✓ /Sakti is regarded as his pusti Sakti. In the Padma 
Tantra,^ they are referred to as his two energies.

Bhudevi and VarSha 
But this Bhu Sakti concept seems to be only a 

later development of an earlier association between

1. A.V., xii, 1,12.
2. Cf: OST. , V, p.23; Pcenou, L., Hinduism, p. 7 7 *
5. Ahir.Samh.. 58, 54.
4. Bor Lila or DurgS as his third Sakti, cf: Para^fara

3amh., Chs. VIII and X.
5. Schrader ,F.O- , Ihtrod. to Ahir. Samh., p. 54.
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Visnu and the Earth, although in a completely different 
form, viz. that of the Varaha Avatara or the 'boar 
incarnation1 of Visnu. In this form, Vi§nu lifted 
the earth up from the bottom of the water. There 
are many examples of this motif, both textual and 
archeological. According to Gonda, "Visnu's relations 
with the earth are, indeed, a very important element 
in the avatara conception which in its classical form 
may be regarded as a more exalted development of the 
god's helpful and loving interest" in earth and its

'Iinhabitants.
PThe Var^ha form was chosen, says the Var/u Purina

because the boar is an animal which delights in
sporting in the water. The Mehabharata^ also implies
this as it says

’... when all the surface of the 
Earth was flooded with water then 
the Lord, as he wandered about in this 
entire sea and in this air, like a 
firefly in the night in the rainy 
season, sought everywhere (for a place; 
to fix the Earth upon, and when he saw 
the Earth under v/ater and secretly 
wished to save it (he said to himself),
'Vhat shape, shall 1 assume to save the 
Earth from the waters?' As he thus

1. Gonda, J., AEV., p. 125.ff.
2. Vg.P., XXIII, 103-7; XLVIII, AO; XLIX, 11.
3. Mbh., III, 172, A9 ff, jalakrl^Sbhirucitan varSham 

ruoausmaret (53)•
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turned the matter over in his 
mind and saw with his divine eves 
he thought of the shape of a boar, 
an animal which loves to play in 
the water, and when he had given 
himself a boar's body that could 
speak and which agreed to the 
traditions of the Vedas. ten yonanas 
broad and a hundred yo;ianas long, 
resembling a great mountain in shape, 
shining with sharp tusks, thundering 
like a mass of clouds, and resembling
a dark cloud, then the Lord descended
like an offering boar into the water, 
drew the Earth up with one of his 
tusks and set it back in its place.'

pIn the Visnu ourana  ̂this myth is described as a 
type of Vedic ritual. The elevation of the earth 
from beneath the ocean in this form was, therefore, 
probably at first an allegorical representation of 
the extrication of the world, by the rites of religion, 
from a deluge of iniquity.

Historical evidence shows that the association of 
the Earth and the boar goes back to the ore-historic
past. For a long time, in many places, especially in
northern and central Europe, people have regarded the

1.Cfihbh. . Ill, 85,21; 510, 28, etc.
2. Vis .P. , I, 4,9, ve da y aname yo m rupa m. In this

context, we may refer to a passage of considerable 
importance which relates that once the sacrifice
went away in the form of V.isnu and entered the earth* 
Taitt. Samh.. VI, 2, 4, 2 f.J.

5. Wilson, H., Vis»P. , p.28, ' . I
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boor as a symbol of storm, thunder-clouds, cyclones,
y\etc., end the tusks are identified with lightning;

as the clouds fecundate the Earth, the two seem to have
stood in some sort of marital relationship. In
ancient Germany, boars were closely connected with the
goddess of the clouds whose task was to fecundate the
Earth. In Celtic religion, they are connected with

2the spirits of the Earth. In many places, the animal 
embodiment of the corn spirit is the pig.^

These points, along with certain other instances 
like the boar sacrifice performed at harvest time,^ 
make it apparent that the boar symbolised fertility in 
many places. Even in a later period, Johansoh observes

1. Gonda, J., AEST. . p. 129. In Indian literature also, 
the roaring of the boar is compared to the sound of 
thundering clouds. Cf; Mbh.. Ill, 272, 54— 55-

2. Gonda, J., AMY., p.lJO.
3. Erazer, J., G B. , p.604-. Even otherwise, the pigs 

got some recognition as an animal of some importance 
as people used to take oath on their heads. This 
has found further elaboration in some numismatic 
reproductions.

4. The Timorese sacrifice a black pig to the ^arth- 
goddess for rain (GB., p.95)* Tn Egypt, once a year, 
pigs are sacrificed to the moon and Osiris (who 
fecundates the earth) cf: GB. , p. 120. A I.surya pig 
head from Bhita with red paint sprinkled on it (thus 
possibly denoting blood and suggesting that it was 
sacrificed) has been discovered. (ASI.. 1911-12, 
pl.xxii, fig. 1 3)*
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that the penetration of Vis:gu within the Earth is "an 
instance of the periodic self-immolation of the fertility 
god. As far as the correlate concept is concerned, 
to wit the god's return to the earth from which he has 
arisen, and the revival of nature resultant upon it, 
this may have combined with the 'boar concept' proper. " 1

Possibly because of its habit of rooting up the 
soil, the boar became associated with the Earth goddess.
But more relevant seems to be the tradition recorded

aby Grimm* that the boar, by rooting up the soil, "taught 
the art of ploughing to men. That this was an acknow
ledged act in India is evident from the name bhu-dara 
being used as a name for the pig. In certain parts 
of the world, the pigs were sometimes exempted from 
being sacrificed as they are useful for a good 
harvest. According to the Greek astronomer and 
mathematician Eudoxus, who lived for fourteen months 
in Egypt and conversed with the priests, the Egyptians

1. Gonda, J., ASV., p.140, n. In consequence of this
avatara, any "boar rising from the water with earth on 
his head is to be worshipped as Vi§pu. I-Tbh., xiii,126,3f.

2* Por ref: cf: Gonda, J., AEV., p.133. In Sanskrit,
the word potra, the snout of a hog is also used for 
ploughshare. ^Gf: (A V., II, 27> 2) 'the hog dug thee 
with his snout!

3 . Williams, 11.11., SEP., p.761 (a) .
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spared the pig, not out of abhorrence, but from a 
regard for its utility in agriculture, because when 
the Mile had subsided, herds of swine were turned 
loose over the agricultural fields to tread the seed

'Idown into the moist earth.
liven in the Atharva Veda, we come across a verse 

that refers to an association between the earth and 
the boar. It is a verse from the Pythivi Sukta:
“The earth holds the fool and holds the wise, endures
that good and bad dwell (upon her); she keeps company

■ * Pwith the boar, gives herself up to the wild hog.I,c*
(malvam bibhrati gurubhrdbhadrapcmasya nidhanejntitiksuh I
varghena -prthivi samvidgna sukaraya vi ,1ihite mr.^aya).
Of course, this connotation cannot be taken to be
solely responsible for the Varaha concept, but at the
same time, it cannot be denied that it has at least
some bearing in this respect.

Basham thinks that this Varaha avatara was probably
developed through a primitive non-Aryan cult of a 

*sacred pig. Its germ can definitely be traced back 
through the Brahmanas to the transformation of a myth

1. Frazer, J., Golden Bough, p.625.
2. S B E. . XLII, p.. 205. AY
5. Basham, A.L., The wonder that was India, p.302.
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in the Rgveda itself. There Visnu is said to have ■ ■ ■ • •
carried off a hundred buffaloes and a brew of milk
that has some connection with the boar (called Lmusa)
who was slain by Indra, who shot him from the other

2side of the mountain.
In the Tajttiriya Samhitg,̂  a very similar story 

occurs, but there the boar is said to protect the 
treasures of the Asuyas concealed on the other side of 
the seven hills; Indra with a bunch of leusa grass 
pierced the. hills and slew the boar. Vi§nu (the 
sacrifice) carried off the boar and the gods won the

hwealth of the insures. The subsequent passages relate

9 2
'i

1 . K V A. 1,61,7; VIII,7 7 ,1 0.
2 . According to most scholars, this is merely a version 

of the slaying of Vrtra (the famous deed of Indra) 
and the mountain must be the mountain of clouds.
In the constellatory figures of the Rgveaic pantheon , 
there is 'a picture of Indra (Centaurus) who with his 
thunderbolt is piercing the heart of a prostrate 
Lupus (Varaha = boar). Cf: A.K.Levi, A Bibliographic
Diet, of the Puranic ^ersonap;es. fig.7 *

3. Teitt.Sarah.. VI,2 ,4,2 f.
A. The odana or "the valuable goods of the a suras"
. (asuranam vasu varnam, Aaitr«3amh.. 111,8,3) "embodies 
the idea of life sustaining food, nourishment of 
longevity, primary substance essential to life"
(G-onda, J., AAV. , p.138) and thus, no doubt, signifies 
the earth, in which again the concept of Sri is 
inherent. In the Atharva Veda (All,5 ,A) an odana 
is called amrta and thus could ■>;: have some 
association with the Amrta-manthana legend!



t.list the gods won the Earth, which had belonged to the 
asuras au first.

✓But in the datapaths Brahnianac~ it was the boar 
Emusa itself that lifted the Earth from the waters.
It is further added there that he was her lord Frajapati.
A passage in the Taittiriys Samhita  ̂ says that in the 
beginning the universe was water. Frajapati, while 
floating on it, being the. wind, saw the earth under it; 
assuming the form of a boar, he raised it; becoming 
Visvakarman, he wiped (the water from it) or (he) rubbed 
it. It extended and became the extended one (Frthivl) . 
The Taittiriya -Brahmana^ also reflects the same idea 
when it says that Pra japati, in the form of a boar, 
rescued the Earth from the nether world.

The character of Brahma as progenitor of mankind, 
the supreme creator, may have been responsible for such 
an identification of Prajapati with the boar, the rescue 
of the earth from the bottom of the water being analogous 
to the creation of a new earth. After being raised by

1. This reminds one of the I-.ahabharata episode where 
Laksmi is said to’have forsaken the Asuras in favour 
of fisnu. L'pti.. XII, 228, 26 ff.

2. S.Br.. XIV, 1,2, 11.
J. Taitt.Samh.. VII, 1,5,1.

Taitt.Br.« I, 1,5,5 FF-
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the boar, being in contact with him, the earth 
expanded; that is, as Gonda says, "She becomes the 
abode for mankind and the producer of food. Thus 
the 'idea' of 'broadness1 was once again realised,

But in the course of time, the boar that takes 
pity on the Earth becomes identified with Vig$u, as 
happened v/ith the Natsya and Kurma Avataras, which were 
originally associated v/ith Brahma Prajapati, but (with
the development of the Bhagavata [Vaigp.ava] creed)

2were transferred to this composite cult god.'' Vig:g.u

1. Gonda, J., ABV., p.139*
2. The fish, which according to the S.Br., (1,8,1,1) 

saved Manu from flood and is identified with 
Pra^apati, becomes an avatara of Vig$u_in the 
Pura&as. In the same way, while Prajapati in
the same Br. (vii,5*l*5) moves about in the water 
in the form of a tortoise about to create off
spring, the Purimas turn the tortoise into an 
incarnation of Vig:gu, devised in order to recover 
objects that are lost in the deluge (cf: Keith,
A.B., Rel. 8c Phil., pp. 112-113).



thus became the rescuer as v/ell as the creator of the 
'Inew Barth.

The stories differ in various versions. One
Pstory in the Maliabhgrata*" relaces that the population 

on Barth once increased to an immense extent, and the 
Earth, unable to bear the pressure, sank down; so 
Visnu took the form of a boar and lifted the earth up 
from the nether regions.

In the Earivamsa.̂  it is stated that the mountains 
that came into existence on the newly arisen surface of 
the Earth, were the tejas of Visnu. Being unable to 
bear them, the Earth sank down. Thereafter, the god, 
having assumed the shape of a mountain 'the VarSha parvata1 

killed the demon Hirar^ak^a and rescued the Earth. But 
according to another pert of the same book/r Visnu 
creaked the same mountain after his own form.

According to the La h5bhgreta . Visnu-Kr §>na, having

1. Cf: A£Vtp.159ff.
2. Mbh.. Ill,142.
5. Early. ra,39; Langlois, A.M., Eariv., 11,129,566 ff.
4. Ib. , ZZZj-3*/; cf: .Gonda, J. , ABY. , pp. 75-74-.
5. Ilbli.. xii,209. In the i-.nksa Jharna Ch.. /isnu 

destroys the demons in the f  orm of a varaha * but no 
particular individual is specified, nor does the 
elevation of the. Eerth depend on their discomfiture.
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assumed the form of a boar, roaring and thundering, 
penetrated into the nether regions and crushed down 
the daitjas and the danajyas and the asuras, who were 
jealous of the gods and had tortured the Earth with 
such a heavy load that she nearly perished. “This 
version of the story, ' 1 says Gonda, “approaches the 
classical form of the Varaha i*vatara.“ ‘ Later 
-liranyaksa appears as the central figure and his defeat 
at the hand of Visnu became the most accepted theme in 
literature as well as in most of the monumental repro
ductions where the Varaha form is shown as trampling 
on the head of a danava while rescuing the Larth.^

The Bran inscription of the time of foramina, 
engraved on the chest of a colossal red sandstone boar 
image, refers to Visnu, who in the act of lifting up 
the Berth, caused the mountains to tremble with the 
blows of his hard snout.^ In the concluding sioka of 
the Iludraraksasa%the King is compared to Visnu who by

1 . Gonda, J., AEV.. p.141. Gf: Bhg.Pur. (111,13,18) 
where Varaha came out of Brahma's nose as little as 
a finger and then grew into a huge shape.

2. . Hariv. ,iii,39«~" ; Hat .P. . CLXIII; Jiva P. . Jn?na
Jamh.. LIX, 21-29*

p. jGIassical A g e . pi. XXIV, fig.55*
4. CII., Ill,pp. 15 9-60. Qm .jayati dharanyuddhSrane 

rdiena £hora ay;ĥ ta ghurnnita mahldhara- aevo varaha 
murltis trailokya ... etc., etc.
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assuming the form of a boar rescued the Earth 
oppressed by the Mlecchas.

But all the stories narrated above agree at one 
point, that is, Vi^nu rescued as well as created the 
new Earth, Sooner or later, the rescuer took the
position of the husband and Bhu became one of Visnu's

pfavourite consorts. Thus, in the Visnu ourana4- in
her address to the lord, the Earth said 'I am of thee,
upheld by thee; thou art my creator, and to thee I
fly for refuge; hence in this universe, kadhavi (the
bride of MSdhava, i.e. Visnu) is my designation.'
Gonda has thus rightly concluded that this boar is
apparently the husband of the Earth, that is, the one

✓1. Of: Siva P. JkV.9. which illustrates a different 
reason as it states 'Srsti oravrtti k5mo vai katham 
rinanam pra,i£:rate / varafeam kananam rupam kalp£rthe" 
ca orakal-pitam // .

0 7
2. Vis.?.. 1*4*, 20; cf: In the kain., Q97,lp-16), Prthivl 

is three times addressed by Sit a as Kadhavi gm$dhavi 
devi viva ram datumarhati* . Bhag.I. (111,13,57-42) 
says that the elephants, when they come out of the 
water with the lotus on their tusks, Prthivl looks 
like that being on your tusks. You are the father 
of this world and this is the mother, your wife.
Another possible reason for this relationship is 
implied in a kahgbligrata passage (V,117,14) where the 
Earth is stated to be married to Bhtlmipeti, the lord 
of the Earth. Although it may simply imply a king 
- who is believed to be mystically united with the 
Earth, a possible identification with Visnu (Visnu1s 
portion being incarnated on earth as the*King, fibh. fpnnna FA.) 
XII, 59,135) cannot be altogether ruled out.
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who fecundates her, and it is natural that in the 
brahmanic pantheon, the animal was identified with 
the favourite creator god, who in the later period

pwas replaced by Visnu,
The EahSbhSrata  ̂ even relates that the Earth 

sprang from Visnu himself. At another place, Visnu 
is said to have created the Earth with all things upon 
her. Even one of his most popular names, 'Govinda’, 
which literally means 'he-who finds or wins cows', 
seems to allude to Visnu's recovering the 'cow1, i.e.
the Earth, when it was lost in the waters.

Sorfie of the elements that strengthened this
relation are inherent in certain details of the Epic,
ilaraka, the divine power or being, is said to be the
son of Bhumi and a god in the form of a boar.

1. The significance of the single tusk (eka^rnna, 
rqaha£rnf~a. Mbh. , XIII, 14-9,70) would be in perfect 
harmony with the generative function of the boar. 
Earth is, without her means of productivity, alinga, 
till Visnu sup lies the deficiency and makes her 
fruitful! (Hopkins, E., Bp.Myth., pp. 80-81).

2. Gonda, J., AEV., p.139-
5- Ehh., III, 200,127 (bhnpvaisnavl); Cf: Vi^.P..

I, 13,S1 where the earth is‘produced from the sole 
of Visnu (prthivi visnu padatalodbhavg).

4. Ib., XII, 207, 30.
5. Ib., XII, 207, 27.

_____________________________________

'I



(KSmarupa kings tracing their descent from Barak?sura
also refer to this story in their inscriptions.)
As. Baraka or Bheuma (born of Bhumi) is a representative 

1 ,of dung, "the demon of filth or manure" "the god of 
the filth of the farmyard" and as filth or manure is 
the favourite home of hogs and their relatives, and 
as it is the product of the Earth and the rooting 
activities of these animals, this relationship does 
not seem to be very far-fetched. In fact, the story 
of the procreation of Baraka is well-known and widely 
distributed.

But while most of the passages dealing with Baraka 
do not mention his father, the southern recension of 
the Bahabh^rata^ declares him to be Barayana, a fact 
which is unknown to the other parts of the Epic.^
The legend of Baraka is dealt with in greater detail 
in the Visnu ourana  ̂which refers to an open combat 
between Visnu and Baraka, and to the letter's defeat

1. Meyer, J., frilogie ..., II, p.47.
2. Gonda, J., AEV., p.140.
5. Ib., p.141.
4. Hopkins, E., Eo .Byth. . p*51; Cf: Bbh. «. Bumbh. rec. ,

VII, 29,27 ff.
5* Vis.P.« V, 29,25; Cf: Langlois, Hariv., I, Ch.121,

p.$25.
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and death. After the battle, the goddess Bhumi
approached Visnu and said "When, 0 Lord, I was upheld
by thee in the form of a. boar, thy contact then
engendered this my son ... Verily it is for the sancti-

'lfication of thy son that he has been killed by thee."
In the KfflikS Upa-pur^na. Naralca is said to be the son 
of the Earth and the Varaha AvatSra, but found and

padopted by Janaka. This may be considered one of
the various intimations of hostilities between the
followers of Visnu and Siva that occurred in the• •
Puranic literature, as Nsraka was blessed by Siva*^

This passionate love of Visnu for the Earth is 
well attested. Even in the old Javanese 1Bhomakgwya1 
the violation of the Earth by Visnu is mentioned, and 
there are many different versions of the myth of the 
disappearance of the Earth and her rescue by Visnu.^

The solar character of Visnu also played quite a
determining role in this respect. The importance of

1. Wilson, H., Vi^.£., p.582; Cf: Bh^.P.. X,59,30*
But in the I.bh. (App. I), III, 142,57* i^ is said
that Visnu slew Naraka, son of Diti.. • 7

2. He is said tobe born at the same spot where SXt2T 
had made her appearance from the furrow, LSflikcT P..
' xxx-xxxi~;xxxvii-xli.

p. Wilson, H., Vjg.P.., p. 583.*
4. For ref., cf: Gonda, J., ABV., p,145«



the Sun, as the initiator of earthly life, as the 
great generative power in the universe, as the mighty

Apower that fertilises the earth, seems to have con
tributed a good deal in this conjugal union.

Ihus the Earth, whose worship seems to have ante
dated the later Laksmi concept, gradually merged into 
her as an independent deity. Ihe consort- of visnu- 
v;as equated with the Earth, as we find them being 
represented on the either side of Visnu, in which 
aspect he retains some traces of his solar conception,
where Sri and Bhu personify two important aspects of

2prosperity and productivity.

1. Occasionally the sun is earth's husband and as in 
iimor, his union with her is the source of fertility, 
GB .. jj. p.99i f.n.1. . In the Hefi islands which lie 
between the western end of New Guinea and the northern 
part of-Australia, the sun is supposed to come down
to the holy fig tree to fertilise the earth and their 
mystic union is dramatically celebrated with music 
and dance when dogs and pigs are sacrificed (cf:
EKEL, V,1J1; GB., pp. 179-80). Amongst the Khonds, 
Leri Pennu (.the Earth goddess; is the spouse of the 
Sun god (BAEjl, V,l$l). In Bengal, the Oraons worship 
the Earth as a goddess and annually celebrate her 
marriage with the Sun god when the Sal tree is in 
blossom. GB.. 190-01.

2. It may be noted in this respect that in the Taitt«Br.« 
(III, 1,2,6) another goddess is said to be Visnu's 
wife (mahim devim visnupatnim^. Although Maal has 
usually been regarded in the Ac teda as a qualifying 
epithet, considering the Earth to be the only sur
viving example, can it be taken to denote the Earth?



Another Rgvedic divinity who seems to resemble 
£ri-Laksmi is Aditi. Though not the subject of any separate 
hymn, Aditi is an object of frequent celebration in the 
Rfrveda v/here she is supplicated for blessings on children 
and cattle, for protection and forgiveness. Originally an 
abstract Vedic deity, she has often been compared with bound
less space; sometimes she is a purely abstract personification 
of immensity or infinity, sometimes the mythological personi
fication of the female principle in creation, known as the 
mother of the world or mother of the godB.*1'

In fact, motherhood is her essential characteristic;
2 -Sshe is the mother par-excellence.~ She is the mother^ (once

the sister)^ of the Adityas, mother of Llitra and Varuna,^
mother or daughter of Daksa, sometimes of other gods, of

1. Leach, I.laria, S .D F .I■ I . . p. 10. Cf : Yaska, Nirukta,
IV, 22.

2* Jaim. Up. Brh., I, 41, 4ff.
3. M -  IX> 4.
4. R_V., VIII, 101, 15.
5* Macdonell, A.A., Vedic Mythology, p. 121.
6. RV., X, 72» 4-5} 'Daksa is born from Aditi, Aditi from

fiaksa”.#

* 0 2
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kings and of sons in general.’1'
This idea of mother-hood is in complete harmony

pwith her conception as a cow where the terrestrial milk
that is mixed with the Soma is said to be hers; sometimes
the Soma itself is like her milk.

Aditi seems to be a personification of the golden
(the usual colour of the goddess of abundance) honeywhip (i.e.
the lightening that causes the rain) of the Asvins as well;
this honeywhip has been described as the daughter of the Vasus,
mother of the Adityas, (matadityanam duhita vasunam) and is
said to hilk out refreshment from its two inexhaustible
thousand-streaming breasts,4 (thereby referring to Aditi).

cf
Thus Coomaraswamy says that this identification Laksmi and 
Aditi is suggested by the early images of mother firi pressing

5from her breasts a stream of milk.

1. RV, II, 27, 7; Cf: III, 4, 11; VIII, 56, 11; AV. , III,
62; XI, 1, 11 in which Aditi is regarded as 'mother of 
excellent sons', 'mother of powerful sons', 'mother of 
divine heroes'.

2. RV., VIII, 101, 15. Cf: Ib., 1, 153, 3; ix, 96, 15; X, 
IT, 1. Kathor, an important mother goddess of Egypt, was 
revered in the form of a cow (James, E.O., CMG, p. 59) and 
Isis, as the goddess of procreation and birth had the cow 
as her emblem (ERL, i, p. 508).

5. Cf: gy., X, 91, 5, 'Thy sriyah are like the lightning-
flashes of the rain-clouds'.

4. Macdonell, Ved. Myth., p. 151; Cf: Earth as a milch cow, AV. , XII, 1Y'T5', &5T
5* Coomaraswamy, E . A . , Vol. I, p. 177*
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In another place, the honey-whip is compared to a 
cow (like Aditi) and the nourishing waters are likened to 
hulls poured upon her, while she in turn 'paurs nourishment 
at will for him who knows this1.̂  This seems to he a definite 
parallel to the Ahhigeka composition of Laksmi, elephants 
performing the lustre over her while she presses streams of 
milk from her own "breasts, as the early Stupas represent 
her.

The Hgveda refers to Aditi as a personification of 
universal nature.^ In the Atharva Veda, Aditi is said to he 
the place of production. All these references "bring her to 
the same status as that of Sri-Laksmi, and Bhu or Prthivi.

1. A .V ., IX, 1, 8-9; cf: Taitt. Samh., III, 1, 11, 3, where 
the lightning is said to low lifee a cow and tends its 
young like a mother, when the rains are let fall. In 
this context, we may note how the flashes of lightning, 
called maidens, are usually feminine compared to the male 
clouds, and 'dark cloud1 is often an'epithet of Visnu.
So the identification of the honeywhip with Aditi and_ 
Laksmi is further supported. In a later period, Radha 
has*often heen compared to a flash of lightning and Krsna 
to a dark cloud and it is interesting to recognise suc £l* 
late survivals of ancient modes of thought and their re- 
interpretation in later mythology. E A ., Vol. I, p. 176:ff, 
f.n. 4.

2. Supra, .p.53,
3. Barua, B.M., Bharhut, fig. 80; infra pp, 162 ,16S'.
4. RV., I, 89, 10; cf; J.Ur.Br. % I, 41, 4-ff.
5. AV. , VI, 120, 2.
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It is not only as Nature personified or as a great 
Llother Goddess, or as a goddess of Abundance that Aditi bears 
analogies with Sri Laksmi, but also as the consort of Visnu.
In the Yajurveda, Aditi is referred to as receiving an
oblation as the wife of Visnu, (adityai Visnupatnyai).~L 
In another passage of the same text, she is described as 
visthambho divo dharunah prthivyah asyesana .jagato visnupatni

—  _  —  Ovisva vyacah isayanti subhutih 6iva no astV aditir upasthe,̂
i.e. "Supporter of the Sky, sustainer of this earth, sovereign 
of this world, wife of Visnu, may the all-embracing powerful 
Aditi, filling us with vigour, be auspicious to us (abiding) 
in her lap".̂

In this context, we can refer to the texts where 
Aditi is the wife of Kasyapa ’the tortoise’, who is mentioned

ZLas the creator. In the Satapatha Brahmana, Prajapati created 
living beings assuming the form of a tortoise (Kurma)̂  and 
later this form of the creator god survives in Visnu*s Kurma- 
Avatara.

1. Taitt. Samh., VII, 5, 14; Va,i Samh. , XXIX, 60.
2. Taitt. Samh., IV, 4, 12.
3. Muir, J., OST., V, p. 23.
4. AV., VIII, 5, 14.
5. SBr. , VII, 5, 1, 5-



Sometimes, Aditi is declared to be the same as
Prthivi,^ as in the case of Sri-Laksmi. In the Nighantu • • —■ • • —

or ancient vocabulary prefixed to the Uirukta, the word Aditi 
is given the synonyms, (1) Prthivi, (2) Vak, (3) Go and

— — — p _(4) in the dual Dyavaprthivi. Prthivi is called broadly 
expanding Aditi.̂  Sayana consistently visualises her as the 
mother of gods or Bhumi, i.e. Earth.^ Again with regard to 
the Earth, the Vedic poet seems to discern in Aditi 'a sort of 
common womb, a substratum of all existences'.^ Aditi is also 
called 'LlahimJ 'Uruvyacati1 . Her identity with Bhudevi is 
evident even from a later passage of the Harivaasa where the 
same goddess is declared to be Aditi to the gods, Earth to 
the living beings and Sita (who was later regarded as an 
incarnation of Sri Laksmi) to the ploughman.*'7

1. RV., I, 72, 9, AV. , XII, 1, 61; XIII, 1, 38; SBr. , V, 3,
1, 4; VII, 2, 7» Paraskara Gyhya Sutra, 1,3, 26.

2. Highantu, I, 1, 11; 2, 11; 3, 30, Cf: Keith, A.B., Religion 
ana Philosophy of the Vedas, p. 216.

3. AV. , XII, 1, 61.
4. RV., 1, 89, 3; 113, 19; V, 46, 6; VII, 88, 7; IX, 71, 5;

3-5; 132, 6.
5- Barth, A., The Religions of India, p. 19*
6. Muir, John, OST. , V, p. 38.
7. Hariv., II, <5 j, 12 f£.
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In the light of all the evidence, it may "be said
that although Aditi resembles Sri-Laksmi to a great extent
and in later mythology, like Sri, is a daughter of laksa,^
she is not exactly the same as Sri but is rather the prototype
of another of Visnu's consorts, Bhumi. But something of her
is definitely present in the later Sri Laksmi concept, says
Coomaraswamy, whether as an independent power or as a consort
of Visnu.^• #
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1. Vis.P.,iv,1 , 6 ; Bhg.P.tix,1,10.
2. Coomaraswamy, A.K., E.A. , Vol. I, 1929, P«l??,
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SIHIVALI, RAKA, KUHU, etc.

* •* . ''
At the same time, it must he observed that there

are certain other divinities as well who seem to have anti
cipated the Sri-Laksmi of later texts, if certain character
istics can be taken as important enough to justify this 
hypothesis. These divinities are Sinivall, Raka, Kuhu,
Anumati, Furamdhi, Fusti and others.' • 1 • *

Of these, Sinivall seems the most important, as she 
has also been characterised as Visnu's wife.^ Her iconographic 
details also coincide v/ith Sri Laksmifs figurative description.

—  —  oSinivall is said to be broad-hipped (prthustukah), fair-armed 
(subahu), fair-fingered (svanguri) and prolific (bahusuvari)^ 
and, according to J.N. Banerjeawhen Laksmi is said to be 
like Nyagrodha parimandala she has the basic features under
lying the above-mentioned details. But at the same time, it 
should be borne in mind that in India, these are the features 
of ideal womanhood and motherhood, and thus all the mother- 
goddess icons follow these details in their execution.

1. AV., VII, 46, 3.
2. Taitt. Samh., Ill, 1, 11, 3.
3« Cf: Taitt. Samh, IV, 1, 52 3; Kathaka Samhita, XVI, 5; 

Llaitr. Samh., *11, 7> 5; Vati. Samfi. , XI, 56; SBr. , VI, 54 
1 , 1 0 .

4. Banerjea, J.N., DEI., p. 373*



As Laksmi is the goddess of Fertility, so we see 
how Sinivali is invoked for progeny in the Rgveda, (pra.jam
dehi dididdhinah) and is asked to bestow pregnancy (garbham

- - - - p -delii sinivali) ; ~ this verse is also used in the Grhya Sutras
to accompany rites connected with conception.^

During the Epic Age, Laksmi and Sinivali were
amongst the various designations of Devasena4 (the wife of
Skanda-Karttikeya), a reflection of the fact that even at
a later period. Laksmi and Sinivali were equated.

-  -  SAnother prototypical divinity is Raka. She is
£mentioned in the Rgveda as a rich and bountiful goddess, 

reminescent of Laksmi, Raka is also connected with parturition 
as she is called upon to 1 sew the work* (apr-arently the embryo) 
with an unfailing needle and to bestow a son and abundant

7wealth.'
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1. RV., II, 32, 6-7*
2. Ib., X, 184, 2; AV., V, 25, 3; Cf: AV., XIV, 2, 15, 21.
3* Hiranya Grhya Sutra, I, 25, 1® Cf: Atri Samhita, LVT, 16;

Kasyapa Sarah., IX, 58.
4. Llbh. , III, 229, 49-
5. The name may be derived from the root 'raf 'to give'.
6. RV., V, 42, 12.
7. Ib., II, 32, 4.



Kuhu seems to be another divinity of this class as
she is also propitiated along with the goddesses mentioned
above, to bestow wealth. A goddess called Gungu is mentioned 
only once in the Rgveda,̂  Sayana identifies her with Kuhu.
With them can be included Anumati, the 'favour* (of the gods).^ 

A personification of the phases of the moon is seen
in these four names; Sinivali, the day before the new moon,';
Kuhu, the new moon day5̂  Anumati, the day before full-moon*7

_ _ rand Raka, the day of full moon.
The Epic also identifies these goddesses with four 

7 -moon phases. In the Karkandeya Purana, they are mentioned
• sas the four daughters of Angirasa and Smrti. The Matsya 

gives a detailed description of these four moon phases^ and

1. RV, II, 32, 8.
2. Ib., X, 59, 6; 167, 5-

RV., X, 59, 6; 167, 3; ved. Myth., p. 119.
3- RV., II, 32, 6; AV., II, 26, 2; VI, 11, 3; Taitt Samh.,

la 8, 8, 1; III, 4, 9, 1; Va.i Samh., XI 55, %; XXXl?, 10;
Kath. Samh., XII, 8; Sadvimsa Brt, V, 6.■' ............ • mmm ' , • • "" ' . ■ 7 7

4. AV., VII, A-7, 1-2; Taitt Samh., 1, 8, 8, 1; III, 4-, 9, 1;
Kath Samh., XII, 8 etc. *.1 — . - .. ... m —  •  •

5- Taitt Samh., 1, 8, 8, 1; III, 4, 9, 1; Kath Samh., XII, 8;
Va,j. Samh., XXIX, 60; XXXIV, 8, 9, Sadvimsa Brt, V, 6.

6. RV., II, 32, 4; V, #2, 12; Taitt. Samh., 1, 8, 8, 1; III,
4, 9, 1; Cf; Nirukta, XI, 3l; See also RV., V, 12, 12.

7. Mbh., VIII, 34, 32.
8. Mark. P ., III, 20; See also Mbh., III, 218, 588.
9. Mat. P ., CXLI, 38-53-



it is interesting to note that in the Brahmanda Purana, Srl 
is a kala of the moon.^ The Matsya Purana (which gives a 
detailed account of these four moon phases) states how, 
after attending the Rajasuya sacrifice, Laksmi, Sinivall,
Kuhu and six other goddesses, left their respective husbands,

obeing attracted by the splendour of the Moon. But the 
Kasikjanda, possibly to gloss over their blemishes, merely 
refers to these nine divinities as lunar goddesses who 
attended Soma, the Moon.^ Thus Sri-Laksmi, even as a lunar 
goddess, is grouped with them.

PURAMDHI — — - ■■■ ■ # ■■ —

Another divinity who resembles Laksmi, is Puramdhi,^ 
identified with Parendi in the Avesta, the goddess of plenti-

cr r
tude and abundance^ and 'genie de la fecondite'.

I l l

1. Brahmanda, XXXV, 92.
2. Mat. P ., XXIII, 23ff.
3* Kasi Khanda, XIV, 33-
4. RV., 1, 116, 13.
5. Yasht, VIII, 38.
6. Renom, Louis, L'Inde Classique, Vol. 1, p. 328.
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PUSH ——  * # —

Fusti may be referred to in this connection, for her 
very name suggests some resemblance to Laksmi and Sayana has 
rightly equated her with Laksmi as the goddess of prosperity,
’ 3u-hrsiva pustih sobhanadarsana laksmiriva bhavati . ̂ . This 
Pusti may have merged later into the Pusti-Sarasvati figure,^ 
who occupies a place beside Visnu as his co-wife.^

Other Vedic names such as Dhisana, Sunrta, Ila etc.• • 9 • 1 •

may be cited as they remind us of some of the Laksmi charac
teristics. But they betray only a part of the whole concept 
of the goddess and no one of these goddesses,not even Prthivi 
(although she played an important role in the .origin and 
evolution of the goddess concept of Sri Laksmi) can be said to 
be qualified to serve as the sole prototype of Sri-Laksmi.

1. Commentary on the Rgveda, IV, 16, 15•
2. It is interesting to note here how Sarasvati,_who like any 

other divinity has been implored to bestow Sri and progeny
in_the Rgveda (1, 188, 8; X, 184, 2), took away pusti from Sri in tne ferahmenic story of the mmergence of Sri*from
the head of Brahma. (SBr., XI, 4, 5, 3).

5. In this context we may refer to the Pancaratra Samhitas
v/hich mention the two principal energies of Visnu*," “Ene“-
Bhoktr Sakti and the Kartr Sakti; the former is*known as
Laksmi and the latter as ftusti (tasya sakti dvayamtadr- 
gumisram bhinnalaksanam 1 bfioktr"Sakti smrka laksmih""
pustirvai Kartrsamtinita 111 i5a£vata Samhita, Xlll,*49)*



SRI-LAKSMI*3 ASSOCIATION WITH VISNU 
AND VARIOUS OTHER GODS

C H A P T E R  IV.
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VISNU AND SRI-LAKSMI "■  ̂ 11 — » ■ ■ — ■ ■ • ■ ■

One of the most striking elements in the history of 
the iconography of the Gupta period is the appearance of £ri- 
Laksmi beside Visnu as his beloved consort. The most revealing 
amongst these representations of Laksmi's devout adoration to 
Visnu as a submissive wife is possibly the Deogfarh panel 
which depicts her as massaging Visnu's feet.'1' This finds an

— — pelaborate description in Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa. Besides, v/e 
can mention a number of epigraphic records which for the first 
time refer to Sri-Laksmi's union with Visnu, viz. the Junagarh 
inscription of Skanda Gupta which describes Visnu as the per
petual resort of Laksmi.J To this may be added the Sarnath 
inscription of Prakataditya, the Andhavaram Plates of the 
Mathara king Anantakasivarman,' certain Valabhi grants, etc. 
Even the inscription of the time of a non-Indian ruler Mihira- 
kula did not reframn from dedicating some verses to this

1. Banerjea, J.N. , DHI., PI. 2.
2. Kalidasa, Raghuvamsa, x, 8.
3. Fleet, J., CII, iii, p. 58, no. 14, line 1, kamalanilaya

nay ah laksrayah .... vvisnu atyanta rjisnub.
4. Ib. p. 285 > no. 79* line 4, laksmiriva vasudevasya.
5* Er. Ind. xxviii, No. 31*
6. I .A. , ix, 1880. p. 238, lines 13-14-; x, 1881, p. 284,Tines, 10-11 etc.



divine couple.~ Some Gupta seals from Bhita, although not
4 #

represent * them in an explicit manner, imply their growing 
association by depicting Laksmi for the first time in associ
ation with Garuda and the s a n k h a the two most commonly found
emblems of Visnu.• #

According to H.C. Raychaudhuri, this was in conformity 
with the important position that the royal consorts were 
attaining then: "It indicates the assertion of the rights of
women”. But there is hardly any evidence that royal consorts 
achieved any political rights during that period. It is true 
that on the obverse of the Candra Gu-pta-Kumaradevi coins, the 
queen has been portrayed beside the King,4 but this was more 
likely in order to establish Samudra Gupta's own Licchavi 
relationship than to testify to the powers of the queen. 
Moreover, the texts of that period describing Sri Laksmi as 
possessing only two hands when she is represented beside

5Vismr also indicate her subordinate position.
Laksmi and Visnu must have been united some time • • •

1. Fleet, CII, iii, p. 164, No. 37? line 8.
2. Marshall, J., 'Seals from Basarh and Bhita1, ASIAR., ! 

1911-12, pi. XIX, p. 24, No. 42.
3- K.C. Raychaudhuri, Early History of the Vaisnava Sect, 

p. 177.

4. Allan, J., CGO, pi. Ill, 1-15- 1
5. Visdh. Purana. I, 41, lOf.
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before these iconographic representations, but not before the
later parts of the Hahabharata. Laksmi had an unimportant
place in early Vaisnavism. In the Baudhayana Lharmasutra,
she is just one amongst the various goddesses of the Vaisnava
pantheon, the other three being Sarasvatl, Tusti and Pusti.'1'# • • • •

In the Bhagavad Gita, Sri is mentioned as a manifestation of 
pVisnu, but this does not carry much significance as in that 

chapter, Visnu has been compared to the best of all things,
Vf*

and Sri is considered merely as the embodiment of excellence 
rather than as true goddess.

In the Gatha Saptasatl of Hala, the conjugal rela
tionship of Visnu and Laksmi is emphasised in a verse which 
states that the jewel Kaustubha that adorns Visnu*s breast 
bears the reflection of Laksmi's face, compared to the shadow 
of the spotless moon cast over the sun during an eclipse.^
The authorship has been ascribed to Hala, a Satavahana king.
It can be surmised then that Visnu and Laksmi were united• • •
sometime in the early centuries of the Christian era.
But scholars differ with regard to the date of its compilation^

1. Baudh. Ph. sut., II, 5, 9i 10.
2. Bhg. gita, X. 34.
3* Gatha saptasatl, 151.
4. A.B. Keith says, on the basis of the type of the Maharastrl

Prakrt in which the text has been written, that it could*”
F/note contd. on next page
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The association of Laksmi with the sankha (an• ■     ■ i V

emblem of Visnu) may be regarded as an instance of their 
marital relationship, but this does not seem to have happened 
before the Gupta period. Similarly the appearance of the 
lotus as one of Visnu1s emblems may be connected with this 
union. But the lotms seems to be the last attribute to be
associated with Visnu, his earliest image with the lotus being

• _ pof the lateKusana period. In this context we may refer to a
Kusana statuette dericting (Ardhanarlsvara) Siva, Visnu,
Laksmi (in her Ga.jalaksml aspect) and Kubera together.^ This
has been supposed to be a step towards the union of Laksmi
with Visnu.^ But this should rather be held as an attempt to
reassure the importance of Brahmanism.
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Footnote 4- contd. from previous page
not be earlier than 200 A.D. and has therefore dated it 
between 200 and 4-50 A.D. (History of Sanskrit Literature, 
p . 224-) . IJirashi says that it should not be taken for a 
chronological landmark as the text contains many inter
polated verses and only 4-30 of the total stanzas are common 
to all the recensions. Mirashi, V.V., 'The date of the 
Gatha Saptasati', IHQ.. , XXIII, No. 3? Sept., 194-7? PP«
308-09 • Cf. also Wmternitz, M. , History of Indian 
Literature, Vol. Ill, pt. 1, pp. ll4— lp.

1. Visdh. P ., iii, 82, 8; Cf: also the Basarh and Bhita seals.
2. Agrawala, V.S., C BILIM, p. 4-f, No. 1168.
3 • lb. , p . x-xi , No. 0 .24-1.
4-. Jayaswal, S., Origin and Development of Vaisnavism, p. 98.



The Narayanlya section of the Mahabharata does not 
mention goddess Sri Laksmi and only once, and quite casually, 
in the eulogy recited by Narada is Visnu called Srlvasa and 
Laksmyavasa as well as Klrtyavasa, Vidyavasa, Sarvavasa.̂
S. Jayaswal argues that this text (which has been ascribed 
to a date in the later Kusana period from the evidence gathered 
so far and which G.A. Grierson places between the second and

pthe fourth centuries A.D.) was composed before the union of
- 5Visnu and Laksmi. But even if the emphasis is put on the 

abstract concept of sri Laksmi, it is contestable why that 
should eliminate any possibility of Visnu*s connection with 
her. Thus it can rather be said that their union was just at 
its initial stage and was not yet very well established.

Several other Mahabharata stories reveal the growing
attachment of Visnu and Laksmi^ and it is only in the later

— — S  — — 6sections of the great Epics, the Mahabharata  ̂and the Ramayana,

1. Mbh., xii, 325? 125, 129, Poona ed.
2. Grierson, G.A., The Narayanlya and the Bhagavatas', IA.,

Vol. XXXVII, 1908, p. 258 #
3. Jayaswal, S., op. cit., p. 16.
4-. Mbh., xii, 59? 131-34- which brings Sri as Rajyasrl closer 

to Visnu as the King incarnate on earth. Cf: Infra, V * Z C\?{

5. Mbh., xiii, 14-9• (Poona ed.).
6. Ram, ii, 118, 20; cf: Amarakosa, 1, 1, 27f.
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that we find Sri-Laksmi being explicitly depicted as the wife
of Narayana Yisnu and also of Krsna,1 the human avatara of • •« • • • *

the god. Thus it may be contended that their conjugal relation
ship was well established about the beginning of the Gupta 
period.

This association of Laksmi and Visnu was to a great
extent the consequence of the religious development of this
period influenced by a new philosophy whereby all the gods
were given Saktis. This philosophy was based on a very
ancient doctrine, the doctrine of Samkhya which professes the
idea of Purusa and Prakrti. According to this philosophy,
Frakrti is the primitive matter from which the universe is 

2evolved. In an almost similar manner the growing sentiment 
of the period also believed that creation is totally impossible 
unless god is united with a divine consort. Hence the idea of 
Sakti based on the idea of Prakrti. With the emergence of the 
idea of a divine family she was converted into the subdued 
wife of Purusa symbolised by the image of Laksmi in her

1 • I.fbh. , i, 61, 199.1 6; Srih krsneneva samgata; yatha
nara.yane laksmlstatha.

2. Cf: Gonda, J., Visnuism & Sivaism, p. 56 5 "The coupling
in pairs, self evict ent as it is when there is a question 
of creation", cannot be "disconnected from the Vedic maxim 
that a pair (dvandam) means strength and a productive 
copulation". _Cf: dvandam vai vlryam .... dvandam vai
mithunam pra;janam, S'".Br., I, 1, 1, 22' etc.
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character as a devoted consort of Visnu.• •

The philosophical aspect of the Sakti, which is not 
clearly reflected in the Epics and the Puranas, achieves 
strong emphasis in the Pancaratra Samhitas. Thus, according 
to the Ahirbudhnya Samhita: Visnu was in a state of nothing
ness v/ith his Sakti absorbed within him, the sakti, which is 
an inseparable part of Visnu (saktayah sarva bhavanamacintya 
aprthaksthitah) a s  inseparable as the moon and the moonlight, 
the sun and its ray, the sea and the ripples*

sarvabhavanuga saktir.jyotsneva himadidhiteh 1 
bhavabhavanuga tasya sarvakaryyakar! bibhoh 11^
suryasya rasmayo yadvad urmayascarobu dheriva 1

_ , _ 3sarvaisvarya prabhavena kamala sripatestatha 11
tato bhagafrato viBnorbhasa bhasvaravigrahat 1 
laksmyadirnihsrta dhyayet sphulihga nicaya tatha 11^ 

When Visnu first felt the urge of creative impulse, but could 
not possibly sport with himself, he transmitted this desire 
to his only great energy, and with that, his Sakti, comprised

1. Ahir. Samh, III, 2.■ ■ ■ • —

2. Ib, 5; cf: 6. LX, 3-
3. Jayakhya Samh , VI, 78.
4-. Ib., XIII, 105-6. The Laksmi Tantra (II, 16) describes 

it as_a state of Supreme Brahman known as Laksmi-Narayana» 
1aksminarayanakhyatam .... brahma Sanatanam.■ ■ —  ■ ■ # ■ •mmmm  ■ ii n M  ■■ ■ 0 mm ■ AU— mrn—mm—mmmm̂  _ . . , - ■ r um 
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of three gunas, was awakened.1 'When Sakti first awakes from
her absorption in deep embrace into the vibration of activity1,

2it acquired an independent character of its own. In due
course, this Sakti, i.e. Sri, the very embodiment of Visnu's
energy, in whom both the material cause and the instrumental
cause are deeply rooted, takes the position of the subdued
consort of Visnu. But like a wife, who does everything for
her husband and yet retains her separate personality, so does
Sri Laksmi. Thus, in the Pancaratric view, Sri-Laksmi has • • * *
spontaneously and by virtue of her own power, differentiated 
herself from god for the sake of the liberation of all souls.

This Sakti, which is a part of Visnu himself, and 
created by him, what is his prakrta guna, is known in*the 
Puranas as Visnu-IIaya. In the Kurraa Purana, as Sri emerges 
from the sea, Visnu introduces her to others as, 'iyam
parama saktrimanmar/i brahmarupini 1 maya mama priyananta

x *yayedam dharyate .jagat' .̂

Cf: Ckaki Sa tada naiva ramake sma sanatanah 1
11

may a sam.ifi.om pur ah srtva taya reme ,|an5Lrdanah 11 
P.ira kalravasdne tu fihagavan purusotfcamah 1bhagavan ______
.ia.gatsrastum manascakre lilarasasamutsukah 11, etc. etc

Ahir. Samh, X̂ StyUl.lO-rU. ,XLl, q ,

2. Ahir. Samh, III, 9-10. The following verses describe the 
various names of Visnu1s_Sakti,.owing to her various nature:- '.jagattaya laksmyama&a sa laksm:p?iti gi.yate 1 
^Eavanti valsnavam bhavam sa jf^iriti niga'cLyate 11 etc. etc.

3. Karma p ., Purvabhaga, I? 34-ff.
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But, as has been stated before, this reinforcement
of the idea of Purusa and Prakrti in the coupling of Visnu and
Laksmi was in no way an arbitrary incident. As in the 
Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, the principle of Maya (illusion) of 
Vedanta has been conceived as the wife of Purusa (Brahma),1 
in a similar manner the Purusa and the Prakrti have been--------- - —- . i. ...■

identified with Sakti and Siva of the Tantras. This firm
Indian belief in Saktivada thus ventures to bring a popular
synthesis among contrary philosophies where Siva-Sakti of the
Tantras, Purusa-Prakrti of the Samkhya, Brahman-Maya of the
Vedanta and Visnu-Laksmi of the Vaisnavism, are all related.

•  •  - •  • «  7

So it is said, this new religious sentiment affected by
philosophical speculation, was directed to a god of grace
united with a divine partner, whether in philosophy as Sakti

-  2or Prakrti or in religion as Laksmi, Sarasvati or Uma.

1. Brhadaranyaka Up., I, 4-, 1-3.
2. Cf: in the Vedantic School, the eternal maya sakti of

Brahman is rather spiritual compared to the theistic
schools of the Vaisnavas and Saivas where the Sakti
achieves greater personification.



SURIA AND VISNU       ■ " • • —
12%

Beside the prevalent sentiment of the period, Visnu1s 
Vedic as well as post-Vedic characteristics seem to have 
influenced this union between the two. The Rgvedic Visnu 
has a solar character. He is one of the Adityas or the mani
festations of the Sun.^ He represents the sun in its daily

pand yearly course. His fame rests on the three strides with
which he crosses the heaven, trini pada vi cakrame visnurgopa 

3adabhyah. In this respect, he seems to be a personification 
of the light especially of the sun, as these three paces have 
been explained as denoting the threefold manifestations of 
light in the form of fire, lightning and the sun or as desig
nating the three daily stations of the sun in his rising, 
culminating and setting.^ The fourteenth adliya.ya of the 
Satapatha Brahmana tells how the severed head of Visnu became■ ■  ̂■ ■ ■ ■ ■ — » i ■ —i. i • — • #

5the sun.̂
Grierson surmises that the Bhagavata creed was a

1. Wilson, H., Introduction to the Rgveda, p. 28; cf: Bhg. 
Gita, X, 21.

2. Haug, M ., Translation of the Aitareya Brahmana of the 
Rgveda, p . 1, f.n . 1.

3. RV., 1, 22, 18.
4. Williams, M.M., SEP., p. 999> (a) (b).
5. SBr., XIV, 1, 1, 5-10.



development of the Sun-worship that was the common heritage
of both branches of the Aryan people, the Iranians and the
Indians. All the legends dealing with the Bhagavata religion
are somehow or other connected with the sun.^ Visnu's# •
connection with Surya is also indicated in the Gayatri hymn 
where Narayana in described as Savitrmanflala madhyavartin,

presiding in the middle of the orb of the sun.
One of the primary emblems of Visnu is the discus p 

his Sudarsana Cakra, and the basic idea underlying in its 
association is solar.^ In fact, the discus or the wheel as a 
symbol par excellence of the god is one of the tangible signs 
of his connection with the Vedic Visnu, an aspect of the Sun. 
(In this context, it may be said that the Sudarsana is the 
earliest recognisable attribute of Visnu and in the Pancaratra 
Samhitas, Laksmi is his Sudarsana) T h e  Garuda, his con
veyance and the lotus, (another of his emblems which was 
added, possibly, after his association with Laksmi) are also

1. Grierson, op. cit., IA., 1908, p. 253- Cf: The Ehoh
Copper Plate Inscription of Sarvanatha which throws some 
light on the relation between the Bhagavatas and_the 
Sun worship, 'bhagavat padanam aditsa(tya) bhattaraka1,
C99, III, No. 55", p.  12?, line 15. ~

2. Cf: Ramachandra Rao, S.K., *The conception of Sarasvatl1,
Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, Vol. XLIX, No. 4, 
Jan. 1?59, p. 222.

3 . Cf. Macdonell, A.A., Ved. Myth, p. 155*

4. laksmyah gtaudarsani xala, Ahir. Samh, III, 45; 4: V, 12.
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connected with solar legends.^
Even in later times, Visnu has been identified with• #

the sun. In the Mahabharata he says: 1 assuming the form of
the sun I cover the universe with my rays. And because I am

— ) opthe home of all creatures, I am called by the name Vasudeva; 
and it can be said that iconographically, the Sun resembles 
closely his Vasudeva image not only in general appearance, but 
also in many details. Possibly the Sun is his Ra,iasl Murti 
(form of activity), Anantasayl and Balarama, the TamasI, while 
Vasudeva is the Satftvika one.^

Moreover, there are the syncretistic icons of Surya- 
Narayana that can be found all over India. As we will see 
later, it is in this close connection between Surya and Visnu 
that we find an explanation of the figure of Laksmi (and some
times of Bhu) being sculptured on the side of Visnu as his 
beloved consort.^

1. Cf.. divyah suparna garutman, RV, I, 164, 46; for lotus and 
the Sun, see ERiS* Vol. VIII, pp. 142-5* The association
of the lotus with the Sun is borne out by textual injunctions 
which enjoin the execution in sculpture of a twelve petalled 
lotus on different petals of ?/hich figures of the different 
aspects of the Sun should be engraved with the image of 
Bhaskara on the central pericarp. Hemadri1s Vratakhanda, 
p. 553* Cf: Banerjea, J.N., 'Surya m Brahmanical Art;*IA*, 
LIV, 1925, pp.

2. Chadyami jagad visvam bhutva surya ivamsubhih 1 
sarvabhutddhi vdsasca vasudevas tatohyam ll

Mbh. XII, 341, 4.
5. Bhattacharya, B., Indian Images, p. 18.
4. Cf. also Taitt. Samh, IV, 1, 3J , •
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SURYA AND LAKSMI■ ■ . ■■ ■!— ».. ■ ■ -  ■ »■■■- ■ I « ■  W

Sri-Laksmi seems to have been connected with the 
sun from a very early period. Some of her epithets in the 
Srlsukta such as hiranma.yim (golden), adityavarna (of the 
complexion of the sun), jvalantim (burning) and especially 
Surya, reveal a close connection between her and Surya.
Surya's wife and daughter are both wellknown as Surya, and 
N.N. Sarmachaudhury considers Usa (Surya*s wife) to be the 
Vedic goddess of whom Laksmi and Sarasvatl are the replicas. 
Usas, who in the Rgveda is described as one who shines 
(sriye-smayate), ̂ resembles Laksmi in various other ways as 
well. Like Sri-Laksmi, Usas is implored to grant wealth^ and 
is said to arise (as Dawn) from the ocean every morning; Sri- 
Laksmi is also born of the ocean of milk (ksirabdhi tanaya) 
and this idea could have originated from such a close connec
tion between the two. Further, the many petalled Spread of 
the lotus which denotes spacial expanse, corresponds to Usa 
with its movements; Laksmi is the embodiment of it.

1. Sri s ., verses, 4, 5, 14; Uahanar. Up., I, 12.
2. Sarmachaudhury, N.N., *Goddess Laksmi in the Purana and 

Tantra*, Poona Orientalist, XIII, ftos. 122; Jan. £ April, 
1948, p. 5T"

3. RV., I 92, 6.
4. Cf: Gonda, J. , AEV, p. 181.



Moreover, Usas is Just another manifestation of 
Aditi(mata devanam aditeranikamf who again resembles Laksmi. 
Thus the connection between Usas and Laksmi and Usas and Surya 
seems to have led to some sort of association between Surya 
and Laksmi.

2In the Aiteraya Brahmana, a number of great kings 
is said to be likelfAditya (the sun) established in Sri1; 
obtaining tribute from all quarters, they give heat. This 
obviously refers only to an abstract concept of Sri; in it 
lie the roots of her relationship with Aditya. since the idea 
seems to have arisen of a King being wedded to Sri♦̂

Further, as has been said above, Sri-Laksmi is the9 #
embodiment of the lotus flower, the favourite of the sun. In 
the Sri-Sukta, where she is first conceived as a concrete 
goddess, Sri is compared to the lotus in every possible way."*' 
In the Lahabharata, Sri says, 'I am that Padma, that Sri, 
decked with lotuses, who sprung from the lotus that blooms 
at the touch of the rays of Surya, for the prosperity of the 
creatures1 , (sahamvai panka.je .jata suryarasmivibodhite 1

1. RV, I, 113, 19.
2. Ait. Br., VII, 34, 9f, cf: Gonda, J., AEV. , p. 189-
3. She is possibly conceived here as a female being. See 

also &Br., II, 4, 4, 6.
4. Cf: the chapter on the Srisukta. For sun & lotus, cf: 

Banerjea, J.N., PHI, p. I38.



bhutyartham sarvabhutanam padma srih -padmamalinl) . ̂
The lotus blooms in response to the rising of the

sun, in answer to and as a reflection of the light of heaven
mirrored on the surface of the water. Earth is stretched out,
as a reflection of heaven, in a like manner. The Aiteraya
Brahmana refers to this world as the counter-part of the

2yonder world. Hence the two lotuses held by the Sun in
iconography, corresponding to the upper and the nether waters,
para and apara prakpti,'  actually represent Sri and Bhu, who
were, in later times, two favourite consorts of Visnu.• •
According to S.B. Das-Gupta, this representation of Visnu 
with Sri and Bhu on his either side, retains the essential

h . 'characteristics of the Sun.
Lastly, we might refer to the already mentioned

Va.jasaneyi Samhita passage which refers to Sri and Laksmi
5 -as the two wives of the Parama purusa who is Prajapati-Brahma 

and appears as the visible phenomenon of the Sun. We have 
already discussed the manner in which all the qualities and
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1. Mbh., XII, 221, 20 (Poona Ed.).
2. Ait. Br., VII, 2.
3* Coomeraswamy, A.K., Elements of Buddhist Iconography,

pp. 20-21.
4. SBDG, BSSS, p. I?.
5. Va.j. Samh, XXXI, 22.



activities of Brahma were transferred to Visnu,^ an aspect of
the Sun, and thus it is not surprising that in due course,
Srl and Laksmi, now one and the same goddess, would hold the
position of the wife of Visnu who is then regarded as the
Parama purusa or the supreme god. The Bhagavata believes
that Visnu himself was the supreme Purusa, referred to in the
Purusa-sukta, and thus naturally Sri and Laksmi are conferred 

2on him.

1 2 8

1. Cf: Supra, pp. 93 ,94 ; also Brahm. P., 1, 4, 27; 5*
140; 6, 57; Mark. P ., XLVII, 4.

2. According to Ahirbudhnya Samhita, (LIX, 2-39; Schrader, 
P.O., Introduction to the lancaratra and the Ahirbudhnya 
Saiphita, p. I43f.) the PuruQa of the Purusasukta is 
essentially vasudeva and his association with Srl-Laksmi 
is regarded as that of Purusa and Frakpti.
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AGNI

Again, Visnu being a solar god and Agni representing 
a form of the sun, there may be some sort of connection 
between them. In the Rgveda, Visnu of the wide steps and 
fire are sometimes identified.^ The fastening of the world

ois ascribed to Agni and to Visnu in almost the same manner.
W  0 0

Sri is at the same time, closely associated with 
Agni. In the Srlsukta,J Agni Jatavedas is supplicated to 
bring Sri Laksmi to her worshippers. In the Rgveda, it is 
said that the gods placed the lovely Sri in A g n i A l l  Sri 
is to be seen in Agni's excellent outward appearance.^ In 
this aspect, she has been mentioned a few times in the Vedas 
with Agni; Agni who abides in every piece of wood, displays 
Sri when kindled. In another place{ Agni is called the 
‘highest vigour, wealth and prosperity1; in his enviable

1. ?V, II, 1, 3.
2. Cf: RVt 1, 22, 18 (visnur gopa adabhya) & VI, 7> 7

(CagnirT 1 dabdhogopa).
3. Srls. , verses, 1, 15.
4. RV., 1, 72, 10.
5- Ib., II, 10, 1.
6. Ib., V, 28, 4.
7- Ib., II, 1, 12.
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colour, the sriyah are stated to he present. Another verse 
states 'Thy sriyah are like the lightnings of the rain clouds'"I

Thus from a consideration of the frequent connections 
between Agni and the range of ideas centering in the forms and 
names of Sri, it may be said that this relation between Agni 
and Visnu was based upon a community of interests and simi
larity of activities rather than their resemblances to natural 

2phenomenan.
Certain Vedic prototypes of Sri-Laksmi may be cited 

as the determining factors in installing her image beside 
Visnu. The most suggestive one of them is Sinivali who has 
been explicitly mentioned in the Atharvaveda as the wife of 
Visnu. We can also mention Aditi in this respect. Although 
they resemble Laksmi to some extent, I doubt if they had any 
formidable role in this regard.

Lastly, we should not rule out the own individual 
characteristics of Laksmi and Visnu as of considerable impor
tance for such a consequence. According to the late concept 
of trinity, Visnu is the preserver of the universe and the 
earthly abundance that he is supposed to preserve is embodied

1. Ib. X, 91, 5.
2. Cf: Conda, J., AEV, p. 114.
3• AV., VII, 46, 3.
4. Cf: Supra, pp. 1 oztf-
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in the very concept of Sri-Laksmi. Thus while Srl is closely 
associated with this earthly life and its maintenance, the 
avataras or descendents of Visnu, in their ever increasing 
number, introduce him in the character of a loving and compas
sionate god, by bringing him into close contact with humanity. 
This, eventually leads to an obvious and intimate relationship 
between Laksmi and Visnu; the preserver takes the position 
of the husband.



SRl AND VISNU IN LATER MYTHOLOGY - ■’ "■ ■ ' • • ■— " — ■ ■ — - !■■■—! ■ ■ — »..
132

The union of Sri with Visnu reaches its consummation• •
in the later period of Epics and Puranas. Gandharl or the
power of illusion of Visnu is equated with Laksmi, gandharl

2(gahvarl) tu smrta maya (maya) .jagadbandhaya vaisnavl. ̂ The
Harivamsa says that when Visnu took the form of varaha, his

2 _shadow was his wife. In the Bhagavata purana, Visnu says, 
'Laksmi is a subtle portion of me, I am a refuge to her'.J 
Laksmi, who is infamous for her fickleness, who is very un
reliable and unstable, who can never stay in one place long 
enough, 'could never leave V i s n u ' T h e  Jayalchya Samhita,
a Fancaratra work, describes Visnu as Kamala-Kamuka (lover of ■ - ■■ ■ ■■■— - • • # — —  ■■ ■■■■ ■ - ■■ ■ - — x
Laksmi) and Laksmi vallabha (Laksmi's beloved).^ In the list 
of Visnu's thousand names, Srlsa, Srlvasa, Srlman, Srinivasa, 
Srlpati, firimatamvara, Srlda, firlnidhi, SrlblQavana, Srldhara, 
Srlkara, Laksmi van, all these names which were to be muttered 
daily, prove the importance of §ri in the cult of Visnu.

1. Visdh. P., Ill, 60, 3.
2. Hariv., I, 4l,-36~.
3. Bhr:. P ., VIII, 4, 20.
4. Ib., I, 11, 26; Cf: X, 5, 18; XI, 14, 39; XII, 11, 20.
5- Jay. Samh., I, 43, 44.
6. Mbh., XIII, 149 (Poona Ed.).
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The Visnu purana'*' describes the inseparability of
Visnu and Laksmi as it states T,in like manner as Hari• # #
descends in the world in various shapes - so does his consort
Sri. Thus when Hari was horn as a dwarf, as a son of Aditi,
Laksmi appeared from a lotus (as Iadma or Kamala); when he was
born as Rama of the race of Bhrgu (or Paras'urama) , she was
Dharani; when he was Raghava, she was Sita, and when he was
Krsna, she became Rukmini. In the other descents of Visnu, she • • • • • 7
is his associate. If he takes a celestial form, she appears
as divine; if a mortal, she becomes a mortal too, transforming
her own person agreeably to whatever character it pleases *

2Visnu to put on".
The Bhagavata purana^ says that Prthu is a portion

of Visnu whereas Arcci (his wife) is a portion of Laksmi. He
was born to save the earth from destruction,and as Laksmi
cannot stay without Bhagavan, she was also born.

In the Visnupurana, there is a beautiful chapter^
depicting their one-ness, their harmony and co-operation:

"Sri, the bride of Visnu, the mother of the 
world, is eternal, imperishable; in like manner 
as he is all pervading, so also is she, oh best 
of the Brahmanas, omnipresent. Visnu is meaning;

1. Vis. P ., I, 9«
2. Hazra, R. 8 Wilson, H.H., Visnu Purana, p. 69-
3. Bhg. P ., IV, 15, 1-6.
4. Vis. P., 1, 8, 15ff.
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She is speech._ Hari is polity (Nyaya); She 
is prudence (Kiti), Visnu is understanding;
She is intellect. He is righteousness; She 
is^devotion. He is creator; Sri is creation.
Sri the earth; Hari the support of it. The 
deity is content; the eternal Laksmi is resig
nation. He is desire, She is wisft. He is 
sacrifice, She is sacrificial donation (Daksina). 
The goddess is the invocation which attends*tfre 
oblation; Janardana is the oblation. Laksmi 
is the chamber where the females are present 
(at a religious ceremony); Madhusudana the 
apartment of the males of the family. Laksmi 
is the altar; Hari the stake (to which the* 
victim is^bound). Sri is the fuel; Hari the holy 
grass (ICusa) . He is the personified Samaveda; 
the goddess, lotus throned, is the tone of its 
chanting. _LaksmI is the prayer of oblation 
(Svaha); Vasudeva, the lord_of the world, is 
the sacrificial fire. Saurl (Visnu) isJSankara 
(Siva); and Sri the bride of Siva*(Gaurl).
Kesava, Oh I.aitreya, is the Sun and his radiance 
is the lotus-seated goddess. Visnu is the tribe 
of progenitors (pitrgana); Padma*is their bride 
(Svadha) , the eternal^estower of nutriment, 
bri is the heavens, Visnu, who is one with all 
things, is wide extended space. The lord of 
Sri is the moon; She is his unfading light.
She is called the moving principle of the world; 
he, the wind which bloweth everywhere._ Govinda 
is the ocean; Laksmi its_shore. Laksmi is the 
consort of Indra (indranl); Madhusudana is 
Devendra. The holder of the discus (Visnu) 
is Yama (the regent of Tartarus) , the lo'6us-_ 
throned goddess is his dusky spouse (Dhumorna). 
Sri is the wealth, Srldhara (Visnu^ is himself 
the god of riches (Kubera). Lafesmi, illustrious 
Brahman, is Gaurl; and Kesava is*the deity of 
the ocean (varuna). Sri is the host of heaven 
(Devasena); the*deity of war, her lord is Hari. 
The wielder of the mace is resistance; the power 
to oppose is Sri. Laksmi is the Kastha and the 
Kala; Hari the kimesa and the Huhurtta. Laksmi 
Is the light; and Hari, who is all the lord of 
all, the lamp. She, the mother of the world, 
is the creeping vine; and Visnu the tree round 
which she clings. She is the*night; the god who
is armed with the mace and discus is the day.He, the bestower of blessings; is the bridegroom;
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the padmasana goddess is the bride. The god 
is one with all male - the goddess one with 
all female. The lotus-eyed deity is the standard; 
padmasana goddess is the banner. Laksmi is 
cppidity; Nalrayana, the master of the*world, 
is covetousness.* Oh thou who knowest what 
righteousness is, Govinda is love; and Laksmi, 
his gentle spouse, is pleasure. But why t&us 
diffusely enumerate their presence: - it is 
enough to say, in a word, that of gods, animals^ 
and men, Hari is all that is called male; Laksmi 
is all that is termed female: there is nothing
else than they”.1
The Mahabharata describes Visnu as saksat laks-— -..i - . —in . .  ■ -    - .  —-

-  -  pmyaivavasah, 'like the abode of Laksmi herself'. In another
place, it says, 'Sri dwells within him and he dwells always
associated with her'. In his adoration of Krsna, Arjuna
says, 'In thy grace is the goddess of prosperity, verily,
Sri is always established in thee, 0 thou of the highest
intelligence'.'1* Often the conception is but half personal,
i.e. 'Sri beautifies Visnu'.^•«

The Agamas also reflect upon the philosophical and
mythological aspects of Visnu's Sakti;as it states "

"Between his (Visnu's) eternal and unchanging 
nature, beyond tfre three strands, yet capable 
of evolving the world, and the actual scene

1. Hazra, R.C. & Wilson, H.H., Vis. P ., pp. 52-53-
2. Mbh., III, 188, 95-
3- Ib., XIII, 14-7, 14.
4. Ib. , XIV, 52, 12.
5- Ram., II, 118, 20 etc.
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of our existence, is Prakrti. She is conceived 
as a woman, with the three strands for her 
essence. The universe is of her making and 
she sustains it by Isvara's command. Mytho
logically she is identified with Visnu*s consort 
Laksmi. Philosophically she is VaducLeva's Sakti, 
the‘everlasting cause of all effects, his Ahanta, 
the consciousness of all knowing and all seeing 
of all beings, without which his ’ego1 is unknow
able. To desire to create is her nature. Cf 
her own free will, she manifests the world suKk 
she becomes at once the knower and the known".
Thus Sri Laksmi seems to symbolise Visnu's "creative

energy, his potency, the power with which he is eternally
associated and which enables him to become the efficient and

2the material causes of the universe". Thereupon, in the 
later period, Laksmi appears not only with an independent 
status of her own, but. also as the wife of Visnu Narayana.
It is possibly the growing importance of the Visnu cult 
which has led to the coupling of these two divinities. At 
the same time, it is undeniable that Laksmi, who was the most 
popular deity amongst the traders and merchants and agricul
turists, as well as being intimately tied to royalty, when 
recognised as Visnu's wife led to the penetration of Vaisnavism 
among the masses.

Thus Sri-Laksmi. has been delineated in her dual 
aspect in Gupta iconography. We find her on innumerable Gupta 
coins in her own capacity symbolising every object that the

1. Srinivas' Aiyanger, Fillaipundagudi Tiruvenga, Outlines 
of Indian Philosophy, p*. 178f.

2 . Gonda, J., AEV*, p. 229.



Gupta kings intended to achieve as well as massaging Visnu's
feet typifying a devoted Hindu wife. Here again the true

\

concept of Purusa and Prakrti is realised where Prakrti, 
viewed simply as a female partner of Purusa, is made to play 
a very important and yet a subordinate role in the creation 
of the universe.
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LAKSMI AND INDRA ■■■ ■    ■ ■' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■' ■■■

But it is a late epic trait to make Sri Laksmi 
exclusively Visnu1s consort. Before that, she was often
attached to other divine personalities. Her association with

1 2 Kubera has been discussed. The Visnudharmbttara purana
recognises her as one of the wives of Kala. Sri was also
allied to Indra at a time when Indra was till the mightiest
of the gods.

This association with Indra is apparent from a 
- - zpassage of the Mahabharata  ̂where the polyandry of Draupadi

is justified on the ground that Draupadi was an incarnation
of Sri and the five Pandavas of the five former Indras.■■■ # # ■ ■ - ■

How Draupadi got five husbands is told in a story 
about a lovely maiden( born of a Rsi) who was beautiful and 
chaste. She performed tapas five times in order to get a 
husband, and Sankara, being pleased, gave her the boon that 
she would get five husbands, because of her fivefold prayer.

1. Supra, p.60ff-. . Lakj§mi has also been associated with
Ganesa. But the iconographic injunctions as well as their 
executions ascribable to a late period suggest this attach
ment to be a later development. Cf: PHI., p. 558.

2. Cf: Govinda Chandra, Pracin Bharat men Laksmi pratima,
p. 51.
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3. MBH., I, 189, 29 & 133.



Thus, five Indras were asked to he horn as human beings in 
the world of men, while the lady of heauty, who was none other 
than Sri herself, was appointed hy Mahadeva as their common 
wife. ITarayana approved of it and Arjuna, who was a portion 
of Sakra, was the most heloved of Draupadl. Draupadl was 
horn in an extraordinary way, from within the earth, hy virtue 
of the sacrificial rites.^

Vyasa tells Drupada, 'the celestial Sri, having 
undergone sever tapas, has, for the sake of the Pandavas, 
taken her hirth as your daughter, in the course of your grand 
sacrifice. That lovely goddess, v/aited upon hy all the 
celestials, shall, as a consequence of her own acts, become 
the common wife of five husbands. It is -for this that the
self-created has created her’, svarga-Sri pandavarthaya tu

- 2samutpanna mahamakhe.
Indra says to Yudhisthira, referring to Draupadl, 

fThis one is Srl herself, ^t was for your sake that she took 
hirth, as the daughter of Drupada, among human beings. For 
your pleasure, she was created hy the wielder of the trident'.^ 
Another verse says 'This lady, of eyes as expansive as lotus
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1. i:bh., I, 197* This story recalls the legendary hirth of 
Sita and is possibly intended to emphasise Draupadl's_ 
divine aspect. Elsewhere, she is_called 1dehantargata 
mahi1, Earth incarnate. Yuga Purana, LI, 72-73*

2. ib., I, 197, 57*

3. Mbh., XVIII, 4, 11-12.



petals, who seems to have touched the middle age of life, 
whose complexion resembles that of the blue lotus, and who 
looks like a goddess of heaven, is Krisna, the embodied form 
of the goddess of prosperity*.̂  The passage describes Draupadi 
as possessing the complexion of the blue lotus, (nilotpalabha),
and the iconographic texts also prescribe a dark complexion

— Pfor Sri Laksmi.
But the Markandeya Purana^ does not mention Sri 

at all and just states that it was indra*s wife who became 
incarnated as Braupadi. This suggests that Sri could be 
Indra*s wife.

There are other stories about Srl*s direct association 
with Indra as well. In the Santiparva of the Mahabharata^ it 
is stated that when Bali, the king of the asuras lost his 
virtues, he was abandoned by Sri who came to Indra to dwell 
with him.

Bali told ^ndra not to be too proud of his acquired 
riches as Sri is very fickle, does not dwell long in one place, 
and is unstable, and that formerly she was attained by 
thousands of Indras all of whom were much superior to the

1 4 0

1. Ib., XV, 25, 9- 
2• Dev! P ., L , 27, 1syamangim*.
5. Mark. P ., V, 24ff.
4. Mbh., XII, 224.



present Indra.^ Bali may here he referring to the tradition
that Sri had belonged to Indra (or perhaps to another Indra)
before she came to Bali, a story which is told in the Hari- 

» 2vamsa. It states that when Bali, the king of the osuras, 
was victorious over Indra, he was installed as the heavenly 
monarch and Laksmi, taking a lotus in her hand, approached 
him and said that she was very pleased with his victory:
1 You have displayed so much valour in your struggle with Indra 
that I could not keep myself from coming to you. I am certain 
thatr you will be able to enjoy the prosperity of these three 
worlds'. With these words Sri entered Bali's parlour, followed 
by ASa, Kirti, Dyuti, Prabha, Dhrti, Ksama, Bhuti, Niti,
Vidya, Daya, Mati, Smrti, Medha, Lajja, Vapupusti, Sruti,
Priti, Ida, Santi, Vrddhi, and Krpa.

Then as Bali, blinded by ignorance and afflicted by 
time, began to boast that his adoration towards Laksmi was 
ceaseless, she deserted him (Indra saw her issuing out of the 
form of high souled Bali, gatakraturathapasyadbalerdiptam 
mahatmanah 1 svarupinim sriradvi tada niskramatim Sriyam 11')^ 
and came to dwell in Indra. She told Indra 'Thou should bear

1. Ib., XII, 225.
2. Hariv., III, 65. •
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me without heedlessness, and with penance and prowess' .
She admits that there is no one who can keep her 

forever, but tells Indra that she might be able to dwell in 
him if he divides her into four parts according to the ordi
nance laid down in the Vedas. Indra apportions one-quarter 
of her essence to dwell in the earth, another in the waters, 
the third in fire, and the fourth in good men who are devoted

-  oto the Brahaanas and truthful in speech.-
Then followed for a time a golden age, when Sri

came and dwelt with Indra. But prosperity led Indra to fall
into evil ways. The Furanas^ state that once, being insulted
by Indra, Durvasa cursed him to be devoid of Laksmi. Then,
at Visnu's command, Laksmi, who hid in the depth of the water,
was churned out. As she came forth, she went to Visnu of' # •
her own accord. Indra priased her, which pleased Sri, who 
promised that she would never leave him.

This episode, while revealing Sri-Indra relationship 
in an explicit manner, also maintain the fact that Sri's 
association with Visnu was a later event in the history of 
the goddess. This is further corroborated when the story of 
Srlr coming to reside with Indra is told in a different fashion

1. Ib., 15.
2. Ib., 19-29.
5. Vis. F . * I, 89, 105, Visdh. P M  1, 41, 1.
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in a later chapter in the I.Iahabharata v/ith a Vaisnava setting, 
i.e. 'Riding upon Visnu's vehicle adorned with garuda and 
Surya himself, that object blazed forth with unrivalled 
splendour and seemed to illuminate the three worlds. The 
object they saw was none other than Sri herself."^ .... Harada 
and Indra offered her a joyful welcome .... All the deities, 
hearing the news, assembled in a pure and desirable spot and 
waited there in expectation of beholding Ivlaghavat with Laksmi
beside him. Then Indra, Narada and Sri came, receiving honours

2from all', etc. etc.
A close analysis v/ill reveal that these legendary

accounts, although ascertain some kind relationship between
Sri and Indra, nevertheless suggest that it is the abstract
concept of Sri which was responsible for this association.
This idea has been reflected not only in the Garuda Purana
passage where Purandara (Indra) is called Sripati (evidently
in his character as the king of affluence; Sri belongs to
kings, Indra is Devara.ja) and Sriman (tatraste sripatih sriman
sahasraksah puramdarah),̂  but also in the more conclusive
Visnudharmottara Purana document where Sri-Laksmi is associated • •1 - ■ — ■ • — •

1. Mbh., XII, 229, 12-15-
2. Ib., 87ff.
5. Garuda P ., XXXIV, 75-
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with Indra in the form of Svargalaksmi SacI.1 This finds
even further support when it is related that with her yogic
power, Laksmi took various forms and in Svarga (heaven) as

_  ^

Svargalaksmi, she "becomes Indra's samp at svarupini , ̂ in 
patala, she is NagalaksmI; with the kings, RajalaksmI and 
among the common people, she is grhalaksml offering boons to 
everyone. This offers an explanation to the Epic story of 
Sri being incarnated as PraupadI which is suggestive of her 
conjugal relationship with Indra, as has been related above.
The story is an eventual and unavoidable misinterpretation of 
the original idea where SvargasrI (possibly SacI) was intended 
to be born as Draupadl. The probability of this hypothesis is 
strengthened by another Mahabharata passage^ where Sri and 
Laksmi seem to be superfluous since SacI as MahendranI is 
present beside Indra; hence the former two may be regarded 
as representing prosperity and affluence.

While dealing with Indra's relation with Sri and 
her abstract concept, we might refer to one of Indra's traits, 
emphasising a prominent role in fertility and vegetative life, 
being the first god who was accorded worship in order to ensure

1. Kramrishh, Visdh. P ., p. 7 4.
2* Pevi Bhg. P ., 9th Eh., XXXIX, 14-20^ C f B V P . , Prak. Kh., 

X)CXV, 18-24, 'ffvarge ca svargalaksmiser sakrasampatsvarupini
5. Mbh., II, 7, 4.



a good harvest. In this character he has very often been
associated with the goddess of the furrow, the furrow herself,

-  -  1Sita, who has even been mentioned as his wife in the Grhya 
- pSutras and who has her own share in the offerings made when 

ploughing starts.The Rgveda invokes Indra to win tilth; 
he is lord of tilth,^ and as such he is besought, in co-oger- 
ation with Pusan, to reduce the furrow to the right condition.^ 
Again, in some places, he is called the lord or husband of 
Urvara, 'The fertile land'.^ He is also called the bull of

7the Earth/ who herself was very often regarded as a cow.
Thus, it is possibly the same characteristics which 

connected Indra with Earth and Sita (who were closely related 
to Sri Laksmi) also influenced his intimacy with Sri. But
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1. For o'. • references, Cf: Gonda, AEV. , p. 29-
2- Par. Gr. Sut., II, 17, 9, where she is described as beautiful
5* Gobh. Gr. Sut., IV, 4-, 28ff.
4-. RV. , II, 21, 1, VI, 20, 1.
5. Ib., IV, 57, 7.
6. RV., VII, 21, 3.
7- Ib. , XII, 1, 6.
8. Here we may recall how Indra being the deity of Weathh

releases rain to impregnate the earth._ Cf: also the Visdh.
El ’ ^1,-25) , _wbile describing laksmi compares her witlT"Sita as 'karsakanam tatha sita sasya*sobha mahitale1.



this was broken off in favour of Visnu in accordance v/ith
# »

Indra's gradual decline and Visnu's rise to prominency;^ the 
implication of Visnu's inferiority in the epithet Upendra 
(Indra being Mahendra) was defiantly replaced by Atindra, 
and by the time of the Mahabharata, the churning of the ocean 
could be done only with Visnu's assistance.

But the tie between Indra and Sri was not completely
cut off, as is evident from Srl Laksmifs promise never to

5 _ _ _ _leave Indra. Even in the Kojagari puja, which is exclusively
Laksmi1s, Indra had his share, and this does not seem to be 
merely incidental, for in the Asvina festival, which is also 
associated with Laksmi, he is given full importance.

Gradually Indra was accorded just the position of a 
brother of Visnu, as is evident from the verse Varna laksman- 
yormadhye sita ra.jati te snusa 1 visnuvasavayor madhye padma

1. Cf: Hopkim, E.W. , Epic Mythology, p. 204.
2. Mbh., XIII, 49* 24, 108 etc. The Alina C.p. Inscription 

of Siladitya may be interesting in this respect. It 
states:- 'the goddess of Sovereignty (Laksmi), even while 
she was still an object to be longed for fty (his) elder 
(brother), who, excessively full of respect (for him) 
(behaved) as if he were (the god Indra) the elder (brother) 
of Upendra (thus indicating Visnu). Fleet, C99* * III*
pp. 174, 181, No. 39* line 4 .

3. Vis. P., I, 9, 105, Visdh. P ., I, 41, 1.
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,  _  - 1 _ _srir iva rupini 11. Here Sita between Rama and Laksmana —— ■ — —    ■ ■■■ ■ # — • •
is compared to Sri between Visnu and Vasava (Indra) .

1. Ram., II, 60, 15• (Gorresior's Ed.) Cf. Ram., II, 60, 
Baroda Ed.) p. 524, f.n. 1507-



KARTTIKEYA
1 4 8

It has also been suggested that Laksmi was once 
associated with Karttikeya. In this context, we may refer 
to some coins already mentioned above which depict Laksmi 
and Karttikeya on its two sides.'1' In the Mahabharata, Laksmi 
is one of the various names of Bevasena, others being SasthI,
—  —  mm mm mm mm mm OAsa, Sukhaprada, Sinivali and Kuhu.1- In the details of the 
story it is stated how once Skanda (Karttikeya) after attaining 
all good characteristics was reposing himself while Sri, 
looking like an embodied lotus came and rendered her diligence 
to him; he was thus possessed of fortune.^ It further illus
trates that when Skanda married Bevasena, Laksmi in her 
incarnate form began to dwell with him. As Skanda was united 
with Sri on the fifth day, the day is known as Srl-oancaral + *

All these references but invariably indicate that 
it was not Sri Laksmi herself, rather her abstract concept 
which was associated with Karttikeya. It is further substan
tiated by such assertions that as Laksmi approached, Karttikeya

1. Supra , pp . 6 7 , 6 8 .
2. I:bh. , iii, 218, 47* (Poona Ed.)
3. Ib., 218, 3.
4. Ib., 218, 48.
5. Ib., 218, 49•



was possessed of fortune. Overemphasis on her taking a
concrete form further supports this idea and the statement
■when Skanda married Devasena, Laksmi herself in her incarnate# #

form dwelt with him1 does not by any mean suggest Laksmi's 
association with Karttikeya. It rather describes Devasena 
as an impersonification of her.1 The inclusion of Laksmi's 
name in the enumeration of the different names of Devasena
as well as her depiction with Karttikeya on coins was possibly

-  pdue to Laksmi's association with Sasthi who was connected • • • •
with the Child-god Karttikeya as the goddess of Child-birth.
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1. In this context it may be noted that personification of 
abstractions which is a common feature in India is also 
suggested in the case of Devasena. DevaBena originally 
meant 'the army (Sena) of the gods (deva) of which 
Karttikeya was the lord (pati). Eventually the Lord 
took the position of the husband while Devasena became 
personified as his bride.

2. Supra, p.36.



SCO.

The Mats.ya purana^ relates a story of Laksmi's
love for Soma (the Moon). Cnee, after the conclusion of the
Rajasuya Yatjna, the goddess Laksmi, along with eight other
goddesses, viz. Sinivali, Dyuti, pusti, Prabha, Kuhu, Kirti,
Vasu and Dhrti, went to see Soma and, being inflamed with
passion by his exquisite form, they proceeded to him, leaving
behind their respective husbands, Narayana, Kardama, Vibhavasu,
Dhata, Prabhakara, Havismat, Jayanta, Marica, Kasyapa and
Nandi. Janardanacarya and Anantacarya tried to justify the
act on the ground that it was out of their motherly love for 

2a son, but this interpretation does not look likely in view 
of the fact that the text explicitly uses the phrases,
1 kamabanabhitaptanga.^f 1 'inflamed (being shot by) the arrow 
of passion' and SvaJkiyaivamkamayamasa'he desired (them) as 
if (they were) his own*. Later Soma was cursed because of 
this act, and this also rules out the possibility of the

1. 1,1 at. P . , XXIII.
2. Janardanacarya & Anantacarya, Matsya Purana, Vol. 1, pp. 

167-169, f.n.
3. Mat. P ., XXIII, 23ff.
4-. Ib., 26.



interpretation of maternal affection.^"
Since the very age of the Rgveda, Sri has been 

associated with Soma. He is constantly described as the
_  p

bestower of'srl; the soma juice is said to afford all the 
sriyah^ and he is said to be the Srestha of the plants.^ 
Even in connection with the Soma vamsa or Chandra vamsa 
(the Lunar dynasty), we may recall the fact that Srl belongs 
to kings. Srl is addressed as Candra in the firisukta  ̂and 
Visnu has sometimes been identified with Soma. But despite 
the importance of these facts, it is doubtful if they were 
in any way effective in building up this story.

We should not evade the question of the sacrifice

1. V.S. Agawala tries to evade thair blemishes by finding a 
symbolical description of these nine goddesses (referred 
to as nine Matrkas by him) who love Soma. According to 
him, the matrkas refer to the principle of Vak or sppech
love the single principle of Soma or the mind. Matsya
Purana, a Study, p. 130.

2. RV., IX, 94, 4. Here Soma is regarded as sriyaro vasanah. 
6f: Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 110. In the*&Br (IV*
1, 3, 9) Soma is Sri and as at the approach of the fireyas, 
the inferior descends from his seat, so at the sight of 
Soma, evil bow down before him.

3* RV., IX, 16, 6; 62, 9-
4. AV., XI, 6, 15.
5. Srls., verse 2.
6. SBr., Ill, 6, 3 , 19; Cf: also III, 2, 4, 12. In the Mbh. 

TXIII, 149, 6?), Soma is another name for Visnu.



either which was followed by the event of the goddesses' 
love for the Moon. The sacrifice was in order to gain a 
supremacy over Indra and thus the result was a natural and 
obvious outcome, the goddess of fortune came to abide with 
him

But the most relevant reason seems to be an attempt 
to glorify Soma's beauty which could attract even Sri-Laksmi, 
who herself is a goddess of beauty and this reflects upon the 
feminine weakness for beauty. The total absence of the story 
elsewhere (apart from the Harivamsa which mentions the nine

pgoddesses only as attending the sacrifice) further supports
this assumption. Only one incidental reference to a relation
between Sri and Soma is found. In the Ramayana, a passage,
while refers to Sita's confinement in Havana's palace, compares

,raher with Laksmi who as dwells with Vais^vana , Moon and Tndra, , 
lived in the palace of Havana.

Thus, apart from this case which can be stated as an

1. The Rajasuya Sacrifice which_is intimately associated with 
sovereignty and thus with Sri, requires the performance of 
the abhiseka which is done according to the rites of a 
Soffla Sacrifice. Haugh, M., Translation of the Aitareya 
Brahamana of the Rtgveda, pp. zj.95~4.96i, f.n.

2. Hariv. , I, 25*27.
5* Ya hi vaidravane laksmirya cendre harivahane 1

35 ravanagrhe"sarva nityamevanapayini II etc. Ram., V, 9* 8f.

* 5 2



instance of the love of the fair sex for beauty, and which 
does not distinguish Laksmi in any way from bhe other goddesses, 
it is her abstract concept that seems to have connected Sri 
Laksmi with other gods. Eut Laksmi manifests her love for 
Visnu in her concrete visible form.'1' This is v/ell expressed 
in a Mahabharata passage when Sri Laksmi tells Rukaini that 
she dwells in rivers, lotuses, bulls, elephants, maidens, 
ruling sovereigns and good men; she does not live with those 
who cause the inter-mixture of castes and neglect their 

s varna duties. But everywhere else She lives only in spirit, 
while with Narayana, She lives in her embodied form, narayane-

— — — — — — ptvekamana vasami Sarvena bhavena sarirabhuta.— ■■  ......... ■ — ■ ■■ ■ 0  - —  - .......... —  —  ■■■ —  . —  .

* 5 3

1. This is suggested also in the foregoing statement of the 
Ramayana (V, 9, 8f; Supra, p.16'2 ) which connects Laksmi 
with t/ie Noon and Vaisravana and even with Ravana, out 
not with Visnu conforming to the_arguments sometimes 
found that it was not the real Sita but the illusion 
that was confined in Ravana's palace.

2. I'bh., XII, 11, 6f. 19-



SRI-LAKSMI IN ICONOGRAPHY



GAJALAKSMI

The gradual development of the representation of 
Sri-Lak§mi seems to have followed a bifurcated course. 
Originally an independent goddess, she was recognised 
from the Gupta period onwards as a consort or sakti of 
Vigpu, and the iconographic history of Laksmi also 
reveals that the goddess was sculpted alone as well as 
with Vi§pu, in conformity with her dual character.

When represented as an independent goddess, Sri- 
Lakgmi assumes various forms. Eight different forms 
of Lakgmi known as Agtalakgml  ̂are mentioned in different

2  -rtexts and amongst them, Gajalakgmi seems to be the

1. At Madura, there are carvings of eight different 
Lakgmis who preside over eight different kinds of 
good luck. Williams^ M.M., RTL., p. 182. ^ Accor
ding to the Padma Purana, these eight Lak^gils corres
pond to the eight Saktis of Vi^pu.

2. For different Lakgmis cf: Vigdh.P., 111,82,14; BVP.,
Prak.Kh., XXXVVL8-24; XXXIX75&-59; Devi Bhg.P., ”
12,39*14-20. Earliest representations of Bipalakgmi 
(which is very common in south India, Ganguly, O.C., 
South Indian Bronzes, p.25* placxxv, xxxvi) are found 
in the N.W. provinces of India. Cf: ASIAR. ,1913-16,
pl.v; Marshall, Taxila, vol.Ill, pl.cxxix, no.141; 
Yajdani, S., 'The Lamp Bearer (Dipalakgmi)', JISOA., 
vol.II,no. 1, p*ll, pl.viii; G. Oppert, in his TdooIc
The Original Inhabitants of India (p£.362-63) enumerates 
these eight Lakgmis as (a) Malihlakgmi, the great Laksmi 
from whom others emanate; (h) Dhanalakgmi, the goddess 
of wealth; (c) Dhanyalakgmi ^Dhanyaferi is mentioned 
as early as 126 A.D. in a Kusana inscription Ep.Ind., 
R.D. Banerji, p.112, No.5)* the goddess or rice crop;

Continued over



earliest and the most frequent; it is found on terra
cottas and seals, on coins and in reliefs, from about 
the third century B.C. till the present day.

This motif is at once the most complicated and the 
most frequent composition met with in early Indian art 
and is therefore of great importance not only in con- 
nectionfwith Sri-Lakgmi herself, but also for the
general t*history of iconography.1*i

The usual Gajalakgml motif shows the goddess seated 
on a lotus or standing on a lotus pedestal in a lake
abounding with lotus flowers, holding lotus flowers or

*
stalks two of her hands while two elephants, each 
standing on a lotus flower, on either side, sprinkle 
her with? water from upturned vessels held by their up
lifted trunks. Thus, in this motif, all her attributes

v
are depi'cted at the same time; she is padmasana, 
padmalaya or kamalalaya, padmakara. Even the elephants,

Footnote 2 continued from previous page.
(d^ Dhairyalakgml, the goddess of patience and venture;^ 
(e) Viralakgmi, the goddess of bravery; (f) Vidyalakgml, 
the goddess of learning; (g) Santanalaksml, the 
goddess of progeny; and (h) Bhagyalakgmi, ‘the goddess 
of fortune.

1. Coomaraswamy, A.K., ’Srl-Lakgml1, EA., vol.l, no.3,
JOn, 1929* p. 183.
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PI.II.

GAJALAKSMI ON A LOTUS ISSUING OUT OF A JAR. (KAUSAMBI).



the upturned vessels, the life-giving rain, all are 
combined in the same scene. The details change 
occasionally, but the main theme has remained unchanged 
even in our age.

The Gajalakgmi motif (so named because of the 
presence of the elephants) is also well-known as
Abhigekalakgml in accordance with its description in

1 —  2the Epics and in the Puranas. This Abhigekalakgml
composition alludes to the myth of the churning of the 
ocean which took place in primeval times when the gods 
and demons made a truce and, combining their energies, 
extracted the elixir of immortality from the bottom of 
the sea. Lakgml was one of many items that came 
forth in the course of the churning. As she emerged, 
the Ganges and the other rivers came dancing to provide 
water for her ablutions and the elephants of the 
quarters (diggaja) consecrated her by spraying that 
sacred water over her.

1 5 6

1. ribh., 1,18,34—  6; cf: Hopkins, E.W., Ep.nyth., p.205.
2. VjgP., 1,9,102; Vigdh.P., 1,4-1,1 f. etc.; but any 

more accurately datable reference is yet to be found.
3. VfrP., 1,9 ,99-102; for royal abhigeka,cf: Harsa, 

NagSnanda, V,36.



This Abhigeka ritual forms an essential part of 
the ceremony of royal consecration and is, thus, effec
tively equivalent to coronation or anointment. As a 
result of the virtue of the king, rain falls in due 
season.^ Moreover, as the elephants of the quarters 
(diggaja) are also the definite symbol of royalty, the 
elephant symbolism is quite appropriate for conse
cration and for Lakgml who represents royal fortune 
(Rajalakgml).

Several scenes of royal abhigeka have been depicted
in reliefs, e.g. the representation of the owl king

—  —  2(Uluka Jataka) from Mathura; the mock coronation of
-  -  T* <5Kpgpa at Badami in cave III;-' the coronation scene at

_  4-Ajapfa. A later Jaina manuscript also illustrates 
the abhigeka of Mahavlra in a similar way.^

1. Mbh., V,61,17.
2. Vogel, J.Ph., ’Deux Jatakas de Mathura*’, BEFEO.,

IX,1909.
3. Banerji, R.D., *Basr- reliefs of Badami*, MASI,

XXV, pl.xxva; cf: Baudh.Gp.S. Sut., I,23,& ff where
part of the procedure^of the coronation is a pro
pitiation Id Sri-Lakgml with the Srisukta.

4-. Victor Goloubew, ‘Documents pour servir a l'&tttde ;
D'Ajanta*, Ars Asiatica, X, 1927, pi.xii.

5* Khandalavala, K. and Motichandra, *A Consideration 
of a MS from Map^apadurga*, Lalit Kala, VI, Oct.
1959, pi. Ill, p.11.

* 5 ?



Sri-Lakgmi herself appears in a lintel relief of 
Masrur (Kangra district, Punjab) where the actual coro
nation is taking place along with the abhigeka ritual.
The goddess is seated on a lotus in a lalitakgepa pose, 
two elephants sprinkling water over her, while the 
flying Vidyadharas carry a huge crown above the goddess.^- 

Another image of Sri appears in the Stupas at 
Sanchi, where not only the goddess but also a Yak§a 
couple stand on a padmapltha, the man holding a lotus 
in his left hand, the woman holding one in her right 
hand. But what is of unique interest is that one of 
the two padmas (usually set above the elephants) has 
been replaced by an umbrella, apparently suggesting the

Pcoronation of Sri Lakgmi.

* 5 8

1. ASIAR., 1914-15* pt.I, pi.II. Cf: Some Jaina 
images depict the elephants themselves crowning the 
image with their upraised trunks. Bhattacharya, B., 
Jaina Iconography, pi.VTI.

2. Marshall, J., Sanchi, III, pi. LXXXVII, 71a. With 
regard to the umbrella (Chafcra) a Vi^nudharmottara 
purapa (111,62,8) passage might be cited: devyaSca
mas take padmap tatha karyam manoharam, where~aama 
might be intended for a paama-chatbra (lotus-umbrella) • 
Kalidasa also refers to Kamalachafera regarding her 
Rajalakgmi aspect. (Ragfa.., tV,5\ Kumars., VII, 89)*
Cf: DasGupta, Origin ana Evolution of Indian Clay 
Sculpture, p.177* fig .9!? where Lakgmi standing on a 
lotus is figured under an umbrella. ....
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„ GAJALAKSMI IMAGE WHERE THE CORONATION IS TAKING PLACE WITH ABHI3EKA. « •
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An image in the has reliefs of Badami' has, instead
of two elephants, two men pouring over her water which

* is apparently brought by two elephants found on either „
side of her with two water vessels.^- The image has a
great deal of resemblance with the coronation scene of *
Kpg$a except for the elephants,

• *
Thus it may be contended that in this Gajalaksmi 

composition, the coronation, or to be more precise,
^  /

Jbhe abhigeka ritual is combined with the fertilising 
power of Sri, (who as has been discussed in the previous  ̂
chapter, is drenched by rain and yields abundance),
both conceptions nicely united in one representation*

' • * ' ' * - >%
Gai alakgml on Coins

G* Das Gupta has demonstrated that this motif was 
the earliest device in which a female divinity (precisely 
Lakgml) can be identified; he finds a definite proof in

pa terracotta seal of about the third century B*C.

1* Banerji, R.D., HAS!*, XXV, Caveno II, pi.XI, e* 
cf: Bandh* Gr * S * Sut * (1,23,6) where hemakalafeaib 
(golden pitchers) are essential for rgjyabhigeka*

2. Das Gupta, C.C., Origin and Evolution of Indian Clay 
Sculpture, p. 176.



In fact, ancient seals and especially coins are 
of great help in determining the importance of this 
motif in the history of the iconography of India,
This was a very common type on innumerable coins.
The commonest coins, the uninscribed cast copper pieces 
(from KauSambi), ascribable on reasonable grounds to 
the same period as that of the punchmarked silver coins'** 
(3rd century B.C.), have on the obverse the goddess 
standing with upraised right hand while the left hand 
is on the hip, elephants on either side pouring water 
over her. Although the coins are in a very poor con
dition, the Gaja-Lakgml scene can be detected very 
easily.^

That this device was quite popular even with the 
Indo-Scythians is evident from some coins issued by 
certain Saka rulers, such as Azileses,^ ascribed to

*  6  o

1. Allan, J., CCAI., Introd., LXXVII.
2. Ib., pi.XX,15; the device is also seen on innumerable 

other coins, e.g. Ayodhya coins of second and first 
centuries B.C., pi.XVI, 14,15; Ujjain Coins pi.XXXVI, 
5* etc.; cf: pi.XXV,1 where an elephant*s head is 
visible beside the central figure of the deity; 
certain coins of Siva-datta, Ib., XLIII,4,5> of 
Muladeva, pl.XVTI,8, etc.

3. Whitehead, R.B., P H C., pi.XIII,332,333. LakgmloJso 
appears on the coins of Azes, Hagamasha, but in a 
different style.



about the first half of the first century B.C. The
Satrapal rulers, Ranjubula (4-0-20 B.C.)1 his son 

_ p
J So^Lasa also used the motif on their coins. That the 

popularity of the motif spread beyond India is apparent 
from its occurence on some coins from Ceylon.^ In 
later times, we find this motif depicted on the coins 
of Sa&aAka and of Jaya (Gupta?).^ And it occurs, though 
in a less refined form, on certain medieval northern 
coins, e.g. those of Jagadeva, the Kashmir kings of

c■the 10th and 11th A.D. and so on.

GAJALAKSMI IN BUDDHIST SCULPTURE

That the motif was adopted by rulers irrespective 
of their cult and creed, is apparent from its occurrence 
in early Buddhist reliefs, such as those at Bharhut,

* e l

1. Allan, J., CGAI, pi.XXVI, 12,13.
2. Allan, J., ibid., pi.XXVI, 16,1?.
3. Cfs Codrington, H.W. , Ceylon Coins and Currency, 

pp. 27, 30, etc.
4. Allan, J., CGC., pi.XXIII, 14-16;XXtf,6-9*
5. Smith, V., IMC., pi.XXVII,17.
6. Ibid., pi.XXVII, 9-15.



Bdjohgaya, Sanchi and also at ManmogLi, Nadsur and some 
other western caves covering the period of the second 
and first centuries B.C.

At Bharhut, we come across a few Gajalakgml repre
sentations. In one of these, the goddess is represen
ted as seated on a lotus placed on a purnakumbha, cross- 
legged with folded hands. Two elephants stand on either 
side of the goddess sprinkling her.^ Another depicts 
her in a completely different posture, standing on a

plotus, pressing her left breast with her right hand. 
(There are some other illustrations which represent her 
in the same style where only the attending elephants 
are lacking.) Another relief shows only the elephants 
with upraised trunks, but nothing remains of her figure 
in the middle.

At Nadsur^and Pitalkhora,5 situated in the Aurangabad 
district of Maharagtra, there is a total absence of 
figure sculpture except for figures of Lakgml conse
crated by a pair of elephants, placed over the doors or

1. Foucher, A., 'On the Iconography of the Buddha's 
Nativity', MASI, XLVI, pi.II,5.

2. Ib., pi.II,6.
3. Barua, B.M., Bharhut, fig.80a.
• 4-. Cambridge History of India. I, pi.XXVI, 71 •
5. Deshpande, H.N., The Rock-Cut Caves of Pitalkhora., 

Ancient India, XV., 1959 > PP* 70,80.
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pillars or by the pilasters. The composition is said 
to be "strangely bizarre and fanciful and the style is 
not of a high order and •.. should be classed among the 
later efforts of the early school and cannot be much

on the gates of the great stupa of Sancl. These mark 
a decisive turn from the trend prevalent in Bharhut,

Here we come across both the seated and the standing 
Gajalakgml figures. The eastern gate, the date of 
which can be ascribed to the second half of the first 
century B.C., has two seated Lakgmi figures on two 
sides on the upper and lower architraves situated

1. Camb.Hist.of Ind.,I, p;638. ,fl.
2. Coomaraswamy, * la Sculpture de Bodhgaya*, Ars Asiatica, 

vol. XVIII, p.91* pi.XXXIX.
3. Katanrisch, S., Ind.Sculp., p. 20.

earlier than the middle of the first century B.C."^ 
At the stone hedge of Bodhgaya, reliefs that may be
dated back to 100-50 B.C., show on the southern tract 
in jamb ten, right side, a Gajalakgml motif.

There are a number of representations of Lakgmi

but the Lakgml panel and the lotus landscape panels 
are still dominated by the conventions of Bharhut.^



diagonally. The western gate of about the same 
period depicts a standing Gajalakgml. The interior 
view of the northern gate of the stupa is also carved 
with a seated Gajalakgml figure. The southern gate 
contains the standing figure of Lakgml being conse
crated by the elephants, surrounded by plants and 
birds.^ (This association with birds is by no means 
rare in the representations of Sri. In a very beauti
ful sculpture from Mathura, where Laksmi is seen 
standing with her feet on two Kumbhas and pressing her 
right breast with her left hand, the background is

pdecorated with two long-tailed peacocks. On certain 
Gupta coins, a hagisa (swan) can sometimes be recognised 
beside the Lakgmi figure. Even during the late 
twelfth century A.D., a very interesting inscribed 
sculpture was composed at the Galpata slab where a 
double band of geese, two hundred in all, is seen moving 
from left to right. In the middle of each is a seated

1. The Age of Imp. Unity, pi.XVTII,41; for illustrations 
see Poucher, nA31., XLVT, pt.III.

2. Coomaraswamy, E A., vol. 1, fig.22.
3. Allan, J., CGC., p.150, pi.XXIV,5* cf: Bapabhatta1̂ 

Hargacarita, . which describes her vastra as 
r5.jab.agjsamithuna lakgmapl sadrSe dukule. Agrawala, V.S., 
hargacarita, efc kcUflskririka aahyayana, p.200•
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figure of Lakgmi, holding flowers, while a pair of 
elephants stands, pouring water over her from pots.)^

- T 2At one place in the stupas at Sanci, the basic conception
of the goddess is that of the classical Gajalakgml,
in which Lakgml is on a lotus with folded hands while
elephants stand on either side on lotuses springing
from the same stem. What is remarkable here is her
association with a Yakga couple standing between two
jars. At the bottom is the representation of the lotus
tree of life with two lions, two deer and the tortoise
at the base. The Yakga couple and the tortoise
possibly indicate a connection of the motif with water
cosmology. The presence of the Yakga couple may also

*symbolise fertility. On these reliefs she sometimes 
has folded hands, sometimes presses her breast, whereas 
some represent her as holding a lotus with one hand 
and the other hand resting on her knee.

However, the occurrence of this motif in Buddhist 
surroundings has led A. Foucher to identify the goddess

1. Epigraphia Zeylanica, II, p.99, pi.XX.
2. Marshall, J., Sanchi, III, LXXXIII, 4-9a.
3. JTJPHS., vol.XXI, 194-8, p.30.



represented, not with Srl-Lakgml, the Hindu goddess, 
hut with Mayi devl, the mother of the Buddha. He 
emphasises the Buddhist scripture, the Lalita Vistara, 
which states that at the time of the hirth of the 
Buddha, two nagas, Nandopananda, from the sky poured 
two streams of water, warm and cold, on the child.^ 
Nagas, being a well-known synonym for elephants, Foucher 
concludes that this scene depicts the birth of Buddha 
and thereby his first lustration. This composition, 
he thinks, makes the set of the four nativity scenes 
of Buddha, thus complete. He further adds that after

1. Lalita Vistara ed. Lefmann^ pt.l, p.83* lines 21-22:
* nanda-upanandau ca nagarajanau gaganatale1rdha Kayau 
sthitva Sita-usna-dve varidhare^bninirmitvaL bodhi 
s at t vagi snap ay ar ah sma. And Qas soon as he was born) 
the two n&ga tings, Nanda and Upananda, standing 
half embodied in the sky, created two streams of 
water, one warm and one cold, to bathe the Bodhisattva.n 
Cf: Foucher, A., 'On the Iconography of the Buddha’s
Nativity*, MASI., XLVI, p.3* f.n.2. But this is an 
isolated instance. Other texts while mentioning 
the two streams of water, completely omit the perfor
mer, yada bodhisatta matu kucchisma nikkhamati dve 
udakassa dhara antalikha patubhvanti eka sitassa eka 
unhassa: When the Bodhisattva comes out of his
mother's womb, two streams of water are_poured from 
the sky, one hot and one cold. Cf: JatakavapgLana,
Ed. Fausboll, vol.V, I, p.53* lines 6-7^ ^or other 
references see Foucher, A., 'On the Iconography of 
Buddha's Nativity, MAS!., XLVI, 1936, p.21.



the third century A.D., this motif disappeared from 
Buddhist and Jain art, and from then on invariably 
represented the Hindu goddess Sri or Lakgml, the 
goddess of wealth and abundance.^

This interpretation is not quite convincing.
One difficulty with Foucher’s theory is the dating of 
the Lalita Vistara in the early Christian era, much 
later than the Sanci and Bharhut representations, while 
there is ample material in early Hindu literature to 
prove the existence of the Sri Lakgmi cult in the pre-

pBuddhist period and even to explain the significance 
of the symbolism of the abhigeka formula.^ Moreover, 
in this composition, the symbolism of the goddess, 
that is, her being placed on a padmaplfrha, surrounded 
by lotus flowers, holding lotus blossoms in her hand, 
is preserved unaltered and is not warranted by the 
legend of the birth of the Buddha. In fact, the icono
graphy rather contradicts the legendary descriptions of

1. Foucher, A., 'On the Iconography of Buddhafs Nativity’, 
MASI. , XLVT, p . 21.

2. Cf: S.Br., XI,4,3,1 ff; Sri Sukta.
3. Cf: The Chapter on the Srisukta.



the scene, which should he represented in the mangogrove 
with Maya standing under a plakga tree, and not amongst 
the lotuses.'1'

Besides, some of the reliefs that reproduce the 
scene of the first hath of the Buddha also minimise the 
possibility of the view held hy Foucher that the elephants 
are depicted here as a synonym for naga which originally 
meant^serpents. In one of them from Sarnath, all the 
three events, i.e. Maya's dream of conception, hirth of 
the Buddha and his lustration are illustrated and in 
the last motif, the nagas are logically placed; they

I

float in the air just ahove the infant whom they hathe 
and in addition to their many headed capello, they each

phave a serpent's tail. A painted wooden cover of the
Agtasahasrika Prajnaparamita has the lustration of the
Buddha standing on the lotuses while a male from ahove

zpours water over him. He is shown as half bodied^ in

1. Plaksavrkgamupajagama; plaksaSakham gphitva;
Lalita Vistara, p783T For illustrations, cf: 
Longhurst, A.H., MASI., LIV, pl.XX,b. which illus
trates the scene of nativity and seven steps; also 
pi.XXVIII,b.; Banerji, R.D., EISMS., pi.XXV,a.

2. ASIAR., 1906-07, p.96, pi.XXVIII, 5.
3* Now in the private collection of Prof. S.K. Saraswati.
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PI. VII.

BUDDHA'S LUSTRATION (ASTASAHASRIKA PRAJNAPARAMITA)



keeping with the Lalita Vistara description 1ardhakayau1. 
In a Gandhara relief from Peshawar, we find Indra (with 
his vajra) and Brahma as bathing the infant Buddha,1

pconforming to another description of the Lalita Vistara* 
But even the Gandhara school was not entirely content 
with the Indra-Brahma motif and recognised the Nando- 
pananda incident by exhibiting them in their serpentine 
form, performing the lustre in their c o i l s " I t  is 
believed," says H. Hargreaves, "that it was only malefi^ 
nagas such as the black snakes of Rajagpha or that in
the Kasyapa's school which in this school, were represen-

? 4ted dn animal form," Hiuen Tsang's account of this
everBfc is even more illuminating as he says: "Moreover
two tdragons sprang forth,, and fixed in the air, poured 
down the one a cold, and the other a warm water stream 
from his mouth to wash the p r i n c e . Lastly, it is to

1. Grunwedell, A., Budh.Art ̂ in Indi a, p.140, fig.92.
Some more reliefs of similar nature have been depicted 
in Gandhara art* Foucher, AGBG., I, p.301, fig.152.

1 -v Also cf: Ingt'olt, Harold, Gandharan Art in Pakistan,
p.103* 7

2. Lalita Vistara, p.84, lines 1-2.
3* Hargreaves, H., *Three unidentified Graeco-Buddhist 

Reliefs', ASIAR., 1924-25, P*152, pi.XXXIX,e.
4. Ib., p.152.
5* Beal, S., Buddhist Records, II, p.24.
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be noted that the use of the word naga to convey the 
sense of an elephant is rather late and Nandopananda 
(explicitly described in the Buddhist literature as the 
Kings [i.e. Nanda and Upananda] of the nagas who had 
their abodes in the Patala region)^" is, in another 
legend, a particular naga king who coiled round Sineru 
to refrain the Buddha from reaching his destination,
but was defeated and became an adherent follower of the

2Buddha.
Thus, all the emphasis is on its serpentine form 

and neither the sculptor nor the artist was inclined to 
follow the Lalita Vistara description, the way it has been 
interpreted by Foucher. Even in Java, where the whole 
Buddhist art is based on the literary excellence of the 
Lalita Vistara,̂  no such motif occurs. Thus there is 
very little possibility in recognising an elephant 
symbolism in the term naga and it is hardly believable 
that all these images were executed, being based on a 
solitary evidence of the Lalita Vistara. Even less 
comprehensible is how could it have such a wide distribution

1. Divyavadana, Ed. Cowell & Neill, p.595*
2. Thag.A., I, 188f•, Jataka, Ed. V. Fausholl, V^n.126.3. Of: Kron, N.J., Tb& Life of Buddha on the Stupa of

Borobudur According to the Lalita Vistara text.



when the origin exists in the misinterpretation of a
term, a rather unlikely event in an iconographic sphere.

Moreover, SrI-Lakgmi was a popular figure with
the Buddhists as is apparent from the occurrence of her

1name in the Milinda Panhu where she has a cult of her
own. The figure of Sirimadevata (the goddess mother
Srl) where she is represented without her attributes
or environment, but only holds in her upraised right
hand a lotus bud, also suggests Lakgmlfs inclusion
within the Buddhist pantheon. That Siri is none but
Lakgml is evident from the Sirikalakappi Jataka where she

2says ’I am Siri (beauty). I am Lakkhi (fortune).1
-  5In the Maitribala Jataka^ we find her in the usual 

association with the lotus: 'Srl disdaining the lotus
pond (her natural home) loves to reside with you.1

_ 4- -  .The Dhammapada Attakatha refers to her as 'rajjn 
siridayika devata* the deity of royal fortune. In 
some Buddhist texts, she is described as Devakumarika

1. Milinda Panhu, IV,4,6.
2. Sirikalakappi Jataka,111392̂ 257-$4.
3. Jatakamala  ̂ SZ2T, Verse 49.
4. Dhammapada Attakatha, II, 17*



and is associated with the northern and southern 
quarters

In this context, we may refer to some icons which 
also admit of her inclusion within the Buddhist 
pantheon. A peculiar Gajalaksmi image was found 
along with Haritl in a Buddhist vihara in KauSambi, 
and can be dated back to the first century A.D. It 
is about 2^ feet in height, possibly the largest image
of Lakgml found in this area, and was established in a1
temple which was inside a Buddhist vihara and this t1 •
suggests that her worship was in vogue in that period 
along with Haritl amongst the Buddhists. It also 
supports the Milinda P an h a evidence that Sri had a cult 
of her own. In this image, she holds a lotus with one 
hand, the other hand being in Abhaya Mudra. But what
is peculiar is that two elephants stand right on her

2crown and sprinkle water on her person. Another image 
from the Vihara of Bhaja depicts Sri-Lakgmi in the

- 5 4midst of ibur upasakas. (Could they be identified with

1

1. Cf: Barua and Sinha, Bharhut Inscriptions, p. 274-.
2. Govindachandra, ^The Parure of the Buddhist goddesses 

of KauSambi1, Hanjari, May, 1956, p.19* pi.II.

5. Coomaraswamy, HIIA., p.29.
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the four pgis mentioned in the Srlsukta?) But the 
conclusive evidence is supplied by a votive tablet, a 
Buddhist one, which exhibits a Lakgml murti; a stupa 
and a six petalled flower are also shown beside the 
central image of the goddess.1

GAJALAKSMI AS A YAK£I£jI

The other figures that occur in these Sanchi 
reliefs are mostly Yak^as and Yak^ipls and the icono
graphic types of the Yak^ipls and Devatas seem to have 
had a great role in determining the early types of
Sri-Lakgmi. This finds expression in a reverse order

- 2in the Matsya Purana which states after a description 
of the Lakgml image, that the image of a Yakgipl should 
be made similarly and be placed close to Laksmi 
Devi. Coomaraswamy classifies Laksmi as belonging to 
the Yakgipl class and identifies some female figures with

1. Smith, 'The Buddhist Monastery at Sohnag in the 
Gorakhpur distruct1, JRAS., 1900, p«433, pl.V. _In 
Sahri Bahlol (Peshawar), where some Buddhist Viharas 
have been converted into Hindu temples, amidst the 
fragments of small divine figures, one is manifestly 
a Lakgml image. ASIAR., 1911-12, pp. 116-17*

2. Mat.Pur., CCLXI, 40-47*



Lakgml in her Yakgl aspect,1 A relief, found in a 
medallion in Sand, shows a female figure on a lotus, 
a lotus in her hand and an attendant bringing food

pand drink. This figure recalls the Srl (bringing 
food and drink) of the Taittirlya Upapigad  ̂and may be 
said to be the Sri-Yakgl concept since Yakgas are often 
associated with the bearing of food. There are 
several other images where the lady herself carries 
food and drink and so may be said to be the figure of
A *»■ T- 4*Sri or rather of a Yakgipi, the attendant. In a 
sculpture (of about the beginning of the second century
A.D.) from Amaravati, a floral garland, which is usually 
supported by Yakgas, is held by a female, sitting on 
the raised pericarp of a lotus and leaning backward to 
exert considerable force in pulling out the garland from 
the mouth of the makara. Above it there are numerous 
lotus sprays designating a watery environment, and hence

l ? 4

1. Coomaraswamy, E A., vol.I, p.182.
2. Ib., fig.16.
5. Taitt.Up., 1,4- where Srl is asked to bring garments, 

cows, food and drink.
4-. Coomaraswamy, EA., vol.l, fig.28; fig.B^ O.C. 

Ganguly, 'A XugSina caryatide from Mathura1, Rupam, 
XXXI, 1927, pp. 73-74.



the figure has been identified as the Yakgip.1 concept 
of Sri.1

Even in later times, on certain Gupta seals from
Basarh and Bhilai, the goddess is found in association
with the Yakgas. She is attended by dwarf Yakgas
standing beside jars of money or pouring out a stream
of wealth from similar jars held in their hands, thereby

oemphasising her wealth-giving aspect.
On one of the Gupta seals of the Kumaramatya- 

dhikarau-a from Basar^L,^ Lakgml stands in a grove of 
trees with elephants pouring water over her; beside 
her there are two dwarfish figures holding objects like 
money bags. On some seals she holds a six-petalled 
lotus.^ Another seal belonging to the Srl-yuvaraja
bhattaraka-padlya-kumaramatyadhikaraflLa has the Gajalakgml

3anerjea, PHI., p.374-* pi.VIII, fig.6.
2. For references, cf: EA., vol.I, p.185* Here we may 

refer to some Gupta coins (Allan, CGC., pi.XIV,10,11) 
and seals (ASIAR., 1911-12, pl.XiX, 3$; Handbook to 
the centenary exhibition, Archaeological Survey of 
fndia, Pec. 1961, pi.XIV, 9) where the goddess herself 
is depicted as showering coins.

3. Bloch, T., 'Excavations at BasartL1 , ASIAR., 1903-04-, 
p. 1 0 7* seal no.4-.

4-. Ib., No.5.



motif with the male figures kneeling on either side
throwing coins from the bags.̂ " Thus she appears on

2many other official seals invariably accompanied by 
Yakgas on either side pouring out money from their 
purses•

On one Bhilai seal, Lakgmi is depicted as padmahasta,
while two yakgas on either side sit with folded hands 

*on a lotus.
Some other seals which bear explicit marks of her 

association with Vigpu still retain some traces of her
lLconnection with Kubera^the King of the Yakgas. There 

are no yakgas on these seals, but the money bags on 
both sides pour out coins themselves.^ In fact, being 
the goddess of wealth, this association of Lakgmi with 
the Yakgas is quite understandable. There is ample 
material in literature as well as in iconography to

1. Ib., No.6.
2. Ib., pp. 107-9*
3* Ib., No.35* In this context we may refer to an 

early Gajalaksmi representation carved on a torap.a, 
recovered from £au£amti. The toraya, which possibly 
belonged to a temple, shows, in addition to a large 
elephant and bull and a makara, a Yakga figure 
sculpted along with the Sajalaksmi motif. Cf:
Kala, S.C., Sculptures in the Allahabad Museum, 
pl.XVTa.

4-. Cf: Lakgmi and Kubera in the Chapter on the Srlsukta.
5* ASIAR., pi.XIX, 4-2.



indicate such a connection*^ Even in Japanese mythology, 
Kudoko = Kichijoto = Lak§ml = Sri is the daughter of

__ p

Harlti, wife of Vai&ravana Kubera, which shows that 
in developed mythology, Srl, as the goddess of wealth, 
took the position of Kubera1s daughter. This also 
reminds one of her association with Nala-Kubera, son of 
Kubera, in the Mahabharata * ̂

GAJALAKSMl IN JAINISM

Worship of Sri-Lak§mi occupies an important place
— halso amongst the Jainas. In the Kalpasutra, when the 

embryo of Mahavlra has already passed from the womb of 
Brahmapi Devananda to that of Kgatiyani Tri&ala, the 
abhiseya of Siri was one of her fourteen auspicious 
dreams, foretelling the birth of Mahavira* There is a 
detailed description, probably the oldest extant Jain

1. Banerjea, J.N., PHI*, p.3̂ -7 > pi.VII, fig.6.
2. EA., Vol.l, P*175;t c^: other places she is

equated with Hantl.
3. ^ada bhagavatl ca &rlstathaiva nalakubarah.1 , Mbh., 

ll, 1 0,1 9 ; This also reminds one of RambhsL as 
Nalakubera's wife who was ravished by Havana.
Cf: Mbh., 111,280,60.

4. Paryugapa-Kalp a, 36.



uidentification of Gajalakgml, beginning with padma-ddaha
kamaldvaslnim sirim-bhaga--vaim--picchai-himavanta-sela--
sihare-disa-ga ipdoru plyara karabhi siccamanim ^'Goddess
of famous beauty, Siri, on the top of mount Himavant,
reposing on a lotus in the lotus lake, anointed with
water from the strong and large trunks of the guardian 

1
elephants'*, etc., and then a long description of her 
physical charms. But the mention of a garland made 
of dlnaras (Latin 1 denarius) has led some to ascribe

pthis part of the composition to a later date. (In 
the Bhagavatisutra, the same dream, as one of the dreams 
of Dhari^I, is designated simply as abhiseya.^) A 
Ga.ialakgrnl image ascribable to about the 1st century
B.C., in keeping with the Jaina story of Trisala, has
been found on the doorway of the Jain cave of Ananta

-  4Gumpha•

1. SBE., XXII, p.132.
2. Ib.A, p.233» n.
3* Fn-ni^t»jgAntagada da sap , p.24._ Cf:. Gajalakgml motif 

in the Jain Manuscript Upadejamala (Shah, U.P.,
Studies in Jaina Art, pi.XXVI, 70) where she holds
amrtaghi 
other h<

a?a and rasary in two of her hands and two
other hands hold lotuses. The Jains believe the 
Puryakala&a *Punnakalasa* just to be another represen
tation of Sri and to emphasise an impression of an 
image, draws two eyes on it. Coomaraswamy, !The 
conquerors life in Jaina Painting*, JISOA., Vol.Ill, 
no.2, 1935i p.136. Lakgml*s relation with the Jains 
is well attested by an inscription, cf: ASIAR, 1905-06,pJ21

4. Camb.Hist.of Ind., p.640, pi.XXVII, 75.
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GAJALAKgMl IN BUDDHISM : CONCLUSIONS

From these descriptions it is rather unlikely that 
the early Gajalakgml composition was originally a 
representation of Maya devl; for in that case, it 
would have remained so in the Jain Scriptures, instead 
of being mentioned as Srl, as it is.

Apart from that, the question remains as to how 
the Mahabharata could have painted the birth scene of 
its popular Brahmanic deity in a way that actually 
represented the mother of the BuddhaI The Mahabharata 
has only described the scene but in the Ramayaga,1 
the Pugpaka ratha is engraved with the Lakgml figure 
on a lotus with a lotus in her hand, attended by ele
phants, which pre-supposes its antiquity. Although 
possible, it is rather unlikely that these two great 
epics would borrow a contemporary Buddhist composition 
to represent the icon of the consort of their supreme 
god NaraysLga.

In addition, it would seem rather strange that a 
Buddhist composition should have been absorbed into the

1. Ram., V±7»l^»: niyujyamanaSca gajafr suhastafr
sake'saralcotpalapatrahastib- / babhuva he vie a 
kp-basubasta lakgmlstathapadmini padmabastSL.



Hindu pantheon simultaneously vanishing from its own 
sect. How could the figure become solely Hindu despite 
its being originally a Buddhist one?

Thus Zimmer writes that Foucher*s interpretation 
can only be accepted with the understanding that in 
this case, for some reason or other, the craftsmen did 
not take the trouble to alter in any way the details 
of the Hindu formula in order to relate it to a 
Buddhist legend. A contemporary looking upon it would 
have been reminded not of the nativity of the Buddha 
but of Srl-Lak^ml, particularly when the whole Stupa 
is alive with the figures of other popular divinities 
representing the vital forces of the earth, Yak§as,
Nagas and Vpk§adevatas. There is certainly no necessity 
(hardly any possibility) to read into the figure of the 
Lotus goddess, a new Buddhist formula.1

Moreover, if a nativity formula had been represented 
in early Indian art, it would probably have survived 
at Amaravatl where every one of the old aniconic formulae 
persists side by side with the representation of the 
Buddha in ideal human forms. But it is conspicuously

1. Zimmer, H., AIA., p.187*



absent at Amaravatl and also in the related early 
Buddhist art of Ceylon.1

Due to these considerations, there seems to be no 
real basis for this identification with Maya-Devl. 
Moreover, no other nativity symbol can be recognised 
in this scene, and the conception of Buddha is better 
represented by Maya's dream of the white elephant which 
appears elsewhere at Bharhut, making the set of four

pmiracles thus complete.
J. Marshall, in his monumental work on Sanci^

reconciles the differences by stating that
"Some of the Maya figures on 
gateways and balustrades are 
identical with the familiar 
type of Sri Lak§ml standing or

* 8 ]

1. Coomaraswamy, EA., vol.l, p.187. Furthermore, it is 
to be noted that the particular motif was not sculpted 
only in a Buddhist surrounding at that time, but
also in association with other Hindu divinities.
One such representation is found on a beautiful red 
sandstpne pillar with an inscription which can be 
dated back to the first century B.C. The .upper 
sectioh has an image of Surya along with three 
females (possibly his three wives) and the lower 
division contains a Gajalakgml figure. Vats,
Madho Sarup., 'Lala khagat', ASIAR., 1929-30,
pp. 132-1 3 3, pi.XXXI,g.

2. Coomaraswamy, EA., vol.l, p.187.
3. Marshall, J., SanchI, p.96, f.n.l.
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seated on a lotus,^ which the 
Buddhists evidently appropriated, 
along with so many other formulae 
and motifs, from the current art 
of the period, since it can hardly 
be doubted that the Sri Lakgmi 
type goes back to a more remote 
age than Buddhism,"

According to Chintamoni Kar, it is "the figure of
Sri or Lakgmi, the pre-Buddhist mother Goddess (which
was later adopted to assume the role of Maya devl)

pwhich is represented on the architraves.11 He further 
adds that

"though it is predominantly Buddhist,
Mauryan art is influenced by old 
Brahmanical and west Asian motifs.
Images connected with nature worship 
were very common in the period.
The cult of the Mother Goddess existed 
even before the Vedas; it is the giver 
of fertility and_fortune that is repre
sented by the Brahmanical image of 
Lak§ml or Srl or Sirima devata." 3

* 8 2

1. It^is interesting to note in this connection that in 
Sanchi, some female figures are depicted in exactly 
the same manner as those of the GajalaksmI images 
except for the elephants and thus resemble the padmasana 
(MASI. XLV, pi.Ill,11) and Kamala visini (Ib., 7^ 
infrapp.23^--233) Lakgml-murtisI If the Gajalaksmi 
image is originally a Maya figure because of tne 
attending elephants, how could we account for these 
figures?

2. Kar. Chintamoni, Classical Indian Sculpture, p.3*
3. Ib., p . 5.



LATER DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAJALAKSMI IMAGE

During the Gupta age, Srl-Lak§ml attained her full-
fledged form. Though she then became primarily
associated with Vi§p.u, individual figures of Srl-
Lakgml are not very rare. Several Gupta seals bear
the Gajalakgml figure, some with Yakgas, as has already
been mentioned.1

With the passage of time, the motif became more
and more refined but with various changes. Thus,
during the seventh century A.D., a beautiful specimen
of the Gajalaksmi composition was produced by the Pallava
artists at Mahabalipuram (Mamallapuram) in the Varaha 

2cave. Here the goddess, instead of being surrounded 
by lotuses, is flanked by four female attendants, two 
on the immediate right and left lifting up pots received 
by two majestic elephants and poured over the goddess.
The second attendant to the left holds a conch and the 
corresponding one on the right holds a cup-like vessel

1. Supra, pp• 175-76.
2. Rao, T.A.G., EHI., vol.II, pl.CIX.



which, according to Sivaramamurti was “possibly meant
to hold sandal paste, turmeric powder or some toilet
requisite intended for the Goddess’1.1 The elephants
are not represented in full, possibly in order to make
it symmetrical. The central figure of the goddess
seems to hold lotus flowers in two of her hands.

C. Sivaramamurti finds in this sculpture a perfect
reproduction of Samanya Lakgml mentioned in the Manasara
where the goddess is to have two hands and two eyes,
holding red lotuses, and adorned with various jewels,
two elephants performing the lustre over her,

samanyam laksmim. kuryad dvibhujam ca dvinetrakam 
raktapadmodhytau hastau sarvabharanabhugixwji 

... airavatadvayam caiva kuryadaradhayetsudhifr.
The VigflLudharmottara Purana states that the Lakgmi 

murti, when it is not with Vig$u, should have four hands, 
be seated in the same posture as Vinayaka on a full
blown lotus of eight petals, and should hold in the 
right hand a stalk that reaches her shoulder, and in the

1. Sivaramamurti, C., South Indian Images, pp. 188-89.
2. Acharya, P.K., Manasara on Architecture and Sculpture, 

P*357* 30-31. Cf: Some Gajalakgm" representations 
on the bas-reliefs of Badami where the two hands of 
Lakgmi either rest on her knees or carry a bilva
and a lotus. MASI., XXV, pl.X,c; V,a.



left a pitcher of amyta; two other hands should hold 
the Sapkha (first time mentioned in connection with 
Lakgml) and bilva, while two elephants behind her should 
pour water over her. The text also adds that these 
two elephants are actually two nidhis, Sapkha and Padma, 
of which Lakgml is the presiding deity, fhastidvayam 
vijanihi Sailkha padma-vubhau nidhi1

Here, we may refer to a Gajalakgml image at 
Ellora in the Kailasanatha temple, which is mentioned

— — — pby a Ragtrakuta inscription as Jalakrlfla. The goddess 
bathed by elephants is seated on a lotus in the lotus
pond; all four hands are broken off. The first thing
that attracts the attention is the presence of two large 
nagas under the lotus seat, holding two full vessels

1. Visdh.P., 111,82,10; There is a full account in the 
Hark>Pr~(Ch.LXVTII) of the agtanidhis of which Lakgml 
is the presiding deity and in this context, a 
Gagalakgml image may be mentioned where SaAkha and 
padma are depicted in their personified forms on either 
side of Lakgml. Sharma, B.N., ’Unpublished Pala 
and Sena Sculptures in the National Museum, New Delhi1, 
East and West, XIX, Nos.3-4, Sep.-Dec., 1969, fig.l. 
THat Safdcha and padma were considered to be auspicious 
and so were placed at the doorsteps finds an echo in 
Kalidasa, dvaropante likhitavapugau ^ahkha padmau.
Megh., ii,2o.

2. Coomaraswamy, EA., vol.l, p.182.



while another one seems to support the lotus on which 
the goddess rests her feet. There is a conch shell 
amorfg the lotuses under the seat, indicating her 
association with water and aquatic objects. Two i*our- 
armed male attendants stand beside her, one holding a 
ghata, and the other one a bilva f r u i t ( A l t h o u g h  the 
hands are broken, the required objects, viz, sankha, 
bilva, ghata, etc, can still be found in the surrounding.)

Another illustration on the sides of the Dafeavatara 
cave shows four elephants, two performing the lustre 
while two others beneath them seem to be playing with

ojars or waiting for their turn to sprinkle the goddess.
- 3The Tantrasara  ̂describes the goddess being bathed by 

four elephants, rivalling the lustre of molten gold, 
holding two lotuses in two hands while the other two

i \make tha~gestures of abhaya and varada. ^

An image from Indore, represented in Moor's Hindu 
Pantheon, plate 30, can be identified as a four-armed

1. Rao, EHI., vol.I, pl.CX; Banerjea, PHI., p.375*
2. Burgess, 'Elura Cave Temple1, ASWI, vol.V, 1883* 

pl.XLII,
3. Avalon, A., Hymns to the Goddess , pp. 35-54-*
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image of Lakgmi with elephant attendants; her two 
upper hands hold two lotus flowers while the lower two 
are in varada mudra. Two servants wave oaurls, which 
seem to follow the Silpa§astra description 1camarair 
vijyamanagi ca bhid.ngarasalilotkaraifr1•

A beautiful specimen from Khiching (Mayurbhanj) 
shows the goddess inside a decorated square, sitting 
in a lalitakgepa pose on a ViSvapadma, with her right 
hand in the varada-mudra, her left hand holding a lotus 
flower while two elephants standing on two respective 
lotus flowers anoint her with water.^

pA relief near the doorway of temple No. 9 at Aihole 
illustrates an image of unique interest. On the lintel 
there is a normal abhigeka scene, but at the base of 
each jamb is a full vessel with a seated Yakga on one 
side, and on the other an elephant grasping the protruding 
lotus foliage with its trunk. This association with
the Yakgas recalls another image which shows a

-«• 3Gajalakgmi image beside Kubera, the King of the Yakgas.
In the ruins of the ChedI country belonging to the

1. Banerjea, PHI., pi.XVIII, fig.2.
2. Cousens, H., Calukyan Architecture, pi.XIV.
3. Barrett, Douglas, 'Hemavafi1, The Heritage of Indian 

Art, II, 1958, pi.XX.



tenth century A.D. has been found a Gajalakgml figure 
where the goddess with her four hands holds two lotuses 
in two of her hands, one holding the conch and one in 
abhaya pose.^

An interesting image in the collection of the
— pBaiiglya Sahitya pari gad has four hands, holding a rosary

and an arrow (or club?) in her right hands and a lotus
with stalk and a book (this recalls her brahmaSrT aspect)
in the left ones, being seated on a lotus and bathed by
two elephants standing on her either side. Beside the
book, a .varaha on the lotus where her right foot rests,
is noticeable. Some of these attributes are to be found
in the description given in the Bphat Samhita:

Karya caturbhuja ya vamakarabhyam sapustakam kamalam 
dvabhyam dakgipe par&ve varam arthigvakgasutranca 
vamegvagtabhujayah kamapdalum cap am ambutjam jsastram 
varafeara darpapa yuktab savya bhujah sakgasutraSca.̂

1. Banerji, R.D., ’The Haihayas of Tripuri and their monu
ments', HAST., XXIII, p.53.

2. Round in the Bogra district, Banerjee, EISMS.,
pi. LXII,a. This book is possibly a later develop- 
ment v/ith the understanding that wisdom is a require
ment to acquire Lakgml (riches), as is reflected in 
the Buddhist literature where_Sri is both pupya and 
prajna, Csiri pi punnap pi pannap pi, Jat., vol. Iv, 
pp. 281-82) and sne is also called bhuri panna.
Ib., vol. Ill, p.262.

3. By.Samh., LVTII, 38-39.



Here we can refer to another four handed Gajalakgml 
figure which is sculpted on the door frame of the 
Siddha Vinayaka temple, holding a pomegranate, a book 
and a lotus flower in three hands, the fourth one being 
in the varada mudra.1

2 3C. Sivaramamurti and, following him, Banerjea
have called attention to one bronze and two stone sculp
tures, all in the collection of the Madras Museum*
The stone ones are from Kaveripakkam (N. Arcot district, 
Madras) and the bronze was unearthed from the village 
of Enadi (Arantangi Taluq, Tanjore district, Madras).

lLAs these scholars have pointed out, the first of the 
two stone figures and the bronze^ are really the symbol- 
cum-image of Sri-Lakgml, as the outline of the auspicious 
symbol called Srivatsa can be distinctly recognised in 
them; the curled ends of the symbol simulate the arms 
and legs of Lakgml in both figures, and in the first

1. Kalekar, Narayana Dattatreya, *Kashi kl pracina 
devamurtiya fSri Lakgmi1, Aaj *, 26th Oct., 1957* 
p.5* col.3.

2. Sivaramamurti, C., ‘Goddess Lakgmi and her Symbols1, 
JUPHS., XIV, part 1, July 194-1, pp. 21-24.

3* Banerjea, PHI., p.376.
4. Ib., pi.XIX, 1.
5. Ib., 3.



figure, the bathing elephants, the lighted lamps, the 
£a&kha and Padma nidhis can be faintly recognised. If 
the third figure^ is compared with these two, it is 
^asdlnating to see how the symbol-cum-image might have 
developed into a fully-fledged image of Gajalaksmi, with 
her hands holding Saftkha and Padma. These three sculp
tures, belonging to the early medieval period, demon
strate in a most interesting way how close the relation 
was between the aniconic symbol and the icon itself,
and how, at least in this case, the latter might have

2evolved from the former.
Lastly, it would suffice by stating that in many 

temples, of Orissa in particular, this Gajalakgml motif 
is carved in the centre of the architrave over the 
doorway of the principal structure, whatever might 
‘have been the cult affiliation of the shrines.^ (Hence

1 .  Banerjea, PHI. , p i . XIX,2.

2. Ib., p.376.
3. Ib., p.375* Cf: Gajalaksmi on a Surya temple, Bhandarkar, D.R., 1 fflie temple of Narasiijihanatha1 , 

ASIAR., 1904-05, pp. 121-22 also p.123; ASIAR., 1922-23, P*43; Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of India, p.71, pl*l; Burgess, fElura Cave Temples1, A3v/I ., T, pi.XXV, 1, etc.; it was also used on the seals of the somavâ i&Is, although they were Saivas like that of the Sarabhapurlyas and the Kalacuris. Imperial Kannuj, p.145.
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the principal doorway of Orissan temples is known as 
Lakgmldvara.) On certain dedicatory blocks, Gape&a
is depicted above the door. This does not, of course, 
imply that the shrine is built for Saiva worship any 
more than Gajalakgml over the door lintels indicates 
Vaigpava worship. Both are used as favourite deities 
in the north and south respectively, even the Jainas 
having used Gajalakgml upon the outer doors of their 
temples. It is doubtful though, whether GapeSa would 
have ever surmounted a Vaigpava temple.

AFFINITIES WITH DURGA

A remarkable representation of the Gajalakgml 
motif was found on a pillar of Bilsad, which can be 
dated 415-16 A.D. The usual motif is reproduced here
i.e. a pair of elephants performing the lustre over the 
central figure of the goddess of fortune - but the 
feature which is of unique interest is that the goddess 
is seated on the back of a lion,^ thus recalling the 
image of Sigthavahinl Durga. To this might be added

1. Cunningham, ASIR., vol.XI, pi.VI.
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another reproduction from Kashmir, now in the
collection of the British Museum and still unnoticed by
scholars* It shows a female figure sitting on the back
of a lion, holding a lotus with upraised right hand,
left hand rests on her knee, two kneeling figures are
depicted on her either side* Because parts of the
image are broken, only two upturned vessels pouring
lustre over her are noticeable and thus supplies us
with another Gajalakgmi motif with a lion vahana*1

These unusual representations may be explained by
—  2the Vignudharmottara Purana which states that Lakgmi

should have the sighasana as her seat,
Suklamvara devi rupepa pratima bhuvi
ppthak caturbhuja karya devi sigihasane Subhe
avarjita ghatam karyam tatppgfrhe kunjaradvayam
The fifth adhyaya of the RupamacLdapa gives a

similar description, viz.
agtapatrambujosyordhve lakgmi sighasane Subhe 
vinayakavadasina sarvabharaga, bhugiti

although it does not mention the presence of the elephants*
Here the word Si^hasana could have meant simply the

1. British Mus., Brooke Sewell Fund, 1966, 10-12, 3«
2. Vigdh.P., III,82,38t7.
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s.?
throne although it is rather unlikely in an iconographic 
injunction. But as the lion has been found to consti
tute the seat of the goddess in this image, which 
answers to the Viggudharmottara Purana description quite 
reasonably, there is no reason why it should not be 
taken in its original literal sense.

To corroborate this hypothesis, we can cite the 
Matsya|>uraua verse which evidently attaches the lion 
to the lotus seat of the goddess when it says:

padmasanopavigta tu padmasimhasanasthita 
karibhyam snapyamana1sau bhp&garabhyam aneka£afr 
prakgalayantau karigau bhpngarabhyam tatha'parau^

D. Shukla thinks that this Bilsad image repre
sents SaivI Lakgml who is completely different from her

oVaiggavl aspect."" It can rather be said that in this 
image there is a fusion of the two eminent Saktis,
Lakgml and Durga. And as this example proves, there 
seems to have been no rigid rule for identifying a female 
figure with Durga just because of the presence of a

Zlion's head, beside her. (One such controversial figure

1. Mat.P., CCLXI, 46.
Canorjs Of

2. Shukla, . D., . Hindu/Iconography and Painting,
p. 311.

3. Whitehead, R.B., PMC., pi.XII, 308.



appears on Azes's coins, a standing female figure with 
a lotus in one hand and the other on her hip.)

This unique representation also solves certain 
other problems with regard to the identification of a 
few female figures occurring on the reverse of some 
Gupta coins. The standard type coins of Samudra Gupta, 
supposed to be the earliest of the Gupta coins, have 
on the reverse a female figure, sitting on a throne, 
with a cornucopia and a noose in her hands.^ She 
has quite reasonably been identified with Sri-Lakgmit 
consort of Viggu Narayana of the parama bhagavata 
Guptas. "In fact, [Lakgmi] became the symbol of the

pvast wealth amassed by the people of the Gupta period."
The same type of female figure appears on the 

reverse of the Candra Gupta-Kumaradevi coins. There 
the goddess holds similar objects in her hands, but a 
lion seems to constitute her seat,^ thereby inspiring 
the controversy as to whether it represents Durga or 
Lakgmi. Allan tries to compromise by stating it to be

e

1. Allan, J., CGC., pi.I; II, 1-5,

2. Cf: Allan, CGC., Introd., p.lxxiii.
3. Ib., pi.Ill, 1-1 5 .
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a Lakgmi-Ambika (another name for Durga) image.^
This view does not appear unreasonable in view of the 
fact that the deity still holds the cornucopia, an 
attribute of the goddess of fortune, while she sits upon 
the lion of Durga.

This cornucopia seems to be an Indian modifi
cation of the Graeco-Roman cornucopia or horn of plenty, 
from which exudes all the produce of the earth which 
makes for the sustenance and welfare of people. 
Cornucopia, a horn filled with fruits and flowers, is 
the symbol of peace and prosperity, disposer of riches, 
provider of increase. The idea possibly originated in 
the practice of using the horns of oxen and goats as
drinking cups, hence the rhyton (drinking horn) is often

2confounded with cornucopia.
The Greek mythology, which alludes to this myth, 

varies. One version says that Amalthea (the name is 
sometimes given to a nymph), daughter of the Cretan 
king Melisseus, rears up Zeus, on the milk of a goat and

1. Allan, J., CGC*, Introd. p.xci.
2. Deremberg and Saglio's 1Dictionnaire des Antiquit&s1, 

Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 11th ed., vol.VII, p.179*



her sister Melissa offers him honey. Then Zeus, out 
of gratitude, gave her the horn of the goat with the 
promise that she shall always find in it whatever she 
wishes.1 Elsewhere, Amalthea herself is the goat 
(and Melissa is a bee) and after her death, Zeus 
honoured her by making one of her horns a wonder, who
ever had it, might immediately have anything he wished

pto drink or eat. This accounts for the attachment 
of the cornucopia to the goddesses of fortune, as, like 
them, it yields abundance whenever asked. Thus it is 
found in the hands of Fortuna on Roman coins,^ of

ZlTyche on Greek coins and becomes an indispensable 
attribute of the Iranian goddess of fortune Ardoxsho

1. Seyffert, Oskar, A dictionary of Antiquities, pp.24-25•
2. Jobes, Dictionary of Mythology, Folklore and Symbol, 

p.79* tt reminds one of Indian Klalpavrksa (tne wish- 
yielding tree). A coin of the Yaudneya king 
Brahmajpya Deva has on its reverse a Laksmi image and
a Kalpavjk§a on her left. Smith, IMC., p.181,
p i ." i n  , 15 .

3. Originally a nature goddess who shaped the harvest
and destinies of women in childbirth. Jobes, op.cit., 
p. 96.

4. Cf: On a coin with Aphrodite on the obverse, two
comucopiae appear on the reverse. Camb.Anc.Hist., 
vol. VIII, plate on the cover.



on Indian coins at about the beginning of the Christian
era. Ardoxsho, although her name has been the subject
of great controversy among philologists,^ can safely be
defined as a feminine embodiment of the principle of
abundance and prosperity, and seems to perform the
functions which were close to those of Greek Tyche,
Roman Fortuna and Indian Sri-Lakgml. She brings all
kinds of desirable things: jewelled furniture, beautiful
women, offspring, chariots, sturdy camels, hoards of

pgold and silver and victory, thus recalling the image 
of Sri-Lakgml (as has been pictured in the SrT-Sukta 
and the Taittiriya Upanigad),^ the goddess who has 
already appeared on the Saka coins and whose functions 
were appropriated by Iranian deities on Kugana coins.
In the later literature, Ardoxsho is equated with the 
resplendent glory of the Kayan kings (i.e. Kavaem Khvareno) 
and in Zoroastrian Sanskrit literature, the term 
Khvareno is translated by both the names Lak§mi and Sri,

1. Cf: Rosenfield, John M., Dynastic Art of the
Kushanas, pp. 74— 75*

2. A£i Ya&t., XVII; Trams. SEE., vol.XXIII, p. 4-1 ff. 
3 . Taitt.Up., 1,4.



in the sense of the abundance of the regime.^"
Ardoxsho does not appear on the early Ku^ana

9coins issued by Kani^ka, Huvi§ka and but
becomes a constant element on later Ku§ana coins minted 
south of the Hindukush. She is represented here as 
seated on a high-backed throne, dressed in flowing 
robes, holding a cornucopia with sheaves of grain emerging

pfrom the mouth. This type may be traced back to the 
Roman Solidi with a seated figure of Abundantia^ and

1. Bailey, H.V., Zoroastrian Problems, p.l3« Cf: The 
glory of the Kayans Oft. XIX.\ which descends from 
heaven and accompanies the faithful rulers and 
champions of the religions successively. Dlnkard, 
Book IX,22,7; SEE., XXXVII, P.227, n.l. EveH 
mythologically she resembles Sri. She is, in Iranian 
mythology, the emanation or divine essence of kings. 
When Yima speaks falsely, she forsakes him and 
passes on to Mitra, Thraetaona and Karesaspa and 
finally seeks shelter in the world ocean. She 
attaches herself to monarchs as long as they are 
worthy representatives of divine power. Jobes, 
op.cit., p.926.

2. Rosenfield, John M., op.cit., Coin Nos. 237-24-1.
3. Allan, CGO., Introd. p.IXX; Cf: pi.V, 1-8
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more recent prototypes were the standing or enthroned
Tyche and Demeter1 used by the Indo-Greek and Saka
predecessors of the Kuganas, but the seated style
alone persisted into Gupta coinage, converted into an
emblem of Lakgml. The Archer and the Standard type
coins of Samudra Gupta, as well as the Archer type of

2Chandra Gupta,1- reveal the fact that on all these coins
the Lakgml image is just a replica of the Ardoxsho type
of the Kugana coins. But gradually the cornucopia
disappears and she seems to hold a lotus instead.^
This has led J. Allan to conclude that the significance
of cornucopia was unintelligible to the Hindus and that
its resemblance to a flower leads them to replace it
by a lotus. But its contradiction lies in the fact
that already in the Ramayapa the bovine horn (pgabha
Spfiga) has been regarded as a symbol of auspiciousness 

13and plenty, (a palaeolithic art relief has a woman

1. Whitehead, R.B., PMC., pi.XI,217; XII,218;Rosenfield, op.cit., Coin No. 279*
2. Allan, CGC., pi.I, 1-17; 11,1-5; IV,1-7; VI,1-6, etc.
3. Ib., pi.IX, 1,2,5,7,8,9,12,13.
4. Ib., Introd., p.LXXII.
5. Ram., IV,26,33-4, SubhairvrgabhaSrfLgaiSca.



holding a bison horn in her right hand^ which might be 
contended to be a prototype of late cornucopia concept). 
There is a representation of a bearer of cornucopia 
at Amaravatl of about second century A.D. Moreover, 
this transformation of the cornucopia into a lotus flower 
does*not seem to be an isolated incident; along with 
it, all other attributes were changing to adopt their 
own conventional characteristic. Thus while the cornu
copia gave way to the lotus, the throne changed into a 

5 _lotus seat^ (padmasana, the very characteristic of 
Lakgmi) both changing simultaneously. And if we analyse 
some other coins, Lakgmi will appear as holding a lotus 
as well as a cornucopia, standing sidewise^ resembling 
a female deity on an Indo-Greek coin, defined as a city

6 «rgoddess. In this character Lakgmi still dominates, 
as is evident from her rajalakgml aspect, the aspect

1. Camb. Anc. History, vol. of plates, I, p.8, pl.C.
2. Now in possession of Government Museum, Madras.
3. Allan, J., CGC., pi.VI, 10-18; pi.VII, 1-19.
4. Thus denying the confusion of the cornucopia with a 

flower.
5. Allan, J., CGC., pi.II, 6-13.
6. Whitehead, R.B., PMC., pi.VIII, 609.
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which inspires her to protect the fortune of a regime 
as a guardian deity. Thus the cornucopia held hy 
Lakgml in these coins cannot be contended as a 
meaningless borrowing although here it possibly survives 
as a later Kugana trait.

This cornucopia and lion combination recalls an 
amalgamation of Ardoxsho and Nana (the Iranian deity 
whose conveyance is lion) and in this case is possibly 
a fusion between Lakgml and Durga.

An interesting specimen, a unique gold drachm1 
(provenance is still unknown) may be brought into 
notice in this context. It shows on the reverse a 
goddess seated frontally, holding a fillet and a staff 
with three knobs in two of her hands. She seems to 
sit on a lion vahana and there is also an elephant head 
at the edge of the coin. Thus it seems to be a more 
advanced specimen of the syncretic combination of 
female divinities from the Kugana pantheon; she has 
the attributes of Ardoxsho (seated frontally, holding 
a fillet, dressed in classical robes), the lion of Nana 
and her lunar element and if there is in fact an elephant 
head, the motif comes closer to the sigihavahinl Gajalakgml

1. Rosenfield, op.cit., fig.14.



figure at Bilsad,^ which is a combination of Lakgmi 
(who is more like Ardoxsho) and of Durga (whose resem
blance with Nana is enormous).

The traits that constitute the saumya or the gentle 
aspect of Durga, have mostly been borrowed from the

o
Lakgml concept, Durga entered the Brahmanic pantheon 
much later than Lakgmi, and there is nothing in the 
early Vedic literature to prove that the sages ever 
contemplated a goddess who could have served as a proto
type of Durga, Ambika is mentioned in the Vatjasaneyi 

- 3Sagihita, but only as a malignant deity, destroying human
life on behalf of her brother Rudra. It is only in

4- - — —the Kenopapanigad that we come across bahu£obhamana
uma, the first appearance of this name and indicating 
a completely different character, as a benevolent mother

1. Rosenfield, op.cit., p, 119*
2, Cf: _The Kathaka Brahmana Saijikalana mantrafr. where 

Durga is celebrated by_the same names thal: glorified 
Sri in the Srisukta, tamagnivarpagi tapasa jvalantigu

5* Vaj .Sagih., 111,52.
4. Talavakara U;p., Ill, 12.  ̂ The later text of the

Rdpamaydana includes Sri_among the six saumya mani
festationsof Gauri: Uma, Parvatl, Sri", ftambha,
Tripura and Totala. Thus Lakgmi was apparently 
absorbed by the Devi in the Saiva circle in later 
times.



goddess, the source of all food and fertility*
Thus it seems that all the fine attributes of 

Lakgmi were utilised in order to build up this ideal 
aspect of Durga. This is more obvious from the 
D e vl -Hahat my a section of the Markapdeya purapa which 
states quite explicitly that all the forces of good 
are from her form as Sri whereas the powers of evil 
are from Alakgml,^ and this invokes the Vedic conception 
stated in the Atharvaveda, ramantaup. pupya lakgmlrya
— -r — *r 2paplsta anlnaSam. Apparently, a similar sentiment 
recurs in a passage in the Harivam^a, in an eulogy to 
Durga which says fYou are Lakgmi (the goddess of plenty 
and prosperity), but for the annihilation of the demons 
you appear as Alakgml (in a warlike form) 1 lakgmiralakgml- 
rupepa danavanam vadhaya.̂

Durga and Lakgmi have frequently been confused in 
literature and so it is by no means surprising that this

1. Agrawala, V.S., De vI-Mahatmyam, The Glorification of 
the Great Goddess, p.22; Mark.P., Devlm., XII, 36-37. 
bhavakale nrpam sa-iva lak^m?rvrddhi prada gphe 
saivSibhave tathSi1 lakgmirvxnaSayopajdyate»

2. AV^, VII, 115,4-.
3. Hariv.,I I , 12.



confusion extends to their iconographic represen
tations as well. In the Mahabharata, Durga is said 
to be the same as Lakgml.^ In the Mahanirvana Tantra, 
in the Sdyakallsvarupa stotra, Durga is addressed as 
Kamala (Lakgml) who is all Saktis. The Vigg.udh.armo11ara 
Purana recounts among the names of Lakgml, Devi and 
Vibhavarl, which are generally applied to Durga.^

Even at a later period, this fusion of the two 
goddesses persists. The Lalitasahasranaman (i.e. thou
sand names of Devi) reveals the first name of the 
goddess as Srlmata, while the last name seems to be 
Lalitambika, denoting Durga. It again says that 
"Rarely one in this world is devoted to the names of 
Lalita. It is by repeating the names of other deities 
in crores of births that faith is generated to repeat 
the names of Srl devl,f,̂  thus implying a confusion 
between the two. The PhalaSruti says that the reci
tation of these verses is highly pleasing to SrldevI, 
idagi viSegachrldevyafr stotragi prltividhayakam.̂

1. Mbh. iv,8,7-8;22-23. (Ku/mbk td.)
2. Vigdh.P., 111,8,4.
3* Lalitasahasranam, phalaSruti, Ch.Ill, pp. 75-74.
4. Ib., verse 4.



In the Skanda puraga, a description of Srlmata 
(Srl-Lakgml) runs as raktamvaradhara ... raktamalya 
daSabhuja pancavaktra and thus portrays her in a 
manner which, although goes with some of the terrible 
aspects of Durga, hardly coincides with the Lakgml 
image.̂  In the Viggu Puraga, Indra addresses her as

_  P

Jagaddhatrl (the creatrix of the world) a well known
_  pappellation of Durga and if we compare this stava 

with the Devistava of the Devlmahatmya section of the 
Markagdeya Puraga a great deal of similarity will be 
detected. Even in the Lakgml-stava in the Padma
Puraga, the Prakpti rupa of Lakgml is fused with the

— ^  _  _all-pervading concept of Durga.^ In the Devibhagavata
Puraga, the Prakpti is said to take the forms of Durga, 
Radha, Savitrl, Lakgml and Sarasvatl at the time of 
creation, gage&a-jananl durga radha lakgmlfr sarasvatl

savitrl ca sgstividhau prakptifr pancadha smpta.

1. Sk.P., Dharm.Mahat., XVTI,11-14.
2. Vig.P.i 1,9,116-19; cf: V,1,81-84.
3. Padma P., Uttara Eh.. ,CCLJC 
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4. Devi Bhg.P., IX,1,1.



Lakgmi has "been addressed under different names, 
being the spouse of the ten different avataras and thus 
nelle est Sita avec Rama et pour Kalkin, elle se confond 
avec Durga.!|1

Even as the spouse of Viggu, Durga has been con
nected, if not equated, with Lakgmi. Thus, in the 
Devimahatmya section, throughout the stava by Indra and 
others to Devi Katyayani (a form of Durgh), she is
invoked as Narayagi, the consort of Narayaga (i.e.

P ^Viggu) and is explicitly addressed as Vaiggavi Sakti.
In the same text she is invoked as Viggumaya, i.e. the
supreme Sakti of Bhagavan Viggu or Narayaga.^" Even in

—  —  5 —  6  —the Mahabharata  ̂and in the puragas, Durga is

1. Renou, L., L fInde Classiaue, Vol.l, p.521. The 
Dafeamahavidyds of the lo£h. century A.D. are supposed 
to be modelled after the ten avataras of Viggu and 
deal with the ten different aspects of Durga.

2. Devim., Ch.XI.3. It., £ e,4.
4*. Ib., V,6-12; XIII,2. "It should_be observed here 

that Devi conceived of as Viggumaya is no other 
than Narayagi and the great Bhagavata teachers who 
were pledged to the doctrine of an all comprehensive 
synthesis of Vedic and puranic thoughts and defi
nitions, profounded the essential identity of_ 
Katyayani and Narayagi." Agrawala, V.S., Devim.,
p.23.

5. Hbh., IV,8,2 (Kumbh.Ed.).
6. Hark.P., Devim., V,6 & 12: XI, 7-23; XIII,2



Vi § p.up ri y a N arayap.avar apr iy a . In the Varaha Purapa,
it has been stated that Narayana created Uma by
dividing himself into two.1

-  -  — 2 -In the Virataparvan of the Mahabharata Durga is
the sister of Kp§pa and wife of Narayana, and is 
invoked as if she has no connection with Siva.

In this context we may refer to three Sanskrit 
inscriptions written in old Javanese script, found in 
the Ratubaka plateau, central Java (856-857 A.D.).
All three inscriptions are similar in nature; they 
all begin with a strophe addressed to Siva followed 
by another in the same metre as the first one and 
addressed to some form of Srl-Lak§ml. These three 
inscriptions refer to Siva by three different names in 
his three different aspects, while his female counter
parts likewise are different. In one, she assists the 
divine dancer in his terrific cemetary dance; in the 
second one, she is represented as embracing the God 
and fulfilling all his desires, and in the third inscrip 
tion, she accompanies him in his battle. But what is

1. Varah.P., IX,2-5.
2. Mbh., IV,8,2. (Kumbh. Ed.).



strange is that nowhere is she denoted hy any of the
many names of Siva's spouse, hut hy the names of
(a) SrT (the common designation of Vig$u's spouse as
well as a symbol of prosperity and royal majesty);
(h) Sura Lakgml (which possibly suggests the same
Lakgmi Srl, in her Saktic aspect of conferring success
in battle) and (c) Mahallakgml, a variant of
Mahalakgml (which although sometimes denoting Durga
or Sarasvatl, may he used here to stress her Laksmi
aspect)• Thus these three inscriptions address the
namaskara to the combination of a form of Siva and a
form of Lakgml Srl.^ Here we might refer to some
coins belonging to Sa&aift. ka which depict Siva (on his
bull) and Lakgml (in her Gajalakgml aspect) on their two 

2sides.
In a later age, Lakgml along with Sarasvatl, was 

associated with Durga as one of her daughters, as we 
find them in the autumnal celebration of the Durga-puja 
where the central image of Durga has Lakgml and 
Sarasvatl on either side as her two daughters, while

1. Cf: De Casparis, J.G., Selected Inscriptions,
pp. 244-277.

2. Supra, p. 161.



Karttikeya and Gape&a on the two extreme sides, sitting 
on their respective vahanas, accompany their mother.
In the Naradlya purana, Kurma Parana and Pharma purana, ̂ 
Lak§mi and Sarasvati are the two daughters of Durga 
and Siva, also known as Jaya and Vijaya. The idea of
such an image may have originated from the Matsya

-  2 -  -purana description where Jaya, Vijaya, Karttikeya and
Gape&a are represented as surrounding the central image 
of Durga.

Some scholars suggest that although Lakgmi and 
Sarasvati appear as her daughters, they may be the 
Vibhutis or emanations of the great mother goddess.^ 
Others have explained the relationship as being the 
result of reproducing the energies of Siva, Vi?pu and 
Brahma together, which with the lapse of time,

h .gradually took this modern form.

1. Cf: SBDG., Sri Radha..., p.52.
2. Hat.P. Ccuc , |9.
3. SBDG., Aspects of Religious Thoughts, p.57* In the 

Devi Bhg.P. C%»12,82) it is stated how Devi, in due 
course, assumes_the forms of Lak§mi and Sarasvati, 
KalyaScaiva Hatalakgmyafr Sarasvatyafr Kramena ca.

4. In many parts of India, they form a trinity of the 
divine Sakti.



GAURl

Even Gauri, whose father is Himalaya,1 whose
p __

husband is Siva (GaurlSa), whose son is Karttikeya 
and who is thus generally identified with Durga (she
is also the goddess of the mountain peak, MahadevI,^

— 4sister of Vasudeva Kpg#a), bears some affinities with
Sri-Lakgmi. The HarkagLdeya purana states that the
female energies of Vig$u and Siva as Sri and Gauri
are but the forms of the same supreme mother.^ This
text also indicates a fusion of these three divinites
in the verse

sarvamaAgala mahgalya Sive sarvarthasadhike 
Sarapye tryamvake gauri narayap.1 namo1 stu te^
Gauri means one who is of a fair or yellow complexion.

The yellow colour is paugfrika'7 'nutritive1 and Gauri is
Qknown as the goddess of the colour of ripe corn.

1. Kalidasa, Abhijnana Sakuntalam, VT, 17*
2. Cf: Hbh., XIV,8,29 f.; Rajat., V,158.
3. Hbh., 111,84,151.
4. Cf: Hopkins, E.W., Ep.Hyth., pp. 224-5.
5. Hark.P., Devim., IV,10.
6. Ib., XI,9.
7* Atri Sagih., XLVI, 10.
8. Gonda, J., AEV., p.218 f.n.



Baskets filled with, unhusked ripe com represent for
tune, the goddess herself. This would serve to
identify Lakgml with Gaurl, "the Indian ceres'*,1 the 
goddess of ripe corn. This relationship is supported 
ty the evidence of the Caitra-Gaurl festival held in 
honour of Gauri , whose image is adorned in the form of 
a matron of the colour of ripe corn, holding a lotus,

pwho often also holds a conch, a discus and a club^
(the emblems of Vigpu). The Mahabharata refers to 
Gaurl as the wife of VarugLa;^ Siva himself mentions 
Gaurl as VarugLafs wife^' While VarugLanI as Lakgml 
implies a close relation between Lakgml and Varuga.^ 

Even in iconography, a similarity between the 
Lakgml image and the Gaurl concept is worth noticing, 
for example, the godha (alligator) is common to both 
goddesses.

That the godha is the vahana of Gaurl is evident

1. Gonda, J., ASV., p. 213, f.n.
2. Ib., pp. 237-33.
3. Mbh., Y,117,9; reme ... varu^a&ca yatha saury agi.
4. Ib., XIII, 134-,4f.varugasya tatha gaurl (Poona Ed.). 
5« Of: Coomaraswamy, Yakgas, II, pp.36, f.n.2; 56.
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from the phrase godhasana bhaved gaurl.̂  In Madhya
Pradesh, people used to worship the godha (alligator)
as their principal totem (Kulaketu). In the

-  2Bphaddharma Purana, there is the story of the deception 
of Kalaketu by the golden Godhika, which was soon 
associated with the principal deity of Madhya Pradesh; 
during the time of the fusion of the Aryan and non- 
Aryan elements, this deity was Gaurl. But later, when 
KaLihgaraja was/ruler of Madhya Pradesh, Cap/Jika was 
his tutelary goddess; and so it is no wonder that 
Gaurl was soon absorbed within the Ca^I concept
(another manifestation of Durga), a process which appears

- — 3in the CacKj-imailgala Kavya.
The association of the Mother goddess with an 

alligator or alligators on the discs from Taxila and 
Kosam is of great importance in the developed Sakti 
cult in India. In the medieval Parvati images also, 
Godhas invariably appear on the pedestals as well as
in the Uma-Mahe£vara relief in south India. One of

-  Athe earliest reliefs in which a godha is shown

1. Vigdh.P., 111,58.
2. As mentioned in S.G. Bhattacharya1 s MaAgala Candlr Git, 

Introd., p.CCX.
SBDG., BSSS•, p.187.

4-. Banerjea, J.N., DIH., p.172.



stretched in the two hands of the twelve-armed 
Hahiga -mardini is carved on the Candra Gupta facade 
at Udaigiri (Bhilsa), which can he dated hack to 
401/2 A.D.

The godha constitutes the seat of Sri-Lakgml as
well, as is apparent from the verse which describes
the rosary and lotus in two of her hands, the other
two heing in the abhaya and varada mudra,

akgasutram tatha padmamabhayanca varam tatha 
godhasana Sriya murti gphe pujya £riya sada. ^

The Ap ara j i t ap p c cha implies the same:
akgagadmabhayavaram godhikSsana sagsthiti

__ __ __ —  psriya murtistu tanmam gphe pujya sriye sada.
But in the Devi Purapa we come across a different

type of description of Gauri which recommends vpga and
padma as her seat while she holds a rosary and a pitcher
in her hands,

Gauri SafLkhenduvarpabha £arvari abhidhe bhavet 
vrgapadmasanaSrta sakgasutra kamapdalum^ "

Here vpga and padma, both being her vahana, may suggest

1. Rupamapdana, V,4.
2. Ap.Pp., XXII,12.
3. Devi P., L,(dvitiya vi£pti vidhi) 39«
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some fusion, since the bull is the vahana of Siva and
the padma the asana of Lakgml.

It is interesting to note how one Gajalakgml image,
whose iconographic specifications ascribe it to the
Gupta age, is worshipped nowadays as Ha&gala Gaurl in
the Gavane&vara area.^

Thus the resemblance between Lakgml and Gaurl
is rather remarkable; the Lotus queen Padma seems to be

— — Pthe Gaurl of Rajasthan, or we may conclude by saying 
thabGaurl is, in essence, the Srl-rupa of Devi.

ANNAPflRffl

Lakgml is the beneficent Annapurna (the goddess 
who is possessed of plenty of food) in another garb.^ 
Annapurga is an aspect of Durga, but her conceptual 
idea is very similar to that of Lakgml; Annapurgifs

- 4very name is strong evidence for this. The Tantrasaga

1. Govinda Chandra, Pracina Bharat men Lakgml pratima,
p. 128.

2. Tod, Annals of Rajasthan, p.673.

3* Encyclopaedia of India , 3rd ed., vol.11, p.660.
4. Avalon, A, Hymns to the goddess , p.67.



even states that if one recites the AnnapurtLa-Stotra 
Lakgmi will abide in his house forever. In this con
text , reference may be made to the first and third slabs 
of the Kuntalgarft Inscription^ which although of a late

__ pperiod, gives a description of Mahalakgmi, but her 
temple is now generally known as that of Annapurna, 
while the idol that is worshipped here is the original 
image of Lakgmi with a lotus flower in her hand and 
elephants on either side. This suggests an amalgam
ation of Lakgmi and the various forms of Durga.

The fusion of these two goddesses Lakgmi and Durga 
(in her different aspects) in their iconographic repre
sentation is convincingly demonstrated by an inscribed 
image which is dated in the third regnal year of
Lakgmeqga Sena and is now in the collection of the Dacca 

3Museum. It shows a couchant lion as the vehicle of 
the goddess who holds in three of her hands aiiku&a (goad), 
padma (lotus) and Kama&dalu (pitcher), the fourth one

1. Ilp.Ind., vol.XXIV, p.307«

2. Ib., verses 51-54-*

3* Bhattasali, N.K., Br. Images in the Dacca Museum, 
pp.202-3, pl.LXIX. ”  " ”  ~ T "
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being in the varada mudra; and, as in a Gajalakgml 
image, four elephants are pouring water over her.
In fact, the pedestal inscription which describes her 
as Cap.<jl, in spite of its having a definite Gajalakgml 
motif, proves beyond doubt an amalgamation of Lakgml 
and Cap4i (a form of Durga who absorbed within herself 
the Gaurl concept). N.K. Bhattasali thinks that it 
represents BhuvaneSvari, on the authority of the 
Saradatilaka Tantra. But his view does not seem very 
convincing, since in the Tantra, BhuvaneSvari is said 
to be bathed by the elephants only in her form as Lakgmi,^* 
and there is no mention of a lion in that verse. But 
on the whole, this image supplies us with a unique 
specimen, where both of the Lakgml-Ambika aspects axe 
convincingly prominent. (Another representation [of an 
earlier period] carved on the basreliefs of Badami may 
be cited in this respect. It shows the gods on their 
respective vahanas approaching Devi fwho can be seen at 
the right end of the panel in the act of killing the 
demon], but the goddess approached seems to be Sri in

1. Avalon, A., Hymns to the Goddess- , pp. 33-34-.



her abhiseka form and thus betrays a fusion of the two 
respective goddesses)1 Could we call this a female

pequivalent of Harihara?

MAHlLAKSMl

The Mahalakpmi aspect of Lak§ml seems to be the 
outcome of this fusion between Lakgmi and Durga, which, 
according to Gopinath Rao "illustrates one of the primary 
aspects of the principal cult icon of the Saktas, which 
stands for the supreme fountain head of all power"
The Manasara renders it as the 'great1 (Haha) Lakgmi in 
contrast with the ‘ordinary' (Samanya) Lakpmi),

Mahalkagml is the goddess in whom all the three 
gupas, sattva, rajas and tamas are present, Mahalakpml, 
in whom the rajogupa predominates, assumes in the time 
of dissolution the form of Mahakall in whom tamogirpa 
predominates; Mahakall is her four-armed, secondary 
form, blue in colour, holding a sword, a skull cup, a 
severed head and afield in her four hands, ornamented

1. Banerji, R.D., HAST*, XXV, pl.XI,c,
2. Infra, p. 2,73aff-
3. T.A.G. Rao, SHI,, vol.l, p.337*



with a skull garland• Out of the great Mahalakgmi, 
again emanates the Suklavaraa Maha-Sarasvatl in whom 
sattvagup.a predominates. She holds in her hands a 
rosary of skulls, an elephant goad, a lyre and a manu
script.1 According to the Pradhanika Rahasya, from 
these three forms of Sakti, one primary and the others 
emanatory, were evolved in turn Brahma and Sri, Rudra
and Trayl or Vedavidya (Sarasvati) and Viggu and

P — —Gaurl. Mahalakgmi ordered Brahma to take Sarasvati
as his consort and the great Brahmaflda was born out of 
this union. Rudra, i.e. Siva was married to Gaurl and

T 3they both broke open the egg of gold. Lakgmi herself"^ 
became the consort of Narayana and both afforded pro
tection to the universe. These details suggest an 
amalgamation of all the deities into one concept; all 
the gods and goddesses are but manifestations of one 
single supreme goddess (Mahalakgmi) and should not be

Zlunderstood as separate individual deities.

1. Banerjea, PHI., p.4-96 f: •
2. CfT PHI, pp.^96-97. . .
3. The very word ‘herself* stresses on her Lakgml 

aspect•
4. Cf: Mark.P., Ch.XLVI; Devlm.„ XCII; Rao, EHI., 

vol.IA pp.335-337; Siva,P^Jfiana ~Sargh; ~vi. ‘ahameva 
tridha bhinna tigthami trividhair gunaifr

gaurl lakgmi sura jvoti rajossatvai;amogup.aiV 
Durg&Sapuafeati, p.6, line 2.



The Siva Pura&a  ̂says that Siva told Vigpu that ^
Lakgml would he horn of Prakpti and that two other 
portions would he horn as we11, who would he called 
Brahma#! (Sarasvatl) and Mahakali. Vig#u, he says, 
will take Lakgml as his sakti and perform his duties. 
Brahma will take Sarasvatl, and he (Siva) will he 
associated with Kali.

The Lalitasahasranaman interprets the name 
Mahalakgmi hy stating that Mahala is the name of a 
daitya whom she destroyed; hence she is called Maha- 
lasa or Mahalakgmi and resides on the western shore at

pthe foot of the Sahya Mountain.
There are many iconographic references to Mahalakgmi

in different texts, (gadam khetam panapatram ca hihhrati
nagam lihgam ca hihhrati nppa murdham)

and in most of them, she has a four armed concrete form,
in her hands are placed a mace, a cluh, a skull-cup
and she also has a snake, a lihga and yoni on her head.

An image from Kaveri, described hy Gousens as "an
-  T 4image, prohahly of Parvati", shows the deity standing

✓ Jnana Samh.
1. Siva T".TTir, 35-37.
2. Lalitasahasranaman,/3.Gf:Rap, EHI*, vol.l, p.336; 

Banerjea, Dfil., p74-96.
4-. Cousens, H., Ghalukyan Arch., p.85*



under an ornate makara torapa in samabhafiga pose, 
carrying in her four bands bijapuraka, gada, carma and 
kamapj-alu. She also carries on her bead a linga 
placed on a yonipatta and a snake canopying the lihga 
with its hood. Thus this sculpture corresponds
closely to the preceding descriptions, except for
the caurl bearers who stand on either side carrying a 
bijapuraka in each of their hands.

There is another interesting specimen of Devi 
from Palikhera, now in the collection of the Mathura 
museum,1 in which the goddess supports a linga over her 
head with an extra pair of hands. In the same museum,

pwe find another sculpture in which the lihga over the 
head is supported by two Devas. These sculptures 
prove beyond any doubt that one of her special features 
was that of carrying a li&ga over her head.

The ViSvakarma Sastra ascribes to the Mahalak^ml 
image in Kolhapur the attributes of panapatra (drinking 
vessel) kaumodakl, khetaka and krlphala, and mentions 
that the image should be as that of Lak§ml,

1. V.S. Agrawala, CBIMM., p.53> No.882.
2. Ib., No.239.



kollapuraifr vinanyatra mahalakgmlryadocyate 
lakgmlvatsatada karya rupabharagLabhugita 
daksig.adhahkare pat ram urdhve kaumodaklip tat ah 
vamordhve khetakam dhatte Srlphalam tadadhah kare 
bibhratl mastake lifLgagi pujanlya vibhutaye

thus the whole image betrays some kind of agreement
between the Lakgml and Durga concepts*

2The Rupanapdapa illustrates a similar idea and
the concrete representation of Mahalakgmi in Kolhapur
seems to have followed these descriptions in every
detail. In her lower right hand she carries a phnapatra
and in her upper right hand is a club (gada kaumodaki,
an emblem of Viggu); in her lower left hand is a
shield (khetaka) and she carries on her head a lifiga.̂
Examples of this form abound in decorative elements,
excessive draperies and ornamentation; this image has
made Kolhapur a famous place of pilgrimage. This
temple is still sometimes called the temple of Ambamal
and may have been originally dedicated to this ancient

- «r 4goddess who later became identified with Mahalakgmi,

1. As cited in Rao, EHI., vol.l, Appendix C, p.136.
2. RupamagtdcLELa, V,59-60.
3. Shukla, Hindu Canons of Iconography, p.310.
4. West, E.W., 'The Divine Mothers or Local Goddesses 

of India', IA., vol.X, Sept. 1881, p.245.



just as she is identified in Gujarat with BhavapI 
where the famous temple of Amha-BhavaflLi is situated.

In all these images, the liAga emblem of Mahalakgmi 
supports her Sakta aspect, which is further emphasised 
by another description from the Rupamauda^ia which, 
along with the triSula and panapatra, also refers to 
nilankapfcha as one of her emblems, nllakaptham tatha 
naga (nagam) mahalakgmlr praklrtita.̂

Her Sakta form is apparent in the Devlpurafla also: 
mahalakgmi prakartavya nrtyam an a kapalinl— — — — — — pkartrkamuflLda khatvafigl npmala ... dharipl 
pavitradharap.e pavitrayam umadevl indhapveva lakgmifr^
While the ViSvakarma Sastra describes the Mahalakgmi

image as possessing only four hands, the Capdlkalpa
describes her developed form as having eighteen hands
holding such objects as the rosary, hatchet, club,
arrow, thunderbolt, lotus, bow, small pitcher, staff,
spear, sword, shield, bell and wine cup. The last line

_r -  4states: seve sairibhamardanimiha mahalakgmim sarojasthitam

1. Rupamapdapa, V,35*
2. Devi P., LVI,52.
3. Ibid., 42.
4. As cited in EHI., vol.l, App.C, p.136.



thus explicitly declaring this, though lotus seated, 
to be her Sairibhamardanl form which is the destructive 
aspect of the Sakti as represented in many other mani
festations, such as MahigasuramardinI.

~  -  -  lIn the Pancaraatra texts and the Itathasaritsagara
Mahalakgml is sometimes given as a name of Dakgaya#! in 
Karavlra. It is also the name of a girl, thirteen
years of age and not yet arrived at puberty, who repre-

-  -  2sents Durga at the Dusserah celebration.
The Manasara describes Mahalakgml as possessing the 

three eyes which are characteristic of Durga, caturbhujam 
trinetragtca mukufram kup.<jLalam (kuntalam) bhavet. But 
the same text also emphasises her Lakgmi aspect when it 
lays stress on her lotus emblem, apare daksip.e padmam 
... vame nllotpalamvapi raktapadma udhrtamnuva. In 
this context, we may refer to the Pradhanika Rahasya of 
Câ KjI which states , sarvasyadya mahalakgml strlguqa 
parameSvarl sa lakgmya lakgmyasvarupa sa vyapya krtsp.am

1. Cf: Williams, M.M., RTL., p.385.
2. Cf: Ib., SEP., p.800(a).
3. Manasara, Trimurti lakgaflam, LIV, 19 & 21.



vyavasthita.̂  The Devlmahatmya also states that the
2goddess is comprised of three gunas, each of which is

a pura, and Tripurasundarl (a form of Durga) becomes
manifest as Mahasarasvatl (equal to dhyana), Mahakall
(equal to Kriya), and Mahalakgml (equal to artha).
This identity of Mahalakgml with artha suggests her
identification with Lakgmi , goddess of wealth.

The Lakgmi aspect seems to be more prominent in a
verse from the Skandapurana quoted by Hemadri in his

-  3Caturvarga Cintamaniy
caturbhujam mahalakgmlm vajiprsthagatantatha 
dagjLakga sutra varadam rathaivabhayapap.ikam 
padmasanam padmahastam padmam padmalekganam 
diggajaih snapyamananca kahcapaih kalasottamaih

Here, in addition to all her attributes, viz. dangla,
akga, and her hands being in the abhaya and the varada
mudra, the G-ajalakgml aspect is present, which indicates
her Lakgmi bias. But surprisingly a horse seems to
constitute her seat, although no image of her with a
horse has been brought to our notice yet.

1. Pradhanika Rahasya, IY.
2. Mark. P ., Devim., 1,59; IY,6.
3. Hemadri, Caturvarga Cintamafli, II, pt.2, p.496.



Thus, the Mahalakgmi aspect evidently exhibits a 
fusion of the two goddesses, Durga and Lakgml* In 
order to construct this aspect, apart from the benign 
and benevolent characteristic of Lakgml, the ugra nature 
of Durga was necessary, neither of these goddesses could 
have served the purpose alone?"

INDIVIDUAL LAKSMI MtfeTIS

Iconographic texts containing descriptions of 
Sri Lakgml refer to her two-, four-, and rarely many
armed varieties, but the two-armed varieties are most
common, and they do not vary much except for the attri
butes to be held in the hands* Thus, while the
Vigpudharmottara Purapa and, following it, the Samarangapa

say
Sutradharai/ that the left hand should be on the hip and 
the right hand should hold a lotus,

1. The ten armed Durga image is believed to represent 
the combined ten hands of the four armed Brahma, 
four armed Yigpu and_two armed Siva when Durga is 
considered to be Mahalakgmi, Mahakall and Mahasarasvatl 
in one (Cf: supra, p*209 , where the representations
of Lakgml and Sarasvatl beside the modern Durga image 
have been explained as being her two emanations or as 
being the two wives of Vigpu and Brahma). But 
Mahasarasvatl does not seem to play a conspicuous 
role in it.



kafrideSanivigteiia vamhastena Sobhana 
sapadmena (vantena?) dakgipena sucismita,̂

the Sgamas state that her two hands should hold the lotus
and the Sriphala, though they differ regarding which
hand should hold what. Thus while the AgiSumadhhedagama

Psays ambujam dakgipe haste vame ^rlphalamisyate, the
Purvakarapagama states

nagahastasamaubahu keyura katakajvalau 
paftkajam Sriphalamcaiva vamake dakgifre api ca.̂
But all the texts agree about certain features of 

Sri Lakgml: she should be represented in the first stage
of youth, with full breasts and broad hips (the ideal 
features of motherhood), her face resembling the full 
moon, lips like the bimba fruit, wearing golden orna
ments set with various jewels, her ears should be 
adorned with nakrakupj.alas (an invariable feature of 
L a k g m i ) T h e s e  descriptions go well with the names 
Sri and Lakgmi as they symbolise universal beauty and 
prosperity. There are ample materials to prove that

1. Samara&gana Sutradhara, LXXVII, 51 •
2. AgJoumadbhedagama, Ch.LIX.
5. Purvakarapagama, Ch.XII.
4. Mat.P., CCLXI, 40-47; cf: Samarafigana Sutradhara,

IuLXVII, 50-52.



sculptors, from a very early date, followed these 
details in order to reproduce Sri-Lakgml images.

Of the two types mentioned above, the latter 
seems to be a later development while the former was 
in vogue since very early days. It was such a common 
mode to portray Lakgml that a female figure, standing 
amidst a lotus forest, holding a lotus with her 
upraised right hand, with her left hand on the hip, has 
been unanimously identified by scholars with •-Srl-Lakgmij 
the only objectionable factor being a pair of wings, 
a very unusual characteristic with Indian female 
divinities.^ This widespread popularity of Sri-Lakgml
has also led to her identification with some female

thefigures occurring on the reverse of/coins of Pantaleon
and Agathocles, although no other determining factor is
apparent for such an identification apart from a flower
held by them.^

En passim, I must refer to some images which
Laksmifs icons of the Gupta

reflect upon Sri/various characteristics; /pteriod seem'
to have played a unique role in this field. On one

1. ASIAR, 1915-14, pl.XLIV, g.i.
2. Gardner, BMC., GK.and Scythic, pi.Ill, 9; IV,9



of the Gupta coins, the usual stool of Srl-Lakpml is
in the form of a boat.̂ * It is even clearer on a seal

- 2  -from Basarh. This recalls the passage Vanijye vasate
-r 3lakgmih and also substantiates the view held by 

scholars that the story of her emergence from the sea 
is actually an allusion to the fact that Lakpml is to 
be acquired by trade and commerce. Certain Gupta 
inscriptions also refer to her association with the 
sea, svayagvarayeva r(a)jalakgmyadhigatena catufrsanudra- 
paryyanta-prathita yaSasa.̂1'

A certain female figure appears on the obverse of 
some Gupta coins where she is depicted on the left of the 
king (presumably Skanda Gupta) and has been assumed to 
be a representation of the queen. But more reasonable 
is her identification with Lakgmi as the figure carries

c . ^

a lotus, while as the queen, the figure carries a cauri on 
the Asvanedha type^1 and on the Candra Gupta-KunaradevI coins,

1. Altekar, A.S., The Gupta Gold Coins in the Bayana Hoard, 
pi.XIV, 14. 1

2. Spooner, 'Excavations at Basarh1, ASIAR., 1913-14, 
p.130, pi.XLVI, 93.

3. Cf: Hukhopadhyay, II., 'Lakpml and Sarasvatl in Sanskrit
Inscriptions', Lectures and Seminars, ITo.V.B., 1970, 
Calcutta, p.111.

4. 'Erag Stone Pillar Inscription of Budha Gupta1, CII, III, 
Ho.199 lines 6-7.

5* Altekar, op.cit., pi.XIX, 6-9*
6. Ib., pi./, 9—14, etc.



she looks mortal.1 Moreover, Skanda Gupta always 
emphasises his being chosen by Lakgml as king (sametya

— — — psarvan manujendra put ran lakgmifrsvayaiflca varayagicakara) 
discarding all other sons for kings. Such ideas are 
very common to Indian panegyrists, but at least in this 
case, the restoration of the broken fortune of Skanda 
Guptafs dynasty (vicalita kulalakgmifr, viplutagi 
vagiSalakgmib.) may be attributed to the direct interven
tion of Lakgmi and this type may be an allusion to this 
sentiment. On some coins issued in the post-Gupta 
period, an attempt has been made, possibly for the first 
time, to depict her with eight arms.^

This immense popularity of Lakgmi does not seem to 
dissipate with the end of the Gupta rule. Even the
leaders of their rival sects, Toramiuj.a for instance, as he

n berefers to her in his inscription, so does/depict her image 
on his coins.^ The Lakgmi device was popular even with

1. Altekar, op.cit., pi.111,1-15.
2. Jumaga<JtL Inscription, Line 5, Oil. , III, p.50, v.5* 

This_reminds one of similar ideas so often repeated 
by Kalidasa, cf: Ragh., XVII,25; 69.

3. Allan, J., CGC., pi.XXIV,17,18,19.
4. Svayay varayeva rajalakgmyadhigatasya ..., Erap Stone 

Boar Inscription of tforamapa, Sircar, D.C., Select 
Inscriptions, p.396.

5. Smith, V., IMC., pi.XXVII, 2,3,4.



the later rulers like Pratapaditya II, Yasovarman, Vinetyaiitya
etc.^ right up to the eleventh century A.D. when her

_  pfour handed image appears on the gold coin of GaAgeyadeva, 
similar to the figures depicted on the coin of 
Vlravarma of Bundelkhand^ and Gahadavala king Govinda

Zl ^Candra. The Gajalakgml image is represented on the
numismatic reproductions of the Kashmir Kings viz.
Partha, Kgema Gupta, Abhimanya Gupta, Nandi Gupta,
Tribhuvana Gupta, Bhima Gupta and Queen Didda, covering
the period of about a hundred years (906-1003 A.D.).
Nepal is not devoid of her numismatic representation,

7neither is Geylon. Even Huhammad Bin Sam, the Sultan
of Delhi (1193-1205 A.D.) has the rude representation of 
Lakgml on his coins.^

1. Smith, IHC., pi.XXVII,5>6,7*8.
2. Ib., pi.XXVI,7.
3. Ib., pi.XXVI,9.
4. Ib., pi.XXVI,18; Cf: also the coins issued by the

Lohana dynasty, Ib., pp.271-273* pi.XXVII,14,15,16,17-
5. Ib., pp.270-71; pi.XXVII, 9*10,11,12,13.
6. Ib., p.283; Rapson, Coins of Anc.Ind., p.116, pi.XIII, 

2; Banerji, R.D., Pracina HudrS., pp. 266-267.
7. Supra, p. 1 6 1 .

8. Wright, H. Nelson, IMC., vol.II, pi.I,2.



Like her rajalakgmi aspect, her character as a 
guardian deity is recognised on a coin of pre- or early 
Christian era. The coin, found at Pugkalavati 
(Pugkaravat1 , city of lotuses) shows a female figure, 
wearing a mural crown and holding a lotus in her hand; 
the inscription runs as pakhalavadi devada,̂  the patron
deity of the city of Pakhalavadi. The deity could

the
be Lakgmi who is intimately associated with/lotus flower 
and whose epithet nagara lakgmi is not very rarely met 
with; the iconographic particulars are also in accor
dance with her descriptions.

In addition to her characteristics mentioned above, 
another and most profound Sri-Lakgmi aspect, that is 
her being a fertility goddess is also evident in most 
of her images where despite the garment, an emphasis 
on sex is applied. The Mathura figure, i.e. the lady 
(identified with Sri) standing on a lotus and pressing

p Ther breast (it recurs in some of the Gajalakgmi icons 
of Sanchi) is familiar too in much older Mesopotamian 
terracottas representing the nude goddess. A similar

1. Camb.Hist, of Ind., vol.l, p.587* pl.VT, 10.
2. Supra p. 16 4, pi- V.



fragmentary Surî ga terracotta figure is in the 
Metropolitan Museum, New York.1 Another female figure

palmost in the same posture, found at Dandan Uiliq 
has a child clinging to her. This figure is analogous 
to some Haritl figures and might he compared to the 
Saka figure of Srl-Lakgml preserved in the British 
Museum.

While dealing with the individual icons of Sri-
Lakgmi, we must refer to a very special variety which
is a most distinctive type, occurring in her earliest
representations, and never found in connection with

*any other divinity. Coomaraswamy calls it the 
Kamala-vasinl or the padmalaya type in which the goddess

1. Cunningham, ASIR., vol.l, pi.XL; cf: Marshall, 
Takgalsila, pl.flflil, 35> 3b.

2. Coomaraswamy, JS4., vol.l, fig. 23* Most of the 
other representations also emphasise her fertilising 
characteristics, cf: Kala, S.C., Terracotta figurines
from Kaufeambi, pp. 34— 35* pi.XXI; hotichandra,
Ancient Indian Ivories, Prince of Wales Museum 
Bulletin, Bombay, VI, 1957-1959? pl.IIa; Kala, 
Sculptures in the Allahabad Museum, pl.XVIa, etc.

3. EA., vol.l, fig.3.



is surrounded by flowering stems and very often holds
one of the flowering stems in each hand.'1'

Certain copper coins of Maues and Azes bear on
the reverse a female figure standing between trees.

2Whitehead interpreted this figure as a Bacchante 
amongst vines, but Coomaraswamy identifies it with 
KamalavasinI or padmalaya Lakgml. In fact, it can be 
taken as a Hellenised version of the Padmalaya type on 
basis of the striking similarity between these motifs 
and two other representations of KamalavasinI Lakgml, 
found at Bodhgaya, where the goddess is shown, standing 
amongst the lotuses, holding lotus stalks in two of 
her hands.^

1. EA., vo1.1, p.179*
2. Whitehead, R.B., PMC., vol.l, pp.100-101; 122;

BMC., pp.70-71; 89; Banerjea, DHI., pi.VTII*
TTgT4-; Allan, CGC., pi.XV,16.

3. ASR*, vol.l, pi.VIII; cf: MASI., XLVI, pi.Ill,7.
Sere, we may refer to a nude female figure standing 
between two lotus stems recovered from the ruins of 
Mahenjodaro (Mackay, Further Excavations at Mahen.jodero, 
pi. XCIV, fig.430) which, as a prototype of later 
Lakgml cult, could have influenced this particular 
motif.



IN ASSOCIATION WITH VISNU

As a Sakti of Viggu, in addition to her character 
as an individual deity, Sri Lakgmi was sculpted from 
the Gupta period onwards in various forms corresponding 
to various aspects of the god. Whenever she is beside 
him, she is supposed to possess two hands, thereby 
emphasising her subordinate position beside her lord.

VISNU ANANTASAYANA

Thus, in the Ananta§ayana or Sega Sayana or 
JalaSayya form of Viggu Lakgmi shampoos his legs, 
holding them with her two hands, the very manifestation 
of a typical loving and submissive wife. In this 
aspect, the god lies on the coil of the serpent Ananta 
or Sega, with Brahma sitting on a lotus that has sprung 
from Vigpu1s navel; one of Viggu*s legs should be on 
Lakgmi* s lap, ckapado1 asya kartavyo lakgmyutsafLgagatafr 
prabhoh.̂  The ideology underlying this form goes back

1. Vigdh.P., 111,81,3* Cf: Lakgmi sagivahy amanadigighr a- 
kamalavayarajita (Ib., Ill,loS,8)•



to the age of the ggveda where the original principle, 
known as ViSvakarman is described in the following 
manner:

•'That which is beyond the sky, beyond 
the earth, beyond Gods and spirits - 
what earliest embryo did the waters 
contain, in which all the gods were 
beheld? The waters contain that 
earliest embryo in which all the gods 
were collected. One (receptacle; 
rested upon the navel of the unborn, 
wherein all beings stood." 1

In later mythology, Narayana, residing in the 
water, is stated to have slept on the serpent Ananta 
in the primordial age. A large lotus, that is the 
earth with its seven islands, forests and seas, came 
forth and in the midst of its petals, Brahma was born. 
The Mahabharata expresses the same idea when it states 
that all creation proceeds from Vigpu, lying in medi-

p _tation on Sega. The Agni Purapa describes this parti
cular form of Vigpu as having three eyes, lying on his

1. Cf: Banerjea, PHI., p.276; gV., X,82,5-6:
paro diva parafr eva prthivya paro devebhirasurairyasati 
kagi svigarthagi prathamagi dadhra apo yatra devafr saura

paSyanta viSve 
tamidgarbhagi prathamagi dadhra apo yatra devafr saura

gacchamta visve 
ajasya nabhavadhye kamarpitam yasmim vi£vani bhuvanani

tasthub
2. Mbh., III, 273»4-4—4-8 (Kumbh.ed.) . Cf: for further explanat

ions, Dutt,M.H.,Ag.P., vol.I,pp.l80-8l4 Zimmer,H.
AIA., pp. 12-14-.



left side in the ocean; one of his legs is held by 
Sri, and Vimala and others wave a caurl over him;

trinetra vamapar&ve1 pi £ayito jala£ayyapi
Sriya dhytaikacarapo vimaladyabhir ljLitafr
But the actual representations do not always corres

pond to the descriptions in every minute detail. Thus,
Vi§pu has sometimes been represented as lying on his

2 'Sright side and sometimes also on his back.
It may be concluded from the discovery of numerous 

reproductions that the An ant a£ ay ana form of Vi$£LU was 
very much in vogue in India. A very fine panel comes 
from Deogarh, which can be said to belong to the Gupta 
period. It shows Vi£$u lying on his left side on the 
seven-hooded snake, Lakgml shampooing his leg and 
Vimala standing near his feet with a camara in her hand, 
while a figure, possibly a naga king, stands beside 
her. The four-headed figure of Brahma is on the lotus

1. Ag.P.t XLIX., 23-4.
2. Larousse Encycl.of Myth., p.360. (Sculpture on a 

rock at Sampi, Madras).
2. Ib., p .379 (at Mahabalipuram)•



growing from Vig^u's navel,1 while five other celestial 
beings - viz, Indra on his airavata, Siva and Durga on 
VTga, Karttikeya on his mayura and another unidentified 
figure with a garland - can be seen above. Underneath, 
six other figures, including a female, identified as
Paneapap.da.va and Draupadi, in allusion to the

-  -  2Mahabharata story, have been sculpted,
A late medieval figure of AnantaSay an a from the

Viggupada temple seems to have followed the Gupta
sculpture in its execution.

But there are some interesting variations in this
type of representation. Thus, in one sculpture from 

k
A i h o l w e  find a female figure sitting near Viggu*s 
head while another female figure attends at his feet. 
This image might illustrate the 3hogaSayana aspect of

1. Cf: Ait.Br., 1,30,30 states that the lotus is - 
'this Sri, this the overlordship - this the resort 
or support (ayatana) of Prajapatir; in_an elaborate 
description of Brahma's throne Vicakgaga (KauS.Up., 
1,5) Sri is the cushion on which Brahma sits. So 
it might be said that in addition to her anthropo
morphic form, Sri may be present here in the lotus.

2. Calssical Age, pi.XXII, fig. 50* One Ananta£ayar»a 
Viggu image (now in the Prince of Vales Museum) 
depicts Vigpu as touching the head of Lakgmi with 
his hand. Kramrisch, S., The Art of India, pl.LXII.

•v ■' - t  J- V  J. ■■■*. \  r  . ri , - f  - f   -  . u . r  .• **** 4 K - ‘ -• ’ ' ■ ■' ? > • . , - • •' ̂ ‘-f ;
3. Banerji, R.D., BISMS., pl.XLIX.
if Cf: Rao E H r  v . _• *-------- £  3 voi. r  , pp .  t U  -1 3 .



the god, as it is described in the Vaikhanasa Igama:
the figure of Sri should be seated at the head in con
tact with the shoulder of the lord, with a lotus and a 
Kataka in her hands, while Bhumidevi should be at his 
feet touching the left foot of the recumbent Vi§$u:

Sirab parsve Sriyam devim devaskandhabahusparSam
sapadma dakgip.e hastam kataka vamahastam 
padaparSve mahidevim vamobigighra sagisparsam 
hastena dakginenotpalamdhrtam vamahastam katakam^
Another very interesting image from a rock near

Hampi, Madras , shows Vig$u reclining on his right with
the usual four-headed figure of Brahma sitting on the
lotus. But it is of particular interest that two

pfemale figures attend at his feet. On the authority 
of the Vaikhanasa Xgama, they can be said to represent 
Lak§mi and Bhu, thereby identifying it with the 
ViraSayana form of Vi§$u which is described as, 
padaparSve Sribhumibhyam padamardakabhyam  ̂and this 
example thus invalidates Shukla*s statement that no 
Virafeayapa image has so far been discovered.^

1. Vaikh.Xg., Ch. XVII.

2. Larousse, Encyclopaedia of Mythology, p.360.
3. Vaikh.Xg., Ch.XVTI.
4. Shukla, d . N.», Canons of Hindu Iconography, p.211.
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VIRASAYANA IMAGE OF VISNU WITH SRI AND BHU AT HIS FEET (HAMPI)



LAKSMl-ITlRlYAgA

In the Lakgml-Narayana form of Vig$u, Lakgml is 
beauty and Vigpu is intelligence, the image being the 
union of both* A number of texts refer to this parti
cular type, in which, as the name indicates, Viĝ LU 
as Narayap.a is always accompanied by Lakgml. The 
goddess is generally seated on the left thigh of the 
god and her right hand should be thrown around the neck 
of the god, whose left hand in turn should be made to 
embrace Lakgml around her waist. In her left hand 
she should hold a lotus. The figure of Siddhi should 
stand near Lakgml and Narayaga with a camara in her 
hand, while below and slightly to the right should be 
the figure of Garuda. The personified weapons (Syudha 
purugas) Sahkha and Cakra will be beside the figure of 
Vigpu while in front of him should be two upasakas in 
Anjali mudra, i.e. Brahma and Siva:

lakgml narayap.a karyyam su yuktam divya rupiflab. 
dakgip.astha vibhomurti lakgmimurtistu vamatab 
dakgiflakaatbalagno' sya vamohastassarojabhpt 
vibhorvama karo lakgmyafr kukgibhaga isthitisada^

1. Vi£rakarma Sastra, cited by Rao, T.A.G., EHI., vol.l,
pT57̂  "
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A sculpture found in the Kappe Chenigaraya*s 
temple at Belur seems to follow the ahove description 
in certain respects. Here Vigpu embraces Lakgmi with 
his normal lower left hand, and Lakgmi also encircles 
the neck of her husband with her right arm. But 
instead of being represented by their personified forms 
(as has been stated in the Visvakarma Sastra), the Cakra 
and Gada are worked out as actual weapons. oiddhi 
waves a caurl to the left of the pair while another 
female figure stands beside her holding a sword, a 
shield and a vessel. The image of Garufla with folded 
hands has been sculpted below.1

Most of the extant images of Lakgml-narayag.a, 
otherwise known as Purugottama, seem to have been repro
duced on the basis of verses of the Sarada-ti1akatantra 
which places Sripurugottama (Vigpu) with Kamala (Lakgmi) 
in the lotus seat on GarujLa:

raktaravindamadhyastha garudoparisagisthitam.
dhyayed vallabhaya sardham jagannatham jaganmayam
devam Srlpurugottamain kamalaya svafikasthayipahkajam

—  —  -  —  2bibhatya parirabdham ambujanca tasyam nibande kgauam

1. Rao, T.A.G., BHI., vol.l, pp.259-60; pl.LXXVT.
2. Saradatilaka Tantra, XVTI, 50.



The Mus&e Guimet has preserved an eight-armed 
image of Vigjgu with Lakgml on his lap, being carried 
by a Garu<Ja.^ Although all the gestures and attri
butes are not in accordance with the formula mentioned 
above, yet the image seems to have followed it in a 
general way.

At AjsLg.'fa, in the RaAgmahal, there are some 
paintings amongst which the most important is a com
position representing Vigigu and Lakgmi riding through

2the clouds, borne by Garu<Ja.
According to N.R. Ray, the Lakgmi-naraya&a was

more in vogue in the Deccan, and Bengal may have
borrowed it from there. There is a sloka by DhOyi
on the Pavaaaduta which suggests that Lakgmi-narayana
was the Kuladevata of the Senas (possibly referring to
Lakgma$.a Sena!s regime) and that homage used to be done

- _ _ ^with songs and dances from the book called 1Vararama1. 
Another type of image which is slightly different

1. Zimmer, H., AIA., pi.425; No. KG.17469; cf:
Gousens, H., f¥he Damnar Caves and Konolithic Temples 
of Dharmanath1, ASIAR., 1905-06, p.111.

2. Coomaraswamy, A.K., HIIA., pp.100-101.
5. Ray, N.R., BaAgalir Itihasa, pp.660-61.



from the type mentioned, above is called 1 Lakgml-sahita1 
where Lakgml and Narayapa, although on the Garuda, 
sit apart. One specimen is in the collection of the 
Dacca Museum.

MISCELLANEOUS IMAGES OF VISNU AM) LAKSMI

In the Bas-reliefs of Badami, in a relief called
'Vigpu in Vaikup-tha1 , there is a four-armed figure of
Vigpu sitting on a high stool while Lakgml sits on the
ground like a submissive wife, leaning on him, her
left elbow resting on his right knee and while her
right hand holds a lotus (7).1 In another relief,
Lakgml sits on the left lap of Vigpu who lifts her face
up with his right hand. Attendants and musicians
(the woman with lyre being identified with Sarasvatl)

2are also depicted on either side.
In Khajuraho, a beautiful image of Lakgml holding 

a lotus and standing beside Maunavratl (one who has 
taken a vow of silence) Vigpu (as is evident from the 
figure with his finger on his lips) has been found.

1. Banerji, MASI., XXV, pl.V,d.
2. Ib., p.1 5 ? pl.X,d.
3. Govinda Chandra, op.cit.,p*



A rare image has been discovered which may depict 
the marriage of Vigpu and Lakgmi forming as it were, an 
exact parallel to that of Siva in his Kalyana Sundara 
aspect• The bridegroom form of Viggu is known in the 
south of Kalyana varada, Kalyana veftkateSvara an& so 
forth. This sculpture, found near Bundelkhand, is 
now preserved in the municipal museum of Allahabad.
In this particular specimen, Viggu is standing in a 
Samabhanga pose facing Lakgmi who clings to him, 
bending her body, with her face slightly uplifted towards 
the face of Viggu, her right hand embracing the god 
around the waist, while her left hand rests on her hip, 
possibly also holding a lotus stalk. Two Vidyadharas 
above their heads can be seen holding garlands, and a 
female cauri bearer stands beside Lakgmi. Two other 
figures of Viggu in his two different aspects, vamana 
and varaha are depicted on either side of the central 
image.̂

In this context, we may refer to a very modern 
image which definitely depicts the marriage of Viggu 
and Lakgmi. It is engraved on a stone behind the

1. JBAS., vol.XXI, 1955, fig.7.
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Vinayaka temple in Kashi. Vigpu is four-armed,
holding the Sa&kha and Cakra in two of his hands while
two other hands hold Lakgml*s hand and the lower part
of his garment. Lakgml holds Vigpu's hand with one
of her hands, while the other holds a lotus. The
upper portion may have had the figures of the attending
gods as remnants of their vahanas, airavata and Nandi
can still he seen.^

Similarly, an Ardhanari£vana image of Vigpu (of
about the sixteenth century A.D. and recovered from
the site of-Nepal) which has been preserved in the
British Museum, is a late development, following the
same motif of Siva. The eight-armed figure of Vig$u
on the right holds the Sa&kha, gada, padma and possibly
a cakra, while Lakgml on the left holds a pustaka, padma,
matulihga and Safikha. A kneeling figure of Garu<jLa can
be seen near the feet of Vigpu and strangely enough, a

otortoise seems to occupy the side of Lakgml. A 
Brahmavaivarta Purana verse may describe such a compo
sition as it relates how Kpgpa of his own will was 
divided into two, the left part being that of a woman,

1. Karlekar, N.D., op.cit., p.5, cols. 1 & 2.
2. Brit. Mus. 12-15* 2>Brooke Sewell Fund.
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and the right side that of a man:
svecchaya ca dvidharupo babhuva ha
strirupa vamabhagam^a dakgipagisab pumansmptab^

Then follows a long description that depicts Sri as 
the most beautiful woman..

LAKSMI IN THE VISOTJAVlTARA COMPOSITIONS 

(a) Varaha Avatara

The presence of Lakgmi in some of the Vigpu- 
avatara compositions is worth noticing. In the 
Varaha avatara, one of the frequently illustrated forms 
of Viggn, Lakgmi figures are sometimes executed 
although Bhudevi is more emphatically reproduced 
(cf: discussion above).

According to Rao, the sculptural figures comprise 
three different types: (1) Bhuvaraha; (2) Yajna-
varaha and (3) Pralaya varaha. Purely animal forms 
of this aspect are also represented in the sculptures 
of North India, where the body of Varaha is covered 
with tiny hum sin figures and the Earth goddess is shown

1. BVP., Prak.Kh., 11,30-36.
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hanging on by grasping the tusk of the animal. The 
first feature refers to the myth that Devas, asuras, 
pgis and others took shelter in the body of the 
avatara (boar) while the second one shows that it had 
just rescued the goddess from the nether regions.^- 

In the Vigpudharmottara purana Lakgml has no 
place in the Varaha avatara form of Vigpu, where only
Bhudevi appears, npvaraho varaho va kartavyah kgma

—  —  2 —vidharape (or vicarape). But the Brahmiya Silpa
states that Lakgml should also be depicted by the side
of the Varaha.̂

The Agnipurapa upsets the whole composition by not
only distinguishing Lakgmi from Sri, but even placing
the latter on the elbow of the god, which was so long
allotted to Bhudevi. Thus the Agnipurapa says:

narafLgo vatha kartayyo bhuvaraho gadadibhpt 
dakgipe vamake £ankhap lakgmirva padmamevava 
Srirvamakarpurastha tu kganantau carapanugau^

1.e. The incarnation of the terrestrial boar should be

Cf: Banerjea, PHI., p.414.

2. Vigdh.P., 111,82,10.
• Mailmann,M .T . Les ensei ;nments de 
l'Agni PurS.na,pp.26-30*

4. Ag.P., XLIX, 2-3.
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endowed with a human body, carrying a gada and other 
weapons in his right hand and the (divine) conch shell, 
the goddess lakgmi or a lotus flower in the left. Sri 
should be represented resting on his elbow and the 
earth and Ananta should follow his footsteps.*^

It is not easy to explain how and why Sri came to 
occupy the place which was so long allotted to Bhudevi, 
when she was rescued by Vi§p.u. But certain repro
ductions may have followed the Agni Purana description 
in their execution. Thus the Mahabalipuram image, 
which can be ascribed to the seventh century A.D., has 
many remarkable details. Here the god holds a female 
figure on his right arm and holds her leg with another 
hand, while another female figure stands in front of him 
with folded hands, her feet still immersed in water and 
her head adorned with a Karapda mukuta. If the latter 
can be identified with Bhu, the other figure could be
Sri, in accordance with the Agni Purana description of

-  2the Varaha form of Vi§pu.

1. Dutt, M.M., Ag.P., vol.l, p.177*
2. Rao, SHI., vol.l, p i .XXXVI.



Another verse from the same chapter gives a some
what different description when it says

caturbahur varahastu ^egah pa&itale dhrtafr 
dharayam bahuna pythvlm varnena kamaladharafr 
padalagne dhara karyya pada laksmlrvyavasthita^

that is, Varaha with his four arms holds Sega on his 
palm, Bhu on his arm, while with his left hand he 
holds Kamala (Lakgmi)• The next line says 'the 
Earth serves or attends at his feet while Lakgmi is 
prostrate1• The description taken as a whole does 
not convey any sense, for the two goddesses are men
tioned twice in the same composition! The only
possible explanation lies in the probability of an

2error made by the copyist.
But if we take only the first verse into consi

deration, then certain images become comprehensible. 
Thus, in the earliest illustration of the Varaha
Avatara, as it is carved on the fagade of the cave,

3number four, at Udaigiri, the goddess Earth sits on 
the left arm (which is bent at the elbow) of the god 
who has another female figure standing to his right.

1. Ag.P., XLIX., 18f.
2. Mallmann, M.T., Le s En s e i gne me nt s Icono graphique s 

d'Agni Purapa, pp. 28-30.
3. Banerjea, PHI., pi.XXV.



On the authority of the verse in question, the latter 
figure may he said to represent Sri Lakgmi. In one 
British Museum specimen, Vigpn holds the female figure 
(Lakgmi?) by his left hand.*

In the BadamI stone relief also, we come across a 
composition where the goddess Earth, instead of 
sitting, is standing on the left arm of the god while 
another female figure with a caurl in her hand, stands
beside the Varaha, who might be a reproduction of his

2consort Sri-Lakgmi.
Rao mentions two other types of varaha form,

Yajfia and Pralaya varaha on the authority of the 
Vaikhanasa Agama. The former should be of white com
plexion and seated on a simhasana with Lakgmi of golden 
yellow colour being on his right, holding a lotus flower 
in her left hand and the right hand resting on the seat. 
On the left side should be seated Bhumidevi of dark 
complexion with a nllotpala in her right hand, the left

<*>

1. Ib., pi.II, fig.a; cf: Banerji, MASI., vol.XXV,
pi.XVII,b.

2. Banerji, MASI, vol.XXV, pi.XXV. Here we may refer 
to a beautiful seal from Tipperah bearing a 
Gajalakgml motif which has another smaller seal with 
the figure of a boar attached to it. Bloch, T., 
'Excavations at Basarh, post-script1, ASIAR., 
1903-04, pp. 120-123, fig.19.



hand being on the seat* The face of Bhudevi should 
be turned slightly towards the god with an expression 
of wonder in her face.

tasya dakging devl sriyam hemabham vamapadam 
samakuneya dakginam prasaryaslnam padmadhara 
vamahastam vamaparsve mahlmdevim sasyasyajnanibham 
dakgip.a padamakune:/a vamam prasaryaslnam utpala 
dharadakgipa has tarn a sane nihita vamahastam devam 
kincit samikgyafr vismayotphullalocanam karayet.
This Yajna varaha form shows a particular ideology

as the Yajna as a whole is symbolised by the boar and
its various limbs are supposed to represent the dif-

pferent limbs (aAgas) of the sacrifice.
In the Pralaya varaha form of Vig$u, only Bhudevi 

appears at his side. The reason, as the name indi
cates , is possibly that this composition depicts his 
annihilation of the Asuras and the rescue of the Earth.

1. Vaikh. Sg., Ch. LVII.
2. ,fHis feet were the Vedas; his tusks the sacrificial 

stakes; in his teeth were the offerings; his 
mouth was the pyre; his tongue was the fire; his 
hair was the sacrificial grass; his sacred texts 
were his heads; and he was (endowed with the 
miraculous power of) a great ascetic.” Vigpu Smpti 
1,3; cf: SEE., VII, p.l.

3. Vaikh. 5g., Ch. LVII.



(t) NARASIKHA AVATlRA ^
✓

For the Narasigiha Avatara form of Vigpu we come 
across a similar description as that of Yajna varaha; 
Lakgmi and Bhudevi are to be represented on either side, 
Lakgmi with a lotus in her left hand and Bhudevi carry
ing a nilotpala in her right hand, the complexion of 
the respective goddesses being golden yellow and dark, 
as is prescribed in the Vaikhanasa Agama.̂

But the composition of certain Narasigiha images 
can be described as Lakgmi Narasigiha when the god sits 
on a padmasana with Lakgml on his left thigh with her 
feet hanging down, supported by a lotus. Three hands 
of Vigpu carry the Cakra and 6a&kha and form the 
abhaya mudra, while the fourth hand embraces the 
goddess, and the left hand of the goddess carries a

plotus while her right hand embraces her lord. This 
particular type seems to be the giver of happiness 
(lakgmlnrsigiha vijneyam grhinagi ca sukhapradam)̂  and

1. Vaikh.Ag., Ch. LVI. Cf: Banerji, EISMS., pl.XLVI 
where Lakgml holds a lotus in her left hand, the 
other half is broken.

2. Rao, EHI., Vol.l, pl.XLI, p.183.

One 13th century Lakgmi Narasipha temple at Bhadravati 
has in the main sanctum a Narasimha image in sukhasana 
with Lakgmi on his left lap. Arch.Surv.of Mysore, 
1931, P.6.



is to be reproduced in front of tbe village (lakgmlnpsigiha 
scaiva'api gramasyabhimukbe bhavet) possibly as a 
guardian deity.

In another composition, both Sri Lakgmi and 
Bhudevi are present, but in a completely different 
posture. Thus the Vaikhanasa Igama describes the 
Sthauna Narasigiha (so named possibly because he came 
out of the pillar) form of Vigpu, in which, as if to 
appease the wrath of Narasigiha, who is engaged in des
troying the demon Hiranyaka&ipu, SrldevI, Bhudevi,
Narada (with his Vlga) and Prahlada (with his hands 
folded in the dh.jall mudra), should be shown standing 
to his right and left^ tasya kopafeantyarthagi par&vayord- 
akginavamayoh Srlmahyam prahladam vandamanam ca 
karayet dakgip.e narada vlnahastagi ...1 The Siva 
Purana says that Lakgmi was surprised to see Viggu in
that enraged attitude (lakgmlscapi tada tahca dpgtva 

—  —  2vismayagata) and did not dare to go to appease his 
wrath as she had never seen him in such a fierce mood 
(lakgml^rvadati rupam na maya dpgtam kathantu vai).̂

1. Vaikh.Sg., Ch. LVII, p.198; cf: Rao, EHI., vol.l, 
pl.ihlVTT found at Ellora.

Jnana Samh.2. SivaT^^2lT20.
3. Ib., 33; Cf: Bhag.P., VII,9?2. Cf: a reproduction

from the bas-reliefs of BadamI (Cave III) which has,
Continued over



*v
SARASVATI WITH VTSNU

Instead of Bhudevi, Sarasvatl or Pug^i sometimes 
occupies the left side of Vigpu along with Sri-Lakgmi 
who is represented on his right side, Lakgml and 
Sarasvatl have never been identified, but have some
times assumed the same position, and have even, on 
occasion, been confused. Like Lakgml, Sarasvatl was 
one of the five mind-born daughters of Brahma who were 
married to Dharmarajfa• ̂ Sarasvatl, though a consort 
of Brahma now, was known to have been married to 
Narayauga (as is evident from various sculptures) and 
there are stories about Vigpufs negligence towards her

pwhen he favoured Lakgml,^ Even nowadays, the legends 
of their eternal strife is common; that is, Sarasvatl 
deserts the place where Lakgml abides, (This myth may 
represent the development of a belief that money (Lakgml) 
made the wealthy idle and thus bereft of knowledge while

Footnote 3 continued from previous page.
among various other figures, a female figure, 
possibly of Lakgml on his left. NASI., XXV, 
pi.XVIII,a.

1. Nat.P., CLXXI, 29-36.
2. BVP., Brahm.kh., VI,1; Bhav.P., Nadh.kh., ch.XIV 

describes how Narada saw Narayap.a with Lakgml and 
Sarasvatl in Vaikhug^ha.



because of their continual studies, those with wisdom 
(Sarasvati) did not have time or tact to earn enough. 
This idea has been beautifully expressed by Kalidasa 
in his Raghuvagisa; nisargabhinnaspadamekasagisthamasmin 
dvayam srisca sarasvatlsca.̂

Later texts refer to the strife between Sarasvati, 
Lakgmi and Gahga, the three wives of Vigpu: lakgmi

— — _ psarasvati ga&ga tisro bharya harerapi. There is 
also the description of a four-armed image of Vigpu 
with his three wives beside him. It is said that 
once Sarasvati cursed Lakgmi and, as a result, Lakgmi 
was born on earth first as the Padmavati river and then 
as Tulasi in the house of King Dharmadhvaja; TulasI 
was married to Asurendra Safikhacu(J.a. SaiikhacugLa 
adorned her with all the jewellery he stole from 
others and according to these texts Lakgmi can be seen 
adorned with this jewellery. The Brahmavaivartta 
Purapa, while referring to Tulasi, describes her as

1. Ragh., VI,29; Cf: VikramorvasI, V,24, which also
expresses a similar idea:
parasparavirodhinyo rekasam^raya durlabhag
sagigatagi srisarasvatyorbhuyadudbhutaye satam.

2. BVP., Prak.Kh., VI,17; Devi Bhg.P., 9th Kh., VI,17.
3. Ib.



atlva sundarl Syana1 nyagrodha parimag-jLala
mm mm _  Qyatha dvadasa vargiya rainy a susthirayauvana*1 

It also adds that the same goddess was divided into two 
as Lakgmi and Radhika^, (thus Radhika became a portion of 
Lakgmi)•

Lakgmi and Sarasvatl have often been described as
being part of each other:

yatha sarasvatl lakgmyab saktistatha _ _ zl
lakgmiropi sarasvatya stanuvarttate

That Lakgmi and Sarasvatl were sometimes confused is
also evident in the Srlpahcaml pu.ja. In the Hahabharata,^
Srlpancami seems to be the day dear to Lakgmi when
reverence should be paid to her. But nowadays it is
Sarasvatl who is worshipped on that day, and a verse
states that on the fifth day of the bright fortnight in
the month of Nagha, which is dear to Sri, one performs
the Sarasvotsava,

1. Being a plant, her complexion could not have been 
otherwise. Even now, housewives illuminate lamps 
and pay their reverence to Tulasi every evening.

2. BVP., Prak.Kh., XXXV, 5*
5. Ib., 10.
4-. 1Yatha tit hi tattva sripancamyam1, cf: Poona

Orientalist, Ip (19^8), P.4-.
5. ribh., III, 229, 51; cf: Baudh.Gr.S.Sut., 111,5; HSnava Gr.Sut., 11,15.



maghamasi site pakge pane ami ya sriyak priyah 
tasyam purvahpa eveha karyyafr sarasvotsava ,

On the other hand, on the Kajagari purp.ima night, when
people celebrate Lakgml puja, everything is supposed 

pto be white and this suggests that some confusion 
m y  have arisen here.

The verses on iconography in the purapas state 
that Lakgml and Sarasvatl or Pug^i should be sculpted 
on either side of Vigpu^srisca pugfriSca kartavye 
parSvayofr padmasagyute  ̂or dadhanam dakgipe devim isriyam 
parSve tu bibhratam / sarasvatim vama par&ve • . But 
the Sgamas always replace Sarasvatl with Bhumidevl.
In fact, there is no doubt that the application of the 
respective texts mentioned above is regional in charac
ter, the purapas being followed in the north while the 
Sgamas wererecognised in the south.

1. 'Iti ca Sastravacanam samudhpvyafr1, Poona Or., op.cit., 
p74.

2. Sarasvati_is always regarded as being all white 
(MahaSveta, Svetavastra sarvasukla sarasvatl) con- 
forming to her character of a goddess of learning•

3. Hat.P., CCLVTII,13
4. Hallmann,op.cit. , pf.|73Zf|.
5. Several images from Southern and Northern quarters of 

India, belonging to an early period, corroborate this 
view. But gradually the rule was relaxed as is evident 
from some icons which, although they are from the same 
region, depict both Sarasvatl (Spooner, D.B., 'Vigpu

Continued over



Thus, ih the Purapas, one finds Sarasvati in
place of Bhudevi. In the Trailokyamohana aspect of
Vigpu, the Agni Purapa ascribes a place to Sarasvati
beside Vigpu

trailokyamohana starkgye agtabahustudakgipe 
cakram khaflgag ca mugalap aAku&am vamake kare 
SaAkhap SarfLgagadapaSan padmavipa samanvite 
lakgmi sarasvati karyye ... 1

In another place the Agni Purapa includes even Bhadra and
Bala with others,

trailokyamohpair mantraifr sthapyas trailokyamohanafr 
gadi dakge Aantikaro dvibhujo va caturbhujafr 
vamordhve karayeccakram pancajanyam atho 'yadhafr 
Srlpugti sapyuktam kuryad balena saha bhadraya . 2
In the Vasudeva form of Vigpu also, Lakgmi and

Pugji Sarasvati are placed on his two sides, but are
not to reach a higher level than the hip of Vasudeva

Sripugti capi kartavye padmavipa karanvite 
urunmatrocchrita yame malavidyadharantatha# 3

Footnote 5 continued from previous page
images from Rangpur1̂  ASIAR., 1911-12, p.154, pl.LXX,l) 
with her Vina and Bhumi (it., fig.2) beside Vigpu.

1. Ag.P., XLIX., 20-21.
2. Ib., LXIII,4-5.
3. Ib., XLIV,48.



The Hayasirga pancaratra illustrates the same idea 
when it states *.

Sripugticapi kartavye padmavip.a karanvite
urumat rocchritay ame kihcid avarjita tatha1
In numerous representations of Vigpu, mostly 

belonging to the period of the Palas and the Senas, 
Lakgmi and Sarasvatl are sculpted on his two sides
and are no higher than the level of his waist; Lakgmi

— — Pholds a camara while Sarasvatl plays on her vip.a.
In this context we can refer to an image of 

Vigpu, one "of the most outstanding artistic remains 
of ancient Bengal of the early medieval period". It 
shows the god in lalitasana on the outstretched wings 
of Garu$a, holding two lotuses by their stalks; on 
its pericarps are the miniature seated figures of 
Gajalakgmi and Sarasvatl playing on her vlpa.̂

1. Cited by Banerjea, J.N., 'VigELu', JISOA, XII, 194-5* 
1.75, n.l. Cf: Ag.P., XXIV,47-4-9.

2. ASIAR., 1906-07, pl.LXXIV,b, from Sohnag. Baner.ii,
iSlSMg, pi.IV, fig.d; pi.XVIII, figs. b & d. (undated 
inscribed images) pl.XLIII, figs. a,b,c,d; pl.XLIV, 
figs. a,c; Bidya Binod, B.B., 'Varieties of the
Vig$u Images', NASI., II, pi.VIII, fig.c.

5. Bhattasali, IHE., Br.Im. in the Dacca Nus., p.88, 
pi.-XXIV*-

'ftfn



It is only with the evolution of time that Lakgml 
and Sarasvatl became closely associated with their 
respective emblems. The images described above depict 
the goddesses with their vipa , camara, etc., but the 
Hatsya Purana, which is earlier than any of these 
images, describes both the divinities simply as holding 
lotuses.’*' What is of more importance is that the text 
adds that Ppthivi should be reproduced in between the
two legs of Vasudeva, adhastat prthivl tasya kartavya
- 2padmamadhyatah. Thus it affirms the fact that
Sarasvatl was esteemed as Vigpu's consort long before 
Bhumidevi, and the older date of the Pur apas, which 
ascribe to Sarasvatl a position on his left side, cor
roborates this view.

pbthivT

Another Purapa gives a similar description of 
Bhumidevi who is to be figured between the two legs of

1. Hat.P., CCLVIII,13; The Ag.P. prescribes padma and 
vina; cf: Banerji, EISHST, where both the deities
hold a lotus and a stalk. Cf: Lintel relief of
a Vaisnava temple from Gaur dist. Haldah where four
armed Lakgml and Sarasvatl images are on either side. 
(Ib., pl.XC., fig.b.).



the image of the Paravasudeva aspect of Vigpu, hut
there is no mention of Lakgml and Sarasvati. Her
gaze at the lord seems to be characteristic of their
relationship

madhyena trivallbhafigalobhitena sucarupa 
strlrupadharipl kgopl karya tatpadamadhyaga ..• 
anudpSya mahlkarya devadarsita vismita
R.C. Kak illustrates a we11-preserved specimen of

the above-mentioned type, which is now in the collection
of the Sri Pratap Singh Museum, where the front hands
of Vigpu hold a lotus and a conch shell, while the
back, hands rest on the heads of Gakrapuruga and
GadadevI; a half-raised female figure can be seen between
the legs of the god, and may be identified with the
Earth goddess. Thus the illustration looks like a
true image of the description.

As has already been said, the Vaikhanasa Xgama
replaces Pug-fi Sarasvati by Bhumi when the Vasudeva
aspect of Vigpu is concernedt

daivika vasudevam siphasane samaslnam caturbhujam
b afikh a c akr adh ar am

1. Cf:. Rao, EHI., I, App.C., pp. 66-67•
2. Kak, R.C., Handbook of the Archaeological and 

Numismatic Sections, p.4-9, fig.Ao.2l7



Sribhumyam sahitam tatha devasya daksipavamayab.’*' 
It further adds, that on the right and the left, there 
should be the images of the gods like Brahma, and in 
addition to him, there should be by the side of 
Balarama, the standing image of BevatldevI, on the 
left of Aniruddha, his consort U$a, and beside 
Pradyumna, his consort Rohipi, while on the side of 
Samba should be his consort Indukarl. Thus it is 
apparent that the whole composition is more or less 
like that of the Pauranic Vasudeva form except for the 
appearance of Bhudevi in Sarasvatl's place.

The Hanasara, which is also a standard manual of 
the Silpa&astra belonging to the south, while elabo
rating the iconometrical and decorative elements,
echoes the same thing, the company of Sri and Bhumi:

— — PSribhumi dakgipe vame«
The Silparatna1s description is also remarkable 

in its concept of Vigpu as Suit a-Karayapa where one 
verse mentions the presence of Sri only, but the 
following verse includes both Sri and Dhara,

1. Vaikh.Ag., Ch. LXI.
2. Hanasara, Ch. LI; Acharyya, P.K., op.cit., p.53«



Sridhara£ligtapar£ve « ̂
Only the Vaikhanasa Agama, and no other text on 

iconography, describes some images known as the 
Vaigpava dhruvaberas, a distinct class by itself, which 
shows some regional (i.e. southern) bias. These images 
seem to have been instrumental in the rise of a dis
tinctive temple architecture, that is the superstructure 
housing all the three principal varieties of Dhruvaberas 
in its three storeys, a characteristic of the southern 
region of India. As far as their origin and develop
ments are concerned, they may be seen as a later mani
festation of the early medieval period. They were 
much later than the avatara images, as is evident from 
the remark of Banerjea, ’’The difference between the 
two lies in the fact that we have some evidence regar
ding the existence of the former in the later Vedic
texts, whereas there is none about the existence of

2the latter m  them."

1. Silparatna, V,23 & 25• Cf: in this context, Vigp.u 
as the Sun, supra p*l2Zff- For iconographic repro
ductions, see Rea, A., 1Chennakesavasvaml temple, 
So&palle1, ASIAR., 1902-03, P.87; Ib., 1922-23,
p.89, pl.V,31 1^15-16, P*70; p.66, pl.XLIII,a, etc.

2. Banerjea, PHI., p.383.



A close survey of these images, i.e. the Vaigpava 
dhruvaberas, which can generally he divided into three 
classes, Yoga, Bhoga and Vira (which are further divided 
in their own respective spheres), would show how Bhumi 
almost became an inseparable companion of Vigpu; in 
most of these images she is given more prominence than 
Lakgml and occasionally even appears alone with Vigpu.

Thus, in the Yogasthanaka murti,̂  either Bhpgu and 
Markap<J.eya, or Bhudevi and Markap<Jeya are said to be 
sculpted on the right and left side of Vigpu; there 
is no mention of Srldevi.

In the Yogasana aspect the same idea prevails,
  _      _  p

tatha mahimarkap<j.eyam va karayet taduttamam yogas an am.
But in the Bhogasthanaka form, Sri and Bhu sit on

either side of Vigpu:
dakgipe Sriyam prabalabham sthitam dakgipa padam 
vamam kincit kuneitam dakgipe kare kamaladhptam 
vamam prasarita devam kincit samlkgya vame 
syamabham dakgipahastamprasaritamanyenllotpaladhptam 
vamapadam kincit kuncitadevam kincit samlkgya ...^

1. Vaikh.Sg., Ch.XV.
2. Ib., Ch. XVI.
3. Ib., Ch. XV.



on the right is golden-yellow SrldevI and on the 
left is dark Bhudevi, carrying the lotus and the water- 
lily as their respective attributes. They should 
stand with one leg firmly placed on the ground while the 
other should be slightly bent. Two we11-preserved 
illustrations have been found which correspond to this 
description in its main features.'*'

In the Bhogasana aspect of Vigp.u, the god sits on 
a Si^ihasana with his consorts, Lakgml holding a Kamala 
(lotus) and Bhumidevi with a nilotpala (blue water- 
lily) in their hands respectively. Other descriptions 
are also more or less similar to that of his 
Bhogasthanaka murti with the addition of a Kalpavrkga 
sculpted on the wall.

An illustration has been found in the Badaml Cave 
III, which can be dated back to A.D. 578* It shows 
an innovation, that is, the figure is placed on the 
XdiSega. Other representations have been discovered 
at the Kailasanatha temple at Conjeeveram; at Ellora 
(Ravana ka Khai); another on a pillar at Veradapparunal

ptemple at Dadikkombu in the Madras district.^

1. Rao, EHI., I, pi.XX; One in the British Museum, 
Brooke Sewell Fund, 6-13*1*

2. Shukla, D. N., op.cit., p.210.



Another form of Vig$u, widely known as Virasana,^ 
also depicts him as being seated upon a siijihasana sup
ported by Lakgmi and Bhu kneeling on either side,

pujakasthane sridevimvame mahldevim ekajanukra- —  ' _ *3
menasayitva.

Only one example has so far been found amongst the 
ruins of Aihole. In the ViraSayaaa aspect, both Bhumi
and Sri should be placed near the feet of the god*

_  _  _  3padaparSve Sribhumibhyam which has already been dis-
4cussed*

In a late image of Kesava, known as VIrayanarayaua, 
of Hoysala workmanship, both Sri and Bhumi have been 
sculpted on Viĝ iu's two sides, but the sides seem to 
have been changed. Bhudevi is on the right side with 
pa£a and phala while Lakgmi stands on the left with 
phala and padma in her two hands.^

It may be due to her character as the deity of 
vegetation that Bhudevi has been given a dark complexion

1. Vaikh.Ag., Ch.XVI.
2. Shukla, v. n.> op.cit., p.210.
3. Vaikh.Ag., Ch.XVII.
4. Supra , p.2 3 8,?i.XK.
5. Arch.Surv. Mysore, 1931? p.46.



and red clothes, indicative of crops and fertility.^-
—  2  —  - rThe Aq£umadhhedagama describes Bhudevi as of a light 

green colour resembling that of the tender sprouts of 
the paddy plant, other attributes being a Karapda mukuta 
and yellow dress.

(Q) KBSflTAVATlBA

The south Indian images of Kpgpa enshrined in 
the Vaigpava temples correspond fully to the Vaikhanasa 
Sgama description of Vigpu, along with all the Vaigpava 
emblems like cakra, G-aru^a and conch, but Rukmipl and 
Satyabhama replace Lakgml and Bhudevi, other postures 
and attributes remaining the same. Most of these 
images in south India are known as Mannar, which means

1. syamavarpanibha bhasvadrajiva samalocana 
henByajnopavita ca dvibhuja ca dvinetraka 
sarvabharajpasaqyukta karapda mukutanvita 
raktamvaradharacaiva dakgipahastotpalanvita 
dharapyakptirevaqsyat ••.

(Purvakarapagama, Ch.XII)•
2. sasyaAkuranibha bhumir nilalaka samanvita 

karapdamukut op eta s arvabharapabhug ita 
pitamvaradharacaiya prasannavadananvita
padmam vapyutpalaq vatha ubhayor hastayor dhptam 
padmaplthaparigtattu asina va sthitapi va

(Aqsumadbhedagama, Gh. XLIX.)



one who resembles a king, and king he was amongst the 
avataras of Vigipu.

These images of Rukmi$i and Satyabhama show the 
natural effect of their husbandfs exaltation as Vig:pu, 
where Rukmi$i is Sri incarnate and Satyabhama follows 
Bhudevi in minute details. The Mahabharata says that 
Rukmini was born on earth as a portion of Sri, for the 
gratification of Narayapa, in the line of Bhigmaka, and 
was the wife of Kpgpa Vasudeva, Narayapa incarnate on 
earth.^ According to the HarivagiSa as well, Rukmipl
is the goddess Srl incarnate, who was born at the 
instance of Brahma, to fulfil some special object.
Kpgpa came and told Bhigmaka, father of Rukmipl, that 
she was not an ordinary woman but the goddess Srl who, 
at the time of the descent of Harayapa, was asked by 
the gods to go down to earth. Row, to prevent her 
hvayamvara, he (Kpgpa) has come at the command of Indra 
to see Sri in her human form. Then it is told how 
Kpgpa ravished Rukmipl who was to have married SiSupala.

1. M b h . 1,61.90: 95 (Poona Ed.)
2. Hariv. A5i,3l; cf j tarn dadar&a tada kpgpo lakgmlgi

sakgadiva sthitam 
rupepagryepa sampannap devatayatanantike 
vahperiva Sikhap diptap mayap bhumigatamiva 
ppthivimiva gambhiramutthitam ppthivitalat

Hariv., I 1,5935-56.



This svayamvara of Rukmini where she received 
Kpgp.a as her beloved lord seems to he a later adap
tation and re-orientation of the Lakgmisvayamvara, and 
the idea of the Lakgmisvayamvara seems to originate from 
the story of the emergence of Lakgmi from the sea 
sind her selection of Vignu as her lord. The Ilatsya
Purana even refers to the composition of a nataka by 
Bharata called Lakgmisvayamvara and to its participants, 
Rambha, Menaka and UrvasI where Urva&I acted as Lakgmi

lakgmisvayamvaram nama bharatena pravartitam 
menakam urvaslm rambham nptyateti tada disat 
nanarta salayam tatra lakgmlrupena corva£I 
sa pururavasan dpgtva nptyantl kamapldita

(d) RAillVATARA

Similarly, in the Ramavatara form of Vigp.u, where 
Rama is just another manifestation of Vignu, Sita seems 
to follow Lakgmi in every minute detail, and has even 
been explicitly stated to resemble Sri,

1. Mat.P., 24.28.39; Cf: Padma P.. Sr^i Khanda,
'  ̂ (Vi 12^81-82. Later, in the*Saduktikarnamyta by 
Srldharadasa, we come across a collection of five 
verses regarding the Lakgmisvayamvara.



tasya dakgipe sit a hemabha suklamvara vame padmadharl 
dakgipa hasta prasarita dakgipam sthitam vamamakuhcya 

padamudbandha kantikuntalam karapflikamakutasaipyukta 
va sltadyakgarabljapyat sarvam Iprlmiva, sitamayonljam 
lakgmlg. vaidehlmiti

— — QSlta has been identified with Lakgml in the Ramayana,
_ _  z nin the Vigpudharmottara Purana, and in the Harivajjsa,

- 5 -In the Abhigeka Nataka, dramatised in six acts, Rama
is all along identified with Vigpu and he does not
accept Sita until the Fire god certifies,

imam bhagavatlm lakgmlm janlhi janakatma^ jam 
sa bhavantam anuprapta manugim tanum a£rita

i.e. 'know that this daughter is Lakgml; assuming human
form, she has come to you* •

Throughout the Adhyatma Ramayapa (considered to
be a part of the BrahmapgLa Purapa) Rama is essentially
the god Vigpu, and Slta, who is abducted by Ravapa, is

1. Vaikh.£g., Ch.LIX.
2. Ram., VI,117*27.
3. Vigdh.P., 1,239*4*1, ramo janardanafr. sakgat slta

lakgmistathaiva ca
4-. Hariv. 1^1 12,9.
5. Abh.Nat., IV,14-.
6. Ib., VI,29.



an illusion, while the real Sita, who is identical 
with Lakgml and Prakpti, does not appear till the end 
of the hook when the fire-ordeal takes place.^

The commentator on the Ramayapa quotes from the 
Padma Purapa on Sita*s hirth: atha loke^varl lakgmlr
janakasya pure s vat ah ... etc. "Now Lakgml, the 
mistress of the world, was horn of her own will in the 
city of Janaka, in a beautiful field opened up hy her
plough under the star in the second half of the month

_ pof Phalguna".
Srl is known as Sita in Gaya according to the

_ _ 5Vayupurapa, lakgmi sitahhidhanena.
The Siva Purapa tells a completely different story 

ahout Sita*s hirth in the family of Janaka. It is 
narrated how once Ravapa raped Vedavati, who dedicated 
her soul to KeSava and hurnt herself with a determi
nation to cause Ravapa1s death in her next hirth. She 
then went heneath the earth to unite with Vigpu who

1. Winternitz, M., Hist, of Sans.Lit., vol.l, pp.578-79*
2. Muir, QST., IV,4-65n.
3. VaP, LVI,58; Srlmad Devi Bhg. Book III, Ch.XXX,13, 

where Sita is an incarnation of Lakgml.



also felt the same urge to he with her. When Ravaga 
went beneath the earth, being fascinated with Lakgmi1s 
beauty, he wanted to carry her away, but was driven 
away by Viggu, whom he asked for the favour that he 
would always meet his death at the hands of Viggu.
Then Ravaga assaulted Rambha, wife of Nalakubera, and 
was cursed to be slain if he assaulted a woman again. 
Later Lakgmi was born as Janaka's daughter, and as 
Ravaga carried her away, he was slain by Rama.^ Thus 
it affirms the hypothesis that Rama and Sita are Viggu 
and Lakgmi incarnate on earth.

But all these stories are mere later developments, 
and so is, according to some, the identification between
Lakgmi and Sita. Pravarasena, in his Ravagavaha

2clearly distinguishes between the two and the passage
referring to Sita and Lakgmi in the Ramayaga has been

xconsidered spurious by Buleke, but this seems to be 
too far fetched. Various verses, referring to both 
Lakgmi and Sita, rather imply some kind of resemblance

1. Siva.P., Dh.Sagh., IX,43-7; BVP., Prak.Kh., XIV, 
1- 21.

2. Pravarasena, Ravagavaha, 11,38.
C.S.J., — _ -----

3. Bulcke/ Ramakatha, p.271«



between the two and that of Viggu and Rama,^ which , 
in the long run turned almost into a complete identi
fication, It may have developed with the understanding

1. Cf: OLngaragena divyena liptangi janakatmftje
sobhayigyasi bhartaragi yatha sriviggumavyayam;

(Ram,, 11,118,20);
tamuttamam trilokanamo padmahinamiva Sriyam
vibhrajamanam vapugam ravap.afr prasasagisa ha
raupyakancanavargabhe pitakauSeya vasini
kamalanaq. &ubhagi malagi padminlva ca bibhratl

(cf: the exaltation of Lakgmi as Padmini, wearing a 
garland of lotuses padmamalini, in the Sri Sukta, v.5)
hrifr. srifr klrtib subha lakgmirapsara va Subhanane
bhutir vat vagi vararohe ratirva svairacaripi

(Ib., 111,4-6,15-17);
ya hi vai£ravage lakgmirya candre harivahane
sa ravapagphe ramya (sarva) nityamevanapayinl

(Ib., V,9,8), etc.
But one verse states that Lakgmi took the human form 
of Sita in order to kill Ravaga -

si talakgmirbhavarlvi gourde vagi kpggafr prajauatib
vadharthagi ravage syeha pravigto manugigi tanugt

which supports_the Sivapyana story to a certain 
extent (cf: Ram., VI,117,2*). The Padma Purana
also says that it was Lakgmi who was born as Sits, 
in the_family of Janaka. She is here called 
Ayonija (not born from the womb) and we know how 
Lakgmi has been ascribed various births from water 
and lotus. Sita is also said to emerge from the
earth with a lotus in her hand, thus the poet seems 
to visualise her as Lakgmi,

atha lokeSvarl lakgmir janakasya pure svatafr
ayonija padmakara balarka-sata-sannibha

Continued over



that Rama was a portion of Vigpu. Thus in the 
Ramayapa the commentator comments on the words "Thou 
art Vigpu" (Vigpu tvam hi sanatahafr) as anena sltayafr 
lakgmltvam sphufram evoktam / taduktam paraSarepa 
paghavatve1bhavat Sita Rukmipl Krishpa-janmani iti4 
"By this it was clearly affirmed that Sita was Lakgml. 
ParaSara says: "In the godfs life as Rama, she became
Sita, and in his birth as Kpishpa [she became] Rukmipi"

DATTlTREYA

The Markapdeya Purapa refers to Lakgml as the 
wife of the Rgi Dattatreya, one of the CaturvipSarupas 
of Vigpu, and it narrates how the gods, once harassed 
by the (Xsuras, took refuge in his a£rama and, being 
attracted by the beauty of his wife Lakgml, placed her 
on their heads and carried her away. As Lakgml was

Footnote continued from previous page.
Even the Vedic character of a goddess called Sita, 
as she appears in the Rgveda (IV,57,6) as a deity 
presiding over agriculture or the fruits, could 
have caused this obvious resemblance between Sita 
and Lakgml.

1. Muir, J., OST., IV, p.460.
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thus placed on their heads, the gods became victorious.'1* 
But it is only in a special sense that Dattatreya 

is an incarnation of Vigpu; usually he is an incar
nation of all the three deities of the Hindu Trinity 
and iconographic references are also in accordance with 
that presumption.

But in the Agni Purapa, we come across an ardhasloka, 
bearing a reference to the iconographic representation
of Dattatreya accompanied by Sri on his lap^

_  _  _  _  _  —  2dattatreya dvibahuhsyad vamotsafige Sriya saha^
although any early representation conforming to this 
description is yet to be found.

HARIHARA

Another particular type of image, a composite
3form of Hari and Hara, known variously as Haryardha^

1. Mark.P., XVIII-XIX. Then there is a discussion on 
•kbe different stations of Lakgml.

2. Ag.P., XLIX,27•
3. Uttarakamikagama, as quoted by Rao, EHI., II,

App.6., pp.lb9-7 0.
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1 2°r Harihara in the Saivite texts and HariSankara
or Sivanarayapa  ̂in the Vaigpavite texts, has heen 
represented in the iconoplastic art of India.

There is an interesting story about the origin 
of this image in the Harivajjjsa. It narrates how after 
a combat between Vigpu and Mahadeva, at Brahma*s inter
vention, Mahadeva went into Kpgpa's body and recog
nised himself there and they embraced each other.
Only Brahma noticed this inter-communion; he then went 
to Markap<Jeya and elaborated a peculiar dream he had 
dreamt where Kpgpa appeared with a hatchet while 
Mahadeva had a conch shell, disc and blue complexion, 
Kpgpa possessing the bull while Siva was mounted on the 
Garu<Ja. Brahma wanted to know the significance of 
this dream.

Markap<Jeya explained that the dream meant that 
there is no difference whatsoever between the two per
sonalities. He who is Vigpu is Mahadeva and Brahma,

1. Silparatna, Ib., p.168.
2. Ag.P., Ch. XLIX, 24-25.
3. Mat.P., CLX,21•
4. Hariv. H,IZS.
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all are one and the same, they have evolved from the
same source. Half masculine and half feminine, they
absorb themselves everywhere and in every object.
To Mahadeva, Kpgpa is great, to Kpgpa, Mahadeva is
great. They are of undivided origin and rule the
universe with the same object, the symbol of unity in
variety, the beloved of Lakgmi and of Uma, etc., etc.

The Vamana Purapa tells a different story,
although with the same conviction.^" Once, to convince
a rgi that he and Siva were the same and that Siva
resided in his own self, Vigpu appeared to him in this
dual aspect. In the Vigpu Purapa, Vigpu tells Siva:
eYou are fit to apprehend that you are not distinct from
me, that which I am, thou art and that is also this 

oworld* . Thus all these stories seem to convey the
fact that this composite image is to represent the

1 .  V a m . P .  XLXXV-1 . 3 o - 3 2.
■ 1 " 3

2. VI4.P., V,23. According to Rao,_in this particular 
type of image, Hari replaces Devi who is always por- 
trayed_as the other half of Siva in his
Ardhanar1 svara aspect. Vigpu is also viewed as the 
prakpti tattva (EHI., I, p.352) and this^recalls the 
story of Vispu taking the guise of Mohini which 
enraptured Siva.
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compromise that the two sects, the Vaigpavas and the 
^aivas, arrived at.

As the name indicates, the left side of this 
variety of images is possessed of all the character
istics of Vigpu while the other side should have every 
peculiarity of Siva. Even in the Mahotsavas in the 
temple of Harihara, the vehicles, decorations and 
ceremonies are alternately those that are peculiar to 
Siva and to Vigpu respectively and these festivals are 
attended by both the Vaigpavas and the Saivas. But as 
far as the details are concerned, the texts differ 
with regard to the position and nature of the emblems 
to be held by the hands, and so do the different 
sculptural representations.1

In the Agni Furapa, Hari&aAkara is a member of 
the troop of Hari (Harer gapa), as it is quite explicitly 
described in the chapter which concerns only Vigpu 
and his surroundings; i.e. under this form (Harihara), 
Hari takes the trident and the javelin in his right 
hands, adopting the characteristics of Rudra and Ke&ava. 
The Agni Purapa adds another interesting feature, i.e.

1. Mallmann, M.T., op.cit., pp.46-47.
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the presence of Lakgmi and Gauri .(the tv/o respective
consorts on two respective sides)"*;

hari&afikaro harifr sulasygtidhari dakge ca gada-
c akradharo p are 

rudra kesavo laksmafigo gauri-lakgmi samanvitafr
pwhich is totally absent in other puranic descriptions.

The actual reproductions of Harihara are not 
numerous and we have come across only a few murtis 
where Lakgmi and Gauri have been portrayed on either 
side of the central figure. Thus , in a panel found 
in the lower cave temple at BadamI, the upper right 
and left hands of the composite image hold a para^u 
with a snake around it and a sahkha, the lower right 
is broken while the left is on the thigh. Parvati 
and Lakgmi can be seen standing on the Hara and the 
Hari part respectively, carrying a lotus in one hand 
with the other hanging down. Garuda and Vpga, the 
two vahanas, have also been executed in between the 
central figure and their respective consorts.

1. Ag.P., XLIX, 24— 25*
2. Mat.P., CCLX.
5. Rao, EHI•, II, pl.XCIX; cf: Banerji, MASI., XXV,

pi. ITT7E.



Another such well-preserved image from Poona 
representing Harihara, a specimen of Calukyan art, 
shows the trisula and akgamala (rosary) in his right 
hands and the gada in one of the left hands, the other 
one being broken. Two vahanas, as are prescribed in 
the Vigpudharmottara purapa, are kneeling near the feet 
while Lakgml seems to carry a Sahkha (and not a phala 
as is said by Rao) and an indistinct object in two of 
her hands, while Parvatl carries a padma and a phala.
It is significant that there seems to be a lotus pedestal 
under Lakgml*s feet, but it is lacking in the Parvatl 
image. The padabhaAga of Lakgmi is also different from 
that of Parvatl.^*

k a l ySita s t o d a r a

All these four personalities (i.e. Siva, Vigpu, 
Parvatl and Lakgmi) are represented together in the 
Kalyana-Sundara murti of Siva, although in a completely 
different way. This particular type depicts the 
the marriage ceremony of Siva and Parvatl that took

1• Ib•, pi.s.



place in the presence of all the celestial beings.
The legend of the marriage of Siva and Parvati 

has been described in the purapas, and this Saiva 
theme seems to have been quite popular with the 
sculptors who reproduced it at least four times at 
Ellora. But although the Vigpu figure is sculpted 
in all the early images (merely as a spectator),
Lakgml is absent, and the Kanyadana ceremony seems to 
be carried out by Himavan, father of Parvati, and not 
by Vigpu, as is stated in the Sgamas.

Thus, in the panel from the Rame&vara temple,
Ellora (600 A.D.), the male figure standing in between
Siva and Parvati and pouring water, and the female
standing behinct Parvati and touching her shoulder,
who have been identified by Rao1 as Vigpu and Lakgml,
seem to represent Himavan and Mena in reality, as the
figure of Vigpu holding his emblem, the sankha, can be
seen on the right as a mere observer. That Himavan
was the chief person to hand over his daughter is more
obvious from another sculpture on the left side of the
above-mentioned panel, which depicts the scene where Brahma

2seems to approach Himavan to make the engagement final.

1. Rao, EHI., II, pt.l, p.34-9.
2. SenGupta, R.G., fThe panels of Kalyana Sundara Murti 

at Ellora1, Lalit Kala, vol.Vii, pp.14-15*17; pi.IV, 
figs. 1 & 2.



The BSdami has— relief also supplies us with a 
similar image where Vi§pu can he seen as holding the 
gada, the jsafikha and the cakra while Himavan performs 
the lustre. Lakgmi is still absent from the scene.^

But in the period of the introduction of the 
Igamas, Vi§p.u and Lakgmi hoth appeared in the scene and 
not as inactive observers, hut to perform the act of 
Kanyadana. According to the descriptions given in the
- — — 2 — — ■zPurvakarag-agama and the 13ttarakamikagama, ̂ in the scene 

of the marriage of Parvati with Siva, Siva and Parvati 
should form the central figures facing east. Lakgmi 
should he standing behind the hack of the bride touching 
her at the waist, indicating that she is handing her 
over to her lord, while Vi$giu should he standing in the 
background between Siva and Parvati with a golden pot 
of water ready to pour in the ceremony of giving the 
bride to the bridegroom. The Agijsumadbhadagama^ and 
following it the Silparatna  ̂refer to Bhu along with

1. Banerji, NASI., XXV, pi.IV,a.
2. Purvakaranagama, Ch. XI.
3* Uttarakamikagama, Ch. LVIII.
4. Ajgisumadbhedagama, Ch. VIII.
5. Silparatna, Ch. XXII.



Sri standing beside Parvatl and performing the act of 
Kanyadana, but no early reproduction portraying both 
Sri and Bhu has so far been discovered.*^

All these texts inform us that the Vigpu and 
Lakgmi images should be shorter in height, thereby 
enhancing the importance of Siva and Parvatl as the 
main figures. The sculptors also seem to follow 
these descriptions in executing the Kalyanasundara 
images.

2 -In the Elephant a Panel, ail though Himavan is
still present in the act of giving his daughter to 
Siva, Vigpu is also seen standing on the left with a 
big pitcher in his upraised hands. Lakgmi can also 
be seen standing behind with her hands touching 
Parvat1 *s back. The presence of Himavan proves that 
the old tradition was still being followed.

But in the Dumarena or Sita-ki-Nahani Panel

1. But I have come across_a late sixteenth century mural 
painting found at Mattancheri which depicts Vigpu
in procession with his wives Sri_and Bhu; another 
panel shows him as giving away Parvatl to Siva.
Achan, P. Anujan, 'The marriage scene of Uma as 
depicted on the walls of Mattancheri Palace of 
Cochin1, JISOA., June, 1935* pi.Ill, 1 & 2.

2. SenGupta, R.C., op.cit., Lalit Kala, vol.VII, 
pi.VI, fig.5.



(Eighth century A*D.) Himavan is totally eliminated, 
smd instead, Vigpu and Lakgml have been introduced to 
act as the guardians of Parvati. ’’The Dumarena thus 
marks the point of departure between the older icono- 
graphic formulations and the new ones formulated in 
the eighth century when the Sgamas were beginning to 
influence the iconography of the Hindus."^* In this 
sculpture, in addition to Lakgml and Vigpu, who are 
found standing on one side, all the celestial beings
can be seen on their respective vahanas, including

2Varuna on his makara, etc.
% -  1

A very fine sculpture from Tanjore, of a late 
period, seems to follow the Agama injunctions in minute 
details. Durga holds Siva's right hand with her right 
hand while Lakgml stands on her right, embracing her 
waist with her left hand, and Vigpu stands beside 
Lakgml holding the saAkha and cakra, the other hand 
being in the varada mudra. Durga*s undergarment, 
indicated in wavy lines, is a dukulavasana or a silk 
garment, as is described in the Puravakarapagama>
Vigpu*s description is also in accordance with the

1. Ib., p.l?«
2. Ib., pl.V, fig.4-. Cf: Burgess, *Elura Cave

Temples', ASWI, vol.V, pi.XXXVI,1.



Puravakarapagama» standing in a samabhahga pose with 
kirltamukuta, keyura, katakahara, etc.1

But what is significant is that although in all 
the Agamas and in the Silparatna, Parvati is supposed 
to stand on Siva's left, in actual representations, 
she is found on his right; only in a few reproductions

pdoes she occupy the left side of Siva.
A study of the Kalyana-sundaramurtis reveals the

changes that took place in the existing patterns in 
the panels and undoubtedly exhibits the reconciliation 
between the two rival creeds, the Saivas and the 
Vaigpavas. In the BadamI basj?eliefs and in the 
Ramesvara cave temple, Vig$u is just an attendant god 
and is still in a subordinate position in the Elephanta
panel. But in the Dumarlena panel, he and Lakgmi
are the guardians of Parvati. Similarly, in the 
Da&avatara cave, Vigp.u holds the water-pot ready to 
pour water on Siva's head. He was given such impor
tance that in certain sculptures from Madura, he is the

*only god to be seen in the main portion^ and is of the

1. Ib., fig.3.
2. Ib., fig.6; EHI., vol.II, pl.CII; EISMS., pl.XGV, 

fig.c.
3. Rao, EHI., vol.II, pl.CVI and CVII.



same height as Siva. Thus the honourable position 
that he held in the marriage of Siva, shows the 
extent of rapprochement.



C H A P T E R  VI.
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C O N C L U S I O N

In the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to trace
_the history of the worship of Sri, who later assumed the name 

of Laksmi as well. This study tries to determine how the 
cult originated and evolved through the ages, so as to portray 

the goddess in a proper perspective and thus arrive at a better 
understanding of some of the problems involved.

From early times, man in his natural urge to survive, 
required protection from calamities and felt the need for food 
and other necessities of life. He felt the presence of some 
supernatural power that could fulfill his desires and thus 
became an objevt of worship. He wondered at the creative 
power of the earth and deified and worshipped her. In the Vedic 
period, he discovered the type of literature which could give 
expression to his thoughts and feelings, and all these desires 
were manifested in the Vedic Samhitas. The word sri, which 
conveyed the sense of glory and fame, beauty and adornment, royal 
majesty and especially fertility, seems to include all these 
concepts. Individual deities were called upon to bestow upon

A  —the worshippers this sri, which subsequently assumed the form of 
a goddess born from the head of Brahma. The story as it is

" irelated in the Satapatha Brahmai>at shows how the whole concept

1. S. Br., xi,*ft3 t1ff
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of well-being was embodied in the beautiful figure of Sri. The
/ _

idea underlying this concept of Sri is that of good fortune, the 
meaning of which, however, varies from person to person. To 
Agni it meant food; to Soma : royal power; to Varuna s universal 
sovereignty; to Kitra : noble rank; to Indra : power; to Savitr : 
dominion; to Pusan : wealth; to Sarasvati : prosperity; and to 
Tvastr : beauty. All these wishes are granted, according to the

x _
needs of men, by Prajapati, in the visual form of Sri.

Another Vedic synonym for prosperity and well-being, i.e.
Laksmi, gradually merged into the Sri concept. In the Vajasaneyi 
Samhita, they are still two different entities, but become united

s  _  o' _  _in the Srisukta. Even at a later period, Sri and Laksmi are
sometimes mentioned separately, but this is not necessarily in 
conflict with their essential identity.

In the Srisukta, Sri-Laksmi, now fully identified, assumes a 
concrete shape, a concept that was already inherent in the prim
itive cult of the Mother Goddess, which again embodies the concept 
of the Earth Mother and consequently of that of that of the Fert
ility Goddess. Certain Vedic divinities, especially Prthivi (the 
Vedic modification of the primitive Earth spirit), along with 
Aditi, Sinivall, Kuhu, Raka and others, played a role, although 
a somewhat marginal one.
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This overall concept is first revealed in the Epics and
✓ _the Pura^as. Whatever was implicit in the Srisukta became

explicit in this later literature. Multiple stories came into
being, partly in connexion with her many births; to emphasise
her divine character, a miraculous birth from the ocean is
attributed to her, and to remind one of her association with the
human world, she is said to be descended from Daksa and Prasuti,
or of Bhrgu and IChyati. Her union with Vî ijiu, which is the
result of a gradual process, achieves its full confirmation.
Even now, this union is looked upon as one of perfection. In
addition, the sense of beauty is closely associated with her, as
wealth and glory and fortune confer beauty. Eventually all the
lovely maidens are modelled after her.

Owing to her great popularity as a giver of fortune, Sri-
Laksmi has found a prominent place in the history of Indian
iconography, which depicts her alone as well as with other
wealth-giving deities. As a devout wife she is also sculpted
beside Visnu. However, all her extant images make it distinctly

clear that in his presence her individual importance is diminished
accordingly, and this is shown by a reduction in the number of
her arms, and the overall proportional reduction in her relative 

1
size/ thus presenting her as an appendage to her husband. Thus evide-nti 
✓ _Sri has gained much of her recognition as an individual goddess, 
where her most profound aspect, i.e. the capacity of bestowing

1. Cf: p|. xxxuF .
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KALYANA SUNDAKA IMAGE OF SIVA WITH VISNU AND SRI-LAKSMI
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good fortune is appreciated and has encouraged the execution of 
her images on the walls and niches of temples and the gateways

s 'of religious buildings, both of Vaignava and Saiva origin, and 
also on coins and seals issued by kings, whatever may have been 
their cult affiliations. In her own right, she has been, and 
still is, a recognised goddess in Hinduism.

The modern images of Sri-Laksmi, which are also executed 
for the purpose of worship, do not differ mich from her icons y

Tprevalent in older days. They depict her with her conventional j. 
(i.e. the padma, bilva,amytaghata and saiikha) to which they add

✓
an ornamental container (known as Laksmi-jhahpi in Bengal)
believed to confer all the boons, thus reminds one of the
cornucopia; she carries a sindura. holder as well, which
characterises her as a devout wife, and in addition to all 
these, a new vahana (traditional wj.th all Hindu deities) has
been attributed to her in the form of an owl.

How an owl came to occupy such a position is a matter of
speculation. The occurrence is of a very late date and there
is absolutely no evidence to trace its origin. The owl is an
well-known emblem of Pallas Athena who bears a good deal of
resemblance to Laksmi, but that does not seem to provide an explanation.

1. Thus Athena is a deity of wisdom whereas Sri's brahmasri aspect 
cannot be totally disregarded;^ this aspect is even more pro
nounced in some images where Sri holds a manuscript in her hand.

TO BE CONTINUED OVERLEAF.
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A TWENTIETH CENTURY IMAGE OF SRI-LAKSMI



One might try to seek its origin in a Sadhanamala passage which 
prescribes a pecaka (owl) as a seat of Varahi. Though Laksmi 
can be identified with Varahi in her aspect of being a consort 
of Visnu (Varaha), it seems that such an explanation is rather 
far-fetched. The most plausible as well as the simplest reason 
for such an association may well be the fact the owl generally 
perches on granaries while 6r± is the deity of harvest. Another 
additional explanation that might have enforced this connection 
is that owl is a . night bird and during Sri-Laksmi*s puja 
festivals, Laksmi is said to descend on earth and visit the 
houses of her devotees at night. This might have prompted the 
idea of her alighting on earth riding on an owl, the night bird.

Like Athena, Sri is born of Brahma*s head; Athena is called all* 
bedewing, indicating that she is a goddess of moisture, Laksmi 
is called ardra in the Srisukta; Athena presides over agricultural 
inventions, Laksmi is evolved as an agricultural goddess;^Athena 
is always dressed in an^armour and Laksmi as Vijaya-Laksmi, is 
reproduced in a Channavira i.e. warrior's dress. Sri has been 
also represented on Gupta coins as a true copy of Athena, depicted 
on Indo-Greek coins. There are , however, also very striking 
differences. Furthermore, as the presence of the owl as a vahana 
is of recent origin, it seems unlikely to connect it with Pallas 
Athene, who is unlikely to have been known in India from the 
Gupta period.

1 Xf.Mallmann,op.cit. p* 1511 f *n.3»
An Agni Purana passage describes Camunda as uluka vadana, 
but according to Mallmann the description should be uluka vahana 
and this is further strengthened by a British Museum image 
(no.7 2-7-1-8 3) where an owl can be noticed near the feet of 
Camunda. Cf: Ag.P.,cxxxiv; iiallaann, M.T., Les enseignements 
iconographiques de l*Agni purana, p.1 5 3*
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Thus Sri-Laksmi is represented in modern India where religious
festivals are held in her honour. Owing to her immense popularity,
she is invoked throughout the year. All the blessings that one
can desire flow from her*.

•yathadesa cakarasau tasmallaksmim samarcayet 
sriyam dadati vipulam pugtim medham yasobalam

1
arcita bhagavatpatni tasmallaksmim samarcayet . 

and so says the Mahabharata that if one performs all the rites, one

soon wins success; as the sun embraces the east, the goddess of
1 . ■ 2 

prosperity embraces him (abhivartati laksmistam praciniva divakarah).
Of all the celebrations, the Kojagari Laksmi puja, held in the
month of As“vina in the eastern part and the Dipavali (the illumination
of lights) in the western part of India, are the most remarkable

3
ones. The details of both festivals are very similar in nature
and the idea of the latter was possibly borrowed from the older 
practice of the former which seems to be a modern version of the

if_  _  /_ Kaumudi-Mahotsava mentioned in the iiudraraksasa of Visakhadatta.
Laksmi is also worshipped in association with Visnu which are mostly
observed by woman; this testifies to the fact that her character
as a wife of Visnu is not totally disregarded.

1. Kurma P. ii,21-22.
2. Mbh., V,135,31.
3 • The festival of Dipavali is significant in another respect as 

on the very day when Laksmi is worshipped in the western part, 
in the eastern part, Kali, a manifestation of Durga is venerated. 
Could it possibly throw some light on the relation between the 
two goddesses!

k. Visakhadatta, Hudrarakqasa, Act.iii,3,^,5; Mbh.,i,121,1.
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Different days are prescribed in various texts for the worship
of Sri-Laksmi. The Atri Samhita says that one is blessed with 
happiness if Laksmi is worshipped on a Friday) Tuesdays are

-  2prescribed by the Brahmavaivartta PuraQa and the Devi Bhagavata Purana.
The Siva Purana says that one should venerate her on a Monday

3(somvare ca laksmyadim sampadartham yajed budhah). But at present, 
the most common practice is to worship her on a Thursday of the 
bright half of the month (pratyabdam pujayellaksmim suklapakse 
gurordine). It is evident thereby how her importance as a 
benevolent goddess is generally accepted.

In spite of all these celebrations and eulogies in her honour, 
Sri-Laksmi did not truly transcend the materialistic barrier and 
reach the world of higher spiritual realisation. She could not 
rival Durga in all her magnitude. It is due to her being the 
very personification of wealth and riches, the centre of material 
needs and aims, which, though bringing closer to the human heart 
(as, unlike other deities, she is venerated at every house in every 
evening), could not elevate her to a position beyond the extent 
of this earthy world. She is condemned as fickle (cancala)as 
wealth is not everlasting; in a-long passage in the Kadambari,

1. Atri Saiph., XLVII,16.
2. BVP. Prak.Xh.xxxvi,1; Devi Bhg.P.Kh.ix, 39»27-29.

Siva P « Vtciyesvofta Saitth yg
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she is described as so unstable that even in a picture she moves
and it says that if she clings to Narayana, it is only that
she may enjoy his constant change of forms (vyuhas and avataras).
She is compared with a courtesan staying in the crown of the king 
(bhupala-mukuti-viharana-vySpara-panyatiganam)2 and fco U v e  yith

malice and hatred, greediness and arrogance. She has been 
attributed to a world of pleasure completely detached from the
world of greater realisations. This finds an echo in the Vairagya
Sataka where the poet, who denounces the world to become a yogin
after his life-long lessons from experiences and observations,
begs Sri-Laksmi not to be kind to him,

matarlak^mi bhajasvakaipcidparam
bhaktankgip.i masma bhurbhogesu sprhayalavastava
vase ka nihsprhanam asi/

i.e. *0 mother Laksmi, serve (thou) someone else, do not be longing
for me. Those who desire enjoyment are subject to thee, but what
art thou to us who are firee from desires?’

Thus, the whole survey demonstrates how the materialistic
•  *  — ■

factors which lead to the conception of Laksmi-Sri, on the one 
hand endow the goddess with unlimited power, on the other hand
constitute a barrier to the achievement of real spiritual greatness.

1 . Banabhatta, Kadambari,
" , ✓2. Bhartrhari, Srngara Sataka, 19*

3. Ib. Vairagya Sataka, 93*

A
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DIFFERENT STORIES OF THE ORIGIN OF SRI-LAKSMI ■   ■ ■■ ■ ■■■■   -  -■-■■■- ■ ■ ■ 0 —  ■ ■■

Sri-Laksmi, in later times, was credited v/ith mul
tiple origins and relations. Of the many legends concerning 
the origin of Sri-Laksmi, the best known account seems to he
the churning of the ocean narrated in the two great Epics as
well as in certain Puranas.

■■■■— ■ ■ # ■ M l

But Parasara says^ that her first birth was as the 
daughter of Bhrgu and Khyati, and that it was only at a sub
sequent period that she was produced from the sea. Thus goes
the Visnu Purana. fThe divinities Dhatr and Vidhatr v/ere born— - -. <. # •

of Bhrgu and Khyati, as was a daughter, Srl, the wife of 
Parayana, the god of gods1.̂  The Brahmanda Purana also 
ascribes her parentage to Bhrgu and Khyati, and adds that she 
had two sons by ITarayana called Bala and Udmada. But the 
Vayu Purana calls them Bala and Utsaha, and mentions the 
sky-going (horses) as her mind-born sons: tasyastu manasah
outra ye canye divyacarinah 1 Ye vahanti vimanani devanam

1. Vis. P ., I, 9, 139-
2. Ib., I, 8, 13*
3. Brahmanda P ., I, 2, 1-3*
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punya-karmanam.̂
In the Mahabharata as well, the sky-going horses are 

the spiritual sons of Laksmi, and Lhata and Vidhata are her 
two brothers, but here Brahma is said to be her father,
tayorev svasa devi laksmlh padmagrha subha 1 tasyastu manasah

_  pputrasturaga vyomacarinah.
The Harivamsa says that Sri was born of Brahma1s

meditation, the prolific and noble Sri, being adorned with a
lotus of hundred petals. One of the verses of the Matsya
Purana says that Brahma created five maids: Laksmi, Liarutvati,
Sadhya, Visvesa and Sarasvati.^

Now, all these stories about Sri-Laksmi's relation 9 0

with Brahma and Dhata and Vidhata seem to be Just the continu
ation of an older tradition, recorded in the Satapatha Brahmana, 
which made her the daughter of Prajapati.

1. Va■ P ., XXVIII, 3* This association of SrlLaksml with
horses is reminiscent of an account in the SrlmaddevI 
Bhagavatam, which describes how Sri was enchanted by the 
horse Uccaisravas (referred to as her brother because of 
its birth from the ocean along with Laksmi at the time
of the churning of the ocean) and did not pay any attention
to_Hari, who cursed her to be born as a mare. Cf.
Srlmad Levi Bhagavatam, VI, 17, 53ff*

2. Mbh., I, 66, 5 1.
3. Eariv. , ltt}Zo>6.
4. Hat. P ., CLXXI, 32.
5. SBr., XI, #, 3, Iff.
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Brahma is the father of Laksmi in these texts,
# #

again it is Brahma who created Bhrgu, father of Sri, as it
is said in the Visnudharmottara Purana which continues:

■ —  • • - ■ . ■ _

bhygeva ca dadau Khyatim rupena pratima subharo .... sriyam
ca ;janayamasa khacaramsca turangaman 1 bhr^uh pradaccriyam
devim rajannarayanasya ca 1 tasyam sam.janyamasa balogmadau-
madotkatau,̂  Then Bhrgu was given the beautiful Khyati ....
Sri and sky-going horses were born 1 Bhrgu offered Sri to
ITarayana, Bala and Urjimada were born of them.

A.t the same time another common tradition seems to
be Laksmifs birth in the family of Daksa Prajapati, where she

2is one of his many daughters (the number of which vary in 
various texts) . The rahabhar.ata tries to justify the relation
ship by stating that Daksa and his wife Prasuti were born from

_ zthe right and left toe of Brahma,^ and Daksa seems to inherit

1. Visdh. P ., I, 107, 71-72. Cf: a place called Bhrgukaccha 
"(Broach, Barygaza of Periplus) where Bhrgu performed 
asceticism and which Kaccha supported, was known as sin 
abode of Sri. (Sk. P ., V, 3, 182, 184).

2. Vis. P., I, 7, 21; Mark. P., L, 20-21; Garuda P., V,
^ - ^ 5 1  Padma P ., I, 3, 163; V, 8, 175-

3. hbh., I, 66, 14.
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much of the mythology of Prajapati.1 In the legend, Laksmi,
along with nine other daughters (Kirti, Dhrti, Medha, Fusti,
Sraddha, Kriya, Buddhi, Mati and Lajja) was married to 

2Dharma. Sometimes the number increases to thirteen.
Now as far as this dual birth of Sri-Laksmi is 

concerned, it may be assumed, that an unsuccessful attempt 
was made to maintain the separate identities of Sri and Laksmi. 
She seems to be Sri when she is a daughter of Bhrgu and Khyati 
.... (dhatr-vidhatarau bhrgofr khyatir asuyata 1 Sriyamca 
devadevasya patnl narajanasya ca 1J devam dhata Vidhatacau 
ta.yor ,1yestha tu bhagini devi srirlokabhavini 1 sa tu 
narayanam devam patnimasadya sobhana 1 narayahatroafjau tasyam 
balonmadau vyarjayatam) Dhata and Vidhata are her brothers 
and She is married to the Supreme Sod Narayana and gives birth 
to Bala & Unmada.

Now, if we take account of the verses where she is

1. Now all these stories seem to be an incessant attempt to 
stress upon the fact that everything proceeded from Brahma 
Prajapati, the creator and also to associate Laksmi with 
this human world. _ This finds support in a VayU^Purana 
passage 1 svayambhuva sutayam1 (Laksmi, SraddhS, MedIiS_etc.) 
!tu prasutyam lokamatarah 1 which means that_the lokamata 
gave birth to the svayamthU ? daughters. (Va. P . 10, 22).

2. Vis. F., I, 7, 23; Visdh. P ., I, 107, 90-94.
3. Cf: Vis. P., 1, S, 14; Padma P ., I, 4, 1; V, 4, 1.
4. Cf: Brahmanda P ., I, 12, 2-3; Va. P., XXVIII, 1-2.
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born of Daksa, she is always named Laksmi along with Sraddha, 
Lajja, Dhrti, Pusti, Medha, Kriya, Buddhi, Vapu, Santi, Rddhi, 
Kirti, and so on.^ The Visnudharmottara Purana also testifies 
that as Daksa's daughter, she is always Laksmi and as a

_ pdaughter of Bhrgu, she is Sri.
Sri and Laksmi are even married to different persons. 

Sri is always called Narayana-varapriya, patnl ITarayanasya, 
whereas Laksmi is married to Dharma.

That Sri and Laksmi were also differentiated at 
various other times is apparent from a number of references 
to them. One passage in the Mahabharata states: ,KrI, Sri,
Kirti, Dyuti, Pusti, Uma, Laksmi and Sarasvati protect thee'.^
In another place, Visnu says to Narada: 'Behold also Sri
and Laksmi and Kirti, and the Earth with her h u m p ' S r i  
and Laksmi are also distinctly mentioned as two different

-  -  5goddesses, living in the same place of Indra with Llahendrani." 
In the Aranya Kanda of the Rarnayapa, Ravana, struck by Sita's
beauty asks her if she is Sri, Hri, Kirti or Laksmi or some

1. Vis, p. , I, 7, 21; LI ark. P ., II, 6, 1; L, 20-21; Garuda P . ,
V, 24-25; Padma P., I, 5, 183; V, 3, 175; Brahmanda P., I, 9,
58-59-
2. Visdh. P ., 1, 107, 92-94.
3. Mbh., Ill, 37, 35.
4. Ib., XII, 326, 52 (Poona Ed.).
5. Ib. , II, 7, 4.
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Apsaras.1 Thus traces of their separate identities may 
occasionally be discerned in the Epics.

Bharata's Natyasastra refers to Sri and Laksmi and
a number of other goddesses as divine mothers who are invoked

pfor success. The Visnudharmottara Purana, while enumerating 
Vaisnava objects, lists laksmlh karislnl (karlsani) srlsca 
tatha devl vibhavarl 1 calcrah sudarsanah proktah sarngam 
capam tu vaisnavam. • Other conclusive evidence is found in 
the Visnudharnottara furana which for the first time prescribed 
the worship of Srldhara with Sri and of Janardana with Laksmi.^ 

But rather than interpreting these references, 
especially as far as the birth legends are concerned, as 
attempts to maintain the separate identities of Sri and Laksmi 
as it would seem at first, we should consider them as being 
traditional in maintaining their respective nomenclatures as 
they occur in the original stories without any deliberate 
attempt at separation. The only controversial point is Laksmi's 
marriage to Dharma. This was presumably an earlier eveii; of 
her history as is evident in a Mahabharata story which reveals 
this association with Dharma as a step towards her union with

1. Cf: Ram., III, 46, 16-17*
2. Bharata, Eatyasastra, III, 87*
3. Visdh. P ., Ill, 8, 4.
4. Ib. , III, 216.



Visnu.1 Priority of this birth is also suggested by the fact
that Daksa becomes Laksmi's father in this legend in his
capacity as Daksa Prajapati and thus the story may be regarded

2as a direct succession of the story of Brahma's parenthood.
Lastly it may be said that when Sri is mentioned along with
Laksmi, sometimes it might indicate their separate identities,
but at other times the former has been used to symbolise
prosperity. This finds a supporting echo in the first verse

*of the Junagarh Rock inscription of Skanda Gupta, v/hich 
mentions both Sri and Laksmi as it says that Visnu, who is 
the perpetual abode of Laksmi, conquered Sri for the enjoyment 
of Indra. Here Sri definitely refers to prosperity or fortune 
or royal sovereignty since Laksmi is already mentioned as 
Visnu's wife; further it is rather unlikely that a being, 
whether human or divine, would rescue his own wife for some
body else's pleasure.

However, occasional references to their separate 
identities are not continued in the later period. As they 
were fully-merged into each other in the Sri-Sukta, so did 
they retain this unity. In the Santiparva^ Sri says clearly

2 9 5

1. I.:bh. , XII, 59, 133ff • (Poona Ed.) Cf: infra, p.298.
2. SBr., XI, 4, 3, Iff.
3. Fleet, J., CII. , III, p. 158, Ho. 14, line 1.
4. Mbh•, XIX, 225, 8.
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that she is also known as laksmi. That these names can be
•

indiscriminately applied to the same divinity is apparent 
from these two phrases: yato ra-.jir dhrtistatra srisca tatra
yato dhrtihjyato dhrtisca srlscaiva dharmas tatra .jayastatha il 
and rapir yatas tato laksmlr, yato laksmlstato dhrtihjyato

pdhrtis, tato dharmo, yato dharmas, tato frayah'tl. This fusion
seems to be complete in a verse from the Kurma Purana where
Laksmi as Bhrgu*s daughter is married to Visnu, bhrgofc
khyatvam samutranna laksmi visnuparigrahah tatha ....J

This association of Sri-Laksmi and Visnu seems to be• # •

a' development of her primary attachment to Dharma, and can 
only be understood with a proper interpretation of all the 
abstractions and terms implicit in the names of the divinities 
involved.

In fact, it refers to another episode of Sri-Laksmi's 
birth. In the Lahabharata, Brahma says that under the rule 
of King Prthu, the whole world was flourishing with righteous
ness, and at that time, a golden lotus was born from Visn's

1. Brahma P ., II, 7*
2. Brahmanda P ., II, 67, 84; Cf: Vayu. P ., LXLII, 79, here, 

except#for Srl being replaced by Laksmi, everthing remains 
the same.

3. Kurma P ., XIII, 1; Cf: Vis. P., 1, 10, 2.
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brow, and the goddess Sri was born of that lotus,'1' (Visnor- 
lalatat Kamalam sauvarnamabhavattada 1 srih sambhuta yato 
devi patni dharmasyadhimatah 1 sriyah sakasadarthasca «jato

— p _dharmena pandava).r Sri became the spouse of Dharma of great 
intelligence. Upon Sri, Dharma begot Artha. Then, (atha 
dharma stathaivarthah srisca ra.jye pratisthita) , i.e., all
these three, Dharma, Artha and Sri, were established in 
sovereignty. Although here, the poet evidently uses a myth 
to explain the abstract idea of dharma (duty, justice), 
artha (meaning, significance) and, sri (abundance, wealth) 
and their connection with sovereign authority, all the abstrac
tions having been personified.

The next passage continues by stating that a person, 
upon the exhaustion of his merit, comes down from heaven to 
earth, takes birth as a king conversant with thfc theory of 
government, becomes endowed with greatness and can be said to 
be a portion of Visnu on earth, 1sukrtasya Ksayaccaiva 
svarlokadetya medinlm 1 parthivo yjayate tato dafidanitivasanugah

1. Libh. XII, 59? 135 (Poona Ed.); according to the Bhagavata 
Purana (VII, 5? 4-0) Sri came out of Visnu* s chest and these 
are jus  ̂stray references to their relationship at its 
initial stage where Visnu is regarded as the creator of 
Sri-Laksmi only to take*over the position of her husband 
in later times.

2. Mbh., XII, 59, 133-34- (Poona Ed.).
5. Ib., 1J4- (Poona Ed.).
4. Mbfe., XII, 59, 155 (Poona Ed.)-
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Thus the King is associated with Sri and is himself a part 
of Visnu; this might supply the link between Visnu and Sri 
or more particularly RajyasrI.1

The Epic literature further develops the mythology 
of Sri and refers to her various traits in different contexts. 
The most famous Epic account of her origin, also much stressed 
in the Furanas, is that she was churned out of the ocean by 
the gods and demons, along with such substances as Uccaisravas 
sura, nectar, etc. This has numerous times been narrated in 
literature, as well as depicted in art; this is the legend 
that according to scholars, alludes to the Gajalaksmi or 
rather the Abhiseka type of Laksmi murti. The main theme of 
this amrta-manthana story is more or less the same in different 
versions, but the details vary, and in some places, the cir
cumstances have undergone several changes.

The themes are. all closely interrelated as they are 
in fact all variations on a single theme, and so tend to 
appear in clusters in any myth.

One might tend to look for its origin in the Vedas. 
The term 'amrta1 (the elixir of immortality) was already known 
to the Vedas and seems to have been applied to various

1. Cf: in this regard how in the Angi Purana (CCXXXVII) the
King desireous of success in war is askefi to repeat the 
Sristava that was recited by Indra.
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offerings in the sacrifice, but more in particular to the 
soma juice.

It seems that in the late Vedic period, that of the 
white Yajurveda, under the influence of philosophical specu
lation, the rank of the deities became more defined, the idea 
of a universal spirit developed, and the inferior gods, who 
were held to have been mortal at first, were said to have 
attained immortality by sacrificing amrta (i.e. Soma) to 
Agni. It may have been from this idea, i.e. blessings brought 
by sacrificing Soma (amrta), that this myth arose, the Soma 
juice converted into the elixir produced at the churning of 
the ocean.

Such an idea is, in fact, reflected in the Samudra 
manthana account. According to the Mahabharata and the 
Ramayana,^ the gods, feeling their weakness, having been 
worsted by the demons, begged Visnu for renewed vigour and 
the gift of immortality. Visnu directed them to churn the 
ocean for the amrta, which was capable of bestowing immortality 
upon them.

All the accounts exhibit a Vaisnava bias, as the
■ ■ ■ ■■ # • —  ■■ '

churning could be carried on only when Visnu gave his energy

1. Lbh., I, 18; V, 102, 12ff; janami .... amrtasya ca manthanam 
Ram., IV, 58, 1$; I, 45- -
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and. his blessings to the gods. In the I.\ahabharata,̂  the
divine tortoise upholds the mountain-churn of his own accord,
hut the later Ramayana identifies the tortoise with Visnu.■ ■ ■ u • — • •

Sri Laksmi does not seem to be given much importance
in these texts; she is Just one of the many objects that were
churned out of the ocean. In certain manuscripts she is not

2even mentioned. ITor has she been associated with Visnu, 
which happens only later, as in the Visnu Purana ,̂  where she 
goes to Visnu of her own accord. In this Purana, the cause 
of the churning of the ocean is different as w*ll. A long

Zl .account illustrates how once Durvasas, a portion of Siva, 
being insulted by Indra, cursed him to be abandoned by Laksmi, 
and then, being devoid of Laksmi, the whole world grew pale 
out of fear of the forthcoming destruction and propitiated 
Visnu, at whose command the churning of the ocean was per
formed. Along with various objects, Laksmi came forth, and 
the world again flourished with happiness. (This story 
presupposes at least one previous birth for Sri-Laksmi).

Laksmi was then propitiated by Inara and, being 
pleased, she promised that she would never forsake him,

1. Lbh., I, 16, 10-11; V, 102.
2. Cf: Ram., 1, 44 (Poona Ed.).
3- Vis. P., I, 9, 105; Cf: Visdh. P ., 1, 41, 1.
4. Vis. P., I, 8.
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neither would she forsake the person who could recite the 
Stava that Indra uttered in her praise. The Bhagavata Purana 
tells the same story.^ Thus these stories exhibit the rising 
importance of Sri-Laksmi as the main object of the churning.

— 2 — hoveThe Vayu and the Padma Furana^the same narrative 
as that of the Visnu Purana, and so have the Agni Purana 1' 
and the Bhagavata Purana except that they refer only very 
briefly to the anger of Durvasas without narrating the cir
cumstances. The part assigned to Durvasas itself appears to 
be only an embellishment added to the original, as no mention 
of him occurs ‘in the Ivlatsya Purana, nor even in the Harivamsa. 
Nor does it occur in what may be considered the oldest extant

1. Bhg. P ., VIII. But the Devi Bhagavata Purana offers a
different reason altogether, it says that Saurl and Laksmi 
originated from the Parasakti and were given_to Hara and* 
Hari. But once being insulted by them, Gaurl and Laksmi 
left their husbands who became lustreless as a resultt 
So Hara and Hari repaired to the Parasakti, who, in the 
form of Bhuvanesvari, directed that Gauri would be born 
as the daughter of Daksa and Laksmi out of the Kslrock 
ocean, and that they would eventually be reunited with 
their husbands. This narrative seems to belong to a much 
later period, as appears from the underlying tantric 
attitude to the goddess. SrlmaddevI Bhap;avatam, VII,
Chs. 29-30.

2- Va. P ., LXLII, 9f£.
3* Padma P ., V, 4-, Iff.
4-. Agni P ., III.
5- Bhg. P., VIII, 5; VIII, 8, 7-28.
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versions of the story, those in the Ram ay îia and the Xahab- 
harata. Both of these ascribe the.churning to the desire of 
the gods and, the a suras to become immortal. The L'atsya 
Purana'*' assigns a similar motive to the gods, who were 
incited by observing that the asuras slain by them in battle 
v/ere restored to life by Sukra with the sanjivanl or herb of 
immortality which he had discovered. The account in the Hari- 
vamsa is obscure and brief and is explained by the commentator 
as an allegory, in which the churning of the ocean typifies

2ascetic penance and ambrosia represents the final liberation.
We have come across several other stories concerning 

the birth of Sri-Laksmi, but they are not very widely known.
We have already discussed the story of Siri Ealakanni Jataka 
where Sri is the daughter of Dhatarattha.̂  Another Buddhist 
myth refers to her as the daughter of Sagara (ocean) , a nap;a 
king.^ The name of Sagara and thus the story was possibly 
originated from her being churned out of the ocean; even in 
the later period, Laksmi, in the incarnatory form of Radha 
was born of Sagara and Padma. This also alludes to the same 
story where she came out of the ocean sitting on a wide open

1. Mat. P ., CCXLIX, 14-ff. Cf: also CCL & CCLI.
2 . -------------- Cf: Wilson, H.H. Visnu Purana, p. 77 ? f.n. 8
3* Supra, pp. i-*?, 171.
4. Saddharma Pundarika, XI, 4-8-51; SBE. , XXI, p. 250f.
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lotus flower.
In the Sundanese legend, Sri is said to he horn 

from a tear of Dewa Ant a or Antahoga^ ‘(Anantabhoga) , the naga 
Ananta of the nether worlds. The significance or the reason 
behind the story is rather obscure. But nevertheless, these
stories emphasise her association v/ith the nagas, and in the

—  ~  2 -I.'anava Grhya Sutra, Sri is invoked to come to the worshippers
in the company of the nagas and the deities.

All these episodes, not only accentuate Sri-Laksmi1s
popularity, hut also demonstrate a human urge to associate
her with the human world. The Visnudharmottara Purana, in■ ' ■ . . . .     — - . .... —- 7

one of its elaborate chapters,explains these various births
as belonging to different Manvantaras. With some additions
as v/ell as some eliminations, the Purana ascribes her seven
births in accordance with seven manvantaras: (i) in the
Svayumbhuva-manvantara, she was born of Bhrgu; (2) in
Svarocisa-manvantara, from Agni; (3) in the Auttaraas.ya-
manvantara from the water; (4) in the Tamasa-manvantara, from
the Earth; (5) in the Raivata-manvantara from the Bilva; (6) in
the Caksusa-manvantara from the blooming Lotus and (7) in the
Vaivasvata-manvantara, she came out of the ocean when Visnu ■ ■■ ■ - ■ ■ ■       ■ ■ ■ *  0 0

s

1. Gonda, J., AEV., p. 221.
2. Upayantu mam devaganah nagasca taoasa saha, Man. Gr. Sut;

II, 13- *
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received her.^ Thus, the description which does not mention
2Daksa, gives 'precedence to her being born of Bhrgu and 

considers the Samudramanthana to be the last event; this 
further presumes her association with Visnu to be a later 
development.

1. Cf: Visdh. F ., 1, 41, 33-36, Svayambhuve1ntare devi 
bhrgoh sa duhitagmrta, etc. etc.

2. The ascription of her birth to Bhrgu may be owing to the 
prominence of the Bhargavas_in the Kahabharata, who, with 
their inclination towards Narayana, bestowed Sri on him. 
Then later, on the event of the churning of the ocean, 
Laksmi went to Visnu of her own accord.
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